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STARTING SUCCESSFULLY
This program is an experience unlike anything else you’ve done before. Over the course of your
program, we are going to walk through a process designed to help repair your gut and liver,
teach you how to feed your body with the right kinds of nutrition for optimal health, and
introduce a simple, yet effective exercise program. We will also discuss stress management
techniques and other lifestyle factors, and set you up for a lifestyle centered on wellness. Along
the way, we are going to work with you to ensure your success and provide you with the tools
needed to complete your program.

Each week of your program, you will have classes to watch in your member portal, plus program
guide documents, like this, which give additional insights and direction for your program. Each
class video is typically less than 10 minutes. This format will allow you to gain the most
important information needed for success in your program without having to spend hours in
front of the computer. Please download your program documents each week and read them in
conjunction with your class videos. If you feel stuck or have questions about what you should be
doing, review the information in your guide or in the FAQs section of your member portal. These
two sources should give you most of the answers you need. If you have additional questions,
please reach out to our team and we will work to address your questions as soon as possible.

STEP ONE: NAVIGATING YOUR MEMBER PORTAL
Your member portal is designed to give you access to your material at the appropriate time for
your program. You will notice that there are modules that correspond with each week of your
program. Inside each module are units, which contain different course videos that help you
understand the steps of your program. These videos also provide education concerning why we
are asking you to make these steps. Some units contain progress reports or surveys that you
must fill out. Please fill these out thoroughly and honestly, as these help our team discern where
to provide further help, recommend dietary or supplement changes, or give encouragement.

Modules are locked based on the timing of your program, meaning that you will not be able to
access Days 1-7 until the first day of your program. Then, days 8-14 will only become available
once you reach day 8 of your program and so on. This will help you stay on track without getting
ahead.

All of the units inside your modules will become available whenever the module is unlocked,
with a few exceptions. If a unit is not immediately available, you should see a notice inside your
member portal telling you when it will become available. You may watch all of the units inside
your module at once or spread them out over the course of the week. We recommend you watch
your videos first thing in the morning for the start of each new module. Once you complete a
unit, the next one becomes available. All previous units can be reviewed at any time during your
program. NOTE: To complete a unit, you must watch your entire video before the next one will
become available.
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STEP TWO: CONNECTING WITH OUR TEAM
During your program, you will have designated times to correspond with one of our team
members to answer your questions and gauge your progress through the program. We are here
to help you succeed, address your questions, and make sure you know what to expect.

It’s a good idea to write down your questions each day during the program so you can ask them
during your coaching sessions. Of course, many of the answers to these questions can be found
on our FAQs page inside your program portal. For additional questions, reach out to our team by
email or phone. Our team will also be monitoring your progress and keeping notes along the
way.

STEP THREE: PREPARING FOR WEEK ONE
The videos and information in this preliminary section of the program will help you understand
your dietary transitions for week one.

In order to have a successful first week, you will need to spend some time preparing for the start
of your program by educating yourself using the classes and information in the first module of
your program. You will also want to plan a trip to the grocery store to stock up on the foods you
need for week one and beyond. There are helpful recipes included in your guide that can be
used to help you make these dietary transitions easy and seamless. 

Your program start date should have been determined in our office. If you’re unclear about your
start date, please check your email or reach out to our team.

Before week one starts, you don’t need to alter your diet or your plans. Just keep doing what
you’ve been doing until now, with one exception: don’t try to eat all the junk food in your house
as a way of enjoying your favorite guilty pleasures before transitioning to clean eating. There’s
no reason to put your body in a poor health position before you start making these good,
positive changes!

WHAT'S NEXT?
On the next pages, we will show you how to identify your goals and desired outcomes for your
program. Later in this initial module, we will ask you to submit these to our team. It is important
to remind yourself daily of the “why” behind these changes since identifying your motivation
early on will help you stay committed. Your decision to do this program is an investment in your
health and your future. You will be amazed at what YOU are able to accomplish in just a short
amount of time!
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A SMART GOAL IS:

SPECIFIC AND STRATEGIC
In order for a goal to be achieved, it must first be well-defined. Don’t just throw a bunch of goals
out and see which ones stick.
Answers the questions - Who and What?

MEASURABLE
The success toward meeting the goal can be specifically measured in one or more ways.
Answers the question - How will I do this?

ATTAINABLE
Goals are realistic, can be achieved in a specific amount of time, and are reasonable.
Answers the question - Can I do this?

RELEVANT, REALISTIC, AND RESEARCH-BASED
The goals are aligned with your values and desires. You can truly see the expected result before
it ever happens.
Answers the question - Is this real to me?

TANGIBLE AND TIME-FRAMED
Goals have a clearly defined time-frame, including a target or deadline date.
Answers the question - When?
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EXAMPLES
NOT A SMART GOAL:

I want to lose 30 lbs and get healthy
Does not identify a time-frame, nor does it identify what “healthy” will look like or how it
will be attained

SMART GOALS:
I will lose 25 lbs. and 5% body fat by October 31st

I will begin the Exercise Plan on Monday, August 24th

I will exercise at least three times per week, as described in the program

I will eliminate the need for 3 medications by December 31st

I will finish this program on time and implement the lifestyle changes it teaches

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN!
You will be asked to create SMART goals in the progress report at the end of this module. Please
work through the rest of the module’s videos and documents before creating your SMART goals,
as there may be helpful information for you to think about when creating your goals. Use the
follow-ing pages to write SMART goals for what you intend to get out of the time you spend with
us in this program.

Those who take the time to fill this out and look at their SMART goals regularly and consistently
ALWAYS GET BETTER RESULTS!

MY SMART GOALS
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Start date: ___________ Weight ___________ Body Fat % ___________

Hydration % ___________ Muscle Mass % ___________ # of Medications ___________

NOTE: This can be determined using a body fat percentage or body composition scale. These can be
purchased online or you can speak with our office about other ways to get access to this equipment.

Our goal is to help you succeed! In doing so, we ask that you take a minute to think through why
you decided to start this program before you begin. This can be anything from wanting to be
more involved with kids or grandkids, to avoiding a major crisis. These “whys” should act as
reminders throughout your program and encourage you to finish strong!

WHYS
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

As you go through the program, it’s important for you to be aware of your successes, too. Make
sure to document them here. Even something like losing two pounds is something to celebrate!

SUCCESSES TO CELEBRATE
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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In life, it seems to be true that if we are not moving uphill, we’re moving backwards. Staying the
same is just not an option. Therefore, your next 10 to 20 years are determined by the actions
and changes that you make, starting right now.

So, how do we make these changes and get them to stick? We start by making better choices—
one moment at a time, one day at a time, then one week, one month and so on. Over time, these
better choices lead you to form new and better habits, which lead you to form a new lifestyle.
This new lifestyle is not harder; it’s just different.

4 TOOLS TO HELP YOU SUCCEED
On the path to establishing this new lifestyle, there are a few key things to keep in mind as you
begin making changes. If you remember and recite these to yourself, you will accomplish the
goals you have for changing your life and your habits without getting discouraged or giving up
along the way:

1. Keep your eyes on the goal in mind. Focus on your "why" instead of focusing on getting
immediate gratification. Remember, forming new habits takes time. We’ve all had to
break a bad habit at some point (and it can be hard), but we absolutely have the power
to change. In just about 6 weeks, you can change the neural pathways that make a habit.
Certainly you can invest six weeks of your life into replacing some bad habits with good
ones that will bring life-changing results! Plus, once you get those results, you’ll have
even more motivation to continue to change and to pursue your goals.

2. Don’t focus on getting rid of the bad habits. Don’t think about change as if you’re
having to give something up. Instead, focus on what you’re gaining. Focus on why you
want your health. Focus on gaining your independence from continually declining health
that steals the joy of life from you and so many others. Focus on replacing each bad
habit or desire with a good one that will help you reach your goal. Remember what
Socrates said: “The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old,
but on building the new.”

3. Ask your family and friends to help in this battle for your health. Having accountability
is key to success. However, you must be careful. Make sure they understand how
important this is to you and why you’re doing it. Sometimes, the healthy choices you’re
making for yourself can make them feel guilty or insecure and they may try to drag you
back down into old habits so they don’t feel bad about themselves. Misery loves
company. Keep in mind that some friends and family are used to the way it has always
been, especially when you get together for social events, which may involve bad food
and drink. In these instances, you have to make a choice: Are you going to allow these
situations to sabotage your decision to reclaim your health and change your life? Or will
you stand up for the changes you’re trying to make and invite others to respect your
decisions?
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In some cases, you may need to avoid certain situations if you don’t think you’ve
developed the strength to make the right choice in the face of pressure. If that happens,
we would encourage you to find new circumstances to socialize in so you can accomplish
your dreams.

4. Don’t let other people’s words or perceptions dissuade you. We’re sure you’ve heard the
old adage that “it’s easier to pull someone down than to pull someone up.” In making
health changes, this is certainly the case. It would be nice if we could say that people are
supportive most of the time, but truth be told, people are often very self-conscious of
their health and diet and will project their feelings of inadequacy, guilt, or frustration on
you just because you decided to make your health a priority. So, since this is important
to you, be prepared to find those close, trusted friends that will give you support and
encourage you along the way. As for other friends who are not supportive, we’re not
suggesting you “drop” them. However, stepping back may be necessary if they cannot
truly support your new changes. Be creative to work things out with those around you
and be sure to set yourself up for success in all circumstances. As you start to have
success and let go of the habits that have held you back for so long, you will get an
amazing feeling of accomplishment. Build on that feeling to keep moving forward!

Adopting these tools, as well as a new mindset, will not only help you accomplish your goals of
building new, healthy habits, but will also help you enjoy more of life and have a greater positive
self-image—on top of the obvious health benefits you’ll see. Hopefully, you’ll even take on new
challenges and gain more confidence along the way, which will not only better your life, but also
the lives of those around you. It’s important to realize that having a positive focus is contagious
and really impacts your friends and family. This, in turn, will further the goal of having a
supportive group of people around you that is motivated to help you achieve results.

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
With that said, many people wonder if they really have what it takes to take the necessary steps
required to change their life. We encounter people from time to time who don’t think they do.
They have given up on their health years ago and have convinced themselves there’s nothing
they can do about it anymore. They have resigned to other responsibilities in life such as their
job or taking care of a family member. They even use that as an excuse to not take care of
themselves. When we neglect ourselves, we search for all kinds of excuses we can use to
convince ourselves that it’s not our fault, and we feel justified in letting our health deteriorate
year after year. It’s the path of least resistance, but it leads to more devastating consequences
tomorrow, such as declining health, decreased energy, continual weight gain, more medications,
eventual nursing homes, and withering away in our final years.

It’s unfortunate to encounter people who feel this way because there is always time to make the
right choice, reverse course, and reclaim lost years spent ignoring health. You absolutely have
what it takes to make these changes. If you will choose to overcome these barriers, you can
thrive in your life. The best part for you is that you’ve chosen to make these changes with people
who are committed to showing you how and helping you along the way!
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THE GIFT OF TIME
Here’s something important for you to consider as you look at the course you are about to begin:
The only way to change your outcome is to invest the time into developing this new lifestyle. We
live very hectic lives and time is an issue for almost everyone. But lack of time is probably the
worst of all excuses, even though it may be the easiest and most convenient one to use.

We all have very full schedules and it’s always easy to find ways to fill them even more. However,
there’s only so much time in each day and we physically can’t make more. This means that we
have to allocate our time based upon our priorities. That’s where choice begins. People choose to
prioritize other things and then tell themselves that they would eat better or exercise if they
only had more time. This cannot be the case for you any longer. Whatever priorities or time-
wasters may keep you from making this lifestyle a top priority need to be re-sorted to a place of
lower importance. You may need to cut out time on the internet or in front of the TV. You may
need to block off time in the evenings to prepare for the next day, or use time on a Saturday to
understand your dietary plans for the week.

Don’t think that you can just start this program and keep doing everything in your life that you
previously did. Without examining and re-evaluating your priorities, it will be too easy to let this
program, your diet, and your health slip down your priority list until they become unimportant to
you. This may seem fine until you pay the price down the road. A wise man once said, “If you
don’t take time to take care of yourself, sooner or later you’re going to have to make time to take
care of illness.”

THE COST OF HEALTH
Everyone knows that they should take care of their health. However, for many people, this
thought remains at the back of their minds until a crisis hits or some other circumstance makes
managing their health a top priority. Taking care of our health is not only important for us, but
also for those around us. It’s important for you to take care of yourself now so you can be
available for the loved ones who are counting on you one day. It’s even more important that you
don’t cause those around you to be responsible for your care because of circumstances you
could have controlled but chose to ignore.

When you consider the statistics involved in healthcare, it’s important to note that
approximately 95% of the healthcare needs faced by individuals are things that should be self-
directed and only 5% are things that really must be taken care of by a professional. As a result,
the first person we should look at to help manage our health is the person in the mirror. This
means adopting a plan to pursue wellness in our lives so that we, and those around us, can enjoy
a healthier and brighter future.

It has been said before, “health is our most valuable asset.” Almost everyone would agree with
that statement, but if you look at how they spend their time and money, you would see that their
priorities are different. We need to make that statement come to life in the way we prioritize
things. For example, consider the people that depend on you and what you can do to give them
the best “you” for your entire life. The last thing you would want is to be a burden on any of them
because you didn’t take care of yourself. That’s only going to happen if you invest in your health
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and make it your priority. If you don’t invest in your health today, you pay the price of neglect
tomorrow. This is true not only in the dollars that will come out of your pocket but even more so
in the cost of the quality of your life that you miss.

WHY THIS PROGRAM WORKS?
Wellness is achieved with good nutrition, proper exercise, a strong immune system, and
managing stress, all of which lead to a body that is strong, flexible, and able to adapt. None of
these elements are particularly hard to obtain, provided that you make them a priority, obtain
the right resources and help to achieve them. That’s why this program works. This program
provides the systematic steps required to help you achieve wellness and self-direct the 95% of
health needs present in your life.

We don’t take one of these elements and treat it as an isolated solution, meaning that you can’t
simply change your diet and experience true wellness. We embrace all aspects of wellness and
help create a balanced approach. We provide you with the education, resources, and plan
required to pursue wellness and achieve success along the way. The only component we can’t
provide is your willingness to make these things a priority. However, we strive to be your biggest
advocate and supporter along the path to wellness so you have the momentum and coaching
needed to achieve your goals.

When clients who have allowed their health to deteriorate come to us for help, we consider it a
privilege to come alongside them in their efforts to recapture what they have lost. Some of them
have been on the verge of complete destruction, often severely affecting not only them but their
friends and family as well. The saddest part is that almost every one of these cases could have
been avoided if they had made a decision to change much earlier. It’s important for you to make
sure you have the right attitude about your health and that you truly prioritize it with your time
so that you can change the direction you’ve been heading. We will join you in that process so
that you can experience true, transformational change.

Remember, after all is said and done, this will be time well spent and produce great joy for you
and your family as well. Not only will you be enjoying life more, but you’ll be accomplishing more
and taking part in some of the things you may have missed out on in the past. You’ll be amazed
at how much you can do when you have more energy and vitality to work and live with. It all
starts by deciding to change and then developing the good habits to replace the bad habits.

Right now, right here. Make the decision to change!
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No time to cook? No problem! This guide will show you how to shop for ingredients for your
meals in bulk, cook them up one day of the week, and then enjoy them for several days. Plus -
get a head start with slow-cooker meals for the following week by prepping meals & freezing
them until ready to cook!

TIME-SAVING SHOPPING AND PREPARATION TIPS
On the path to establishing this new lifestyle, there are a few key things to keep in mind as you
begin making changes. If you remember and recite these to yourself, you will accomplish the
goals you have for changing your life and your habits without getting discouraged or giving up
along the way:

1. Use the meal plans in your Additional Resources section: These provide you with a
shopping list and recipes for a full week's worth of meals, which take the guesswork out
of how to start your dietary changes. Just be mindful that cooking meals takes time, so
using the other tips here and planning time to shop and cook are key.

2. Organize your shopping list: Become familiar with your grocery store layout and
organize your shopping list so you cross things off in the order you come across them in
the store. That little time spent organizing your list saves time in the store and helps
keep you focused and less likely to wander down aisles containing processed and
refined foods/ingredients. It also reduces the chance you’ll forget something that gets
“lost” in the list.

3. Buy spices from the bulk aisle: This will save you a lot of money. Those cute little jars
don’t come cheap! You can also purchase premade seasoning packets that will save you
time in the kitchen. We love Lori's, from @cookingwithlori seasoning packets and she
has been kind enough to offer a 15% discount on your first purchase when you use the
promo code "Program15". Lori's seasoning packets also come with an easy to use recipe
card as well that will take the planning and thinking out of cooking for you.

4. Portion your meat out: Have your butcher cut your meat into the appropriate portion
sizes before you leave. Any good butcher who wants to provide good customer service
will have no problem doing this for you. If you prefer to do it yourself, a kitchen scale
works perfectly for portioning.

5. Store individually portioned meals: Stock up on glass or plastic (BPA Free) containers
that will hold individual portions of your meals. Pack them up when you’re finished
cooking, and take them out to reheat when ready to eat. No measuring when you’re
tired and hungry, and helps with the temptation to eat more than your allotted portion.

6. Rinse your veggies beforehand: Clean your veggies as soon as you bring them home
from the store. It will save you time when you’re ready to prepare them.

https://c3bros.com
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7. Prepare your veggies ahead of time: Spend an hour or two chopping veggies ahead of
time and place them in airtight containers for storing. These can be stored in the
refrigerator for up to a week and you can pull them out when you are ready to use them
to cook.

8. Herb tips: Basil hates cold, so leave it out, wrapped in a moistened paper towel, and it
will last longer. Other herbs can be rinsed, dried, and the stems wrapped in paper
towels and placed in plastic bags in the refrigerator.

9. Chop your garlic all at once: If you’re using a lot of garlic, chop a whole bulb of cloves in
a small food processor (or go for it by hand with a knife if you’re so inclined), place in a
small container and place in the refrigerator for easy access. Chopping garlic at least 10
minutes before using in recipes allows the cancer-fighting compounds to be released
and become more potent.

10. Use your slow cooker: Soups and slow cooker meals are a busy person’s best friend.
Spend a few hours once a week prepping, measuring, and placing several meals in
freezer bags and freezing them until ready to thaw and cook. A few days before cooking
them, take out of the freezer, thaw in fridge, then place in slow cooker or soup pot and
you’re done!

11. Use your pressure cooker: Pressure cookers can be used when you’re in a pinch for
time. Simply throw your meat and veggies in with some herbs and spices and you’ve got
a complete meal that’s ready in just 30 minutes or less.

12. Consider "done for you" meals: Check out the Additional Resources page for services
that deliver food right to your door. This can be a great way to eat clean without time at
the store or in the kitchen.

13. Online Grocery Shopping: Utilize resources like Thrive market, Butcher Box, and
Grassland/Wellness Meats, to stock up on pantry staples to help cut down your time
going to the grocery store. You can find links to these in your Additional Resources
section.
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While eating out is not ideal for maximum control over your wellness plan, it can be done with
careful planning and creativity.

1. Review the menu ahead of time: If possible, glance at the restaurant’s menu before
even arriving. Many restaurants offer online menus that you can peruse so you can plan
your meal in advance, just as you plan your meals in advance at home. Being committed
to a particular dish (or several options, just in case there’s an issue with your first choice)
can mean the difference between sticking to your plan and giving in to tempting menu
choices because you feel rushed or hungry.

2. Tell your server: Make your server aware that you have special dietary restrictions to
follow - be polite. The more information you can provide to them, the more pleasant the
experience will be for everyone. If they are extra accommodating for you and not
obnoxious about it, be sure to tip them well - great customer service is rare these days
and should be rewarded.

3. Ask clarifying questions: Don’t be afraid to ask detailed questions about menu items
you are unsure about. If the server doesn’t have an answer, don’t be afraid to ask them
to find out for you. Again, generous tipping is encouraged when they go above and
beyond to accommodate your requests.

4. Opt out of the bread baskets:  Just say no to the bread basket or chips and salsa, or
honey cornbread, or whatever other “no-no” foods are brought out to keep customers
happy while they are waiting for their meal. Ask the waiter kindly not to bring it out. This
is a little more difficult if your family/friends insist on having forbidden foods, but not
impossible. Ask for some fresh sliced carrots, cucumbers, or celery to tide you over if you
must munch while others are shoveling down bread and other things that are
detrimental to your health.

5. Know what’s on your salad: Order salads with only allowed ingredients, and ask that
the dressing be omitted. Ask for olive oil, balsamic vinegar, and lemon wedges instead,
or bring your own dressing. Don’t be embarrassed to bring individual portions of a
home-made dressing.

6. Substitute your grains: Avoid the extra carbs and eliminate rice and pasta, even if they
come with the item you’ve selected. If possible, sub them out for veggies or fruit. Any
good kitchen interested in providing excellent customer service should be happy to
accommodate you.
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7. Give the kitchen the opportunity to be creative: Any good chef loves the challenge of
being able to spontaneously provide something that isn’t on the menu. Again, note the
term “good” chef - someone who is passionate about food and creativity. You probably
won’t get this at McDonald’s or even Chili’s, but then again, you shouldn’t be going to
McDonald’s or Chili’s anyway. Let the server know the things you’re allowed to have, the
restrictions, and let the chef create something spectacular. Generous tipping is
encouraged here.

8. Send food back if you have to: If the kitchen gets your order wrong, don’t jeopardize
your success by just eating whatever they serve. Politely, but firmly, inform the server
again of what you want and don’t be afraid to send the food back.

9. Tip generously: Have we mentioned generous tipping is encouraged? Especially in cases
of repeat visits to the same restaurant, servers remember those who tip well and will go
way above and beyond to accommodate you the next time you visit.

10. Compliment the owner: At smaller establishments, the owner is more than likely on the
premises during dinner or lunch. If he/she comes by to say hello and ask how things are
going, casually mention that you are on a restricted diet, and are looking forward to
your dining experience. Compliments go a long way here too.

11. Compliment the servers: In addition to tipping, generous praise is also appreciated. If a
server has gone above and beyond to make your experience exceptional, ask for the
manager and let him/her know what a great job the server has done and that you will
definitely be recommending their establishment to others following the same wellness
plan.

12. Send compliments to the chef: If he/she happens to come out to visit with you
regarding your experience (rare, but sometimes it happens), shower them with praise. A
word of praise to a chef or server can make a huge difference in their day. Ask
questions. Let them know you appreciate their extra effort in making your dining
experience an amazing one.

13. Share your findings: Let us know when you have a good experience so we can let others
support restaurants that support healthy eating.
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EXERCISE TIMESTAMP IN DEMO
VIDEO

EXERCISE TIMESTAMP IN DEMO
VIDEO

Squats :50 Lat Pull Downs 5:25

Push-ups 1:46 Lunges 6:19

Curls 2:35 Lat Shoulder Raises 7:08

Calf Raises 3:27 Seated Rows 8:15

Tricep Extensions 4:11 Crunches 9:03

Demonstrations of these exercises can be viewed in your Additional Resources section.
Necessary Equipment: exercise bands, dumbbells or machine weights, and a box step

INSTRUCTIONS
1. High Intensity: Choose one exercise from the above list and do it as hard and as fast as

you can for (30) seconds. (You’ll only be performing one exercise per day)
2. Low Intensity: Walk in place for (90) seconds... keep moving during the low intensity

time.
3. High Intensity: Go back to the same high intensity exercise for (30) seconds.
4. Low Intensity: Walk for (90) seconds.
5. Repeat the cycle from steps 1-4 using the same exercise for a total of (7-10) minutes,

then you are done for the day.
6. Stay Consistent: Start by working out once a day every other day.
7. Have Variety: Don’t work out the same muscle more than once a week. The chart above

is laid out in an order that moves from one muscle group to the next as you move down
each column. For example, if you start with squats, your next exercise will be push-ups.
Once you get to tricep extensions, you’ll move over to lat pull downs and so on.

As you are able to, build as shown below:

**(30) seconds of high intensity followed by (90) seconds of walking

build to...

**(1) minute of high intensity followed by (1) minute of walking

build to...

**(1) minute of high intensity followed by (30) seconds of walking

**As hard and fast as you can while still completing the full range of the exercise. Note: If you
cannot complete the time, just go to exhaustion/failure.

You can increase to a MAX of 5 days/week and a MAX of 20 minutes/day.
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Anaerobic cardio is a term we coined to represent using a traditional cardio machine for the
purpose of high intensity intervals and muscle building. Anaerobic cardio is another option for
your (10-20) minute workout each day.

INTERVAL EXERCISES
Stationary Bike Increase tension and speed

Treadmill Increase incline and speed

Elliptical Increase tension and speed

Rowing Increase tension and speed

Stairs Fast going up/slow going
down

Rope Increase speed

Running/walking in place With hand and ankle weights

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Warm up: Start at a lower intensity on whatever piece of equipment you chose for about (2)

minutes to get the muscles warm.

2. Ramp up: Immediately following, ramp up the intensity for the high tension portion. This is
done best by increasing the tension so that you’re not necessarily moving faster but your
muscles are having to work much harder.

3. High Tension: With the tension high, go as hard and fast as you can for (60) Seconds.

4. Lower Tension: After (60) seconds of high-intensity, lower the tension and/or speed for (60)
seconds of recovery

5. Alternate: Continue with (60) seconds of high-intensity then (60) seconds of recovery

6. Repeat: Do this for a minimum of (4) sets or a maximum of (9) sets. This will take you
anywhere from (10 to 20) minutes, but when done properly, you will maximize your workout
and feel like you have not only lifted weights but also performed cardio for much longer than
the (10 to 20) minutes that you spend.

Alternative: (30) seconds of high intensity and (90) seconds of recovery (slower pace). You can
also search Google or YouTube for at-home interval training videos.

Have fun and work hard!
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4 TOOLS TO HELP YOU SUCCEED
5-15 minutes: minimal loss of nutrients
15-30 minutes: moderate loss of nutrients
45+ minutes: substantial loss of nutrients
 
Taken from: The World’s Healthiest Foods by George Mateljan

RECOMMENDED COOKING METHODS

HEALTHY SAUTÉING
Healthy sautéing will concentrate both the flavor and nutrition of your vegetables and has the
benefits of two methods:

Method 1: Using butter and coconut oil
Method 2: Using broth

Benefits of using broth:
Like a stir fry – brings out the robust flavor of foods, but cooks them at a lower
temperature
Like steaming – there is enough moisture to soften the cellulose and hemicelluloses,
which aids digestibility

How to sauté with broth:
1. Add enough broth to cover the bottom of your stainless steel, ceramic, or iron skillet

with about 1/2 inch of liquid.
2. Heat broth on medium heat and once it begins to steam, add vegetables and spices.
3. Cover if necessary and sauté. (See chart on following page for recommended cook time

based on the type of vegetable you are using)

How to sauté with butter or coconut oil:
1. Heat 1-2 Tablespoons of butter or coconut oil on medium heat in a stainless steel,

ceramic, or iron skillet.
2. After 1 minute of heating, add vegetables and spices.
3. Cover if necessary and sauté. (See chart on following page for recommended cook time

based on the type of vegetable you are using)
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HEALTHY STEAMING
Healthy steaming is one of the best cooking methods for retaining flavor and nutrients in food.
Foods, simply steamed and flavored with fresh herbs, salt and pepper, lemon, and olive oil, can
be very satisfying and delicious. Steaming for the minimal amount of time produces vegetables
cooked al denté, crisp inside and tender outside, and is an ideal way to maximize their nutrients.

How to Steam:
1. Fill bottom of pot with 2 inches of water (so you don’t burn the pot) and bring to a rapid

boil
2. Turn the heat down to a medium temperature
3. Add vegetables to steamer bowl
4. Cover steamer
5. Steam vegetables for the recommended time (See chart on next page for recommended

time)

QUICK BOIL
Very short cooking at 212°F in boiling water produces relatively little nutrient loss, once boiling
goes on for anything more than a few minutes, the nutrient loss becomes significant. This
method of cooking is ideal for potatoes and root vegetables.

How to Quick Boil:
1. Fill a 3 quart pot 3⁄4 full with water and bring to boil
2. Add vegetables, but do not cover
3. Begin cooking time as soon as you drop vegetables into the water (See chart on next

page for recommended time)
4. Strain and serve
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VEGETABLE PREPARATION HEALTHY SAUTÉ HEALTHY STEAM QUICK BOIL
Asparagus Cut off rough stems 5 min

Avocados Slice or cube

Beets Quarter 15 min

Beet Greens Chop 1’’ thick 2 min

Bell Pepper Slice 7 min

Bok Choy Slice 1’’ thick 4 min

Broccoli Cut florets in quarters 5 min

Brussels Sprouts Cut in quarters 5 min

Carrots Slice 1/4’’ thick 5 min

Cabbage, Red Chop 1/4’’ thick 5 min

Cabbage, Green Chop 1/4’’ thick 5 min

Cauliflower Cut florets in quarters 5 min

Celery Cut 5 min

Collard Greens Chop 1/2’’ thick 5 min

Cremini Mushrooms Cut into quarters 7 min

Cucumbers Slice

Eggplant Cut into 1/2’’ slices 7 min

Fennel Slice thin 5 min

Garden Peas Shell 3 min

Garlic Chop 1 min

Green Beans Cut off ends 5 min

Kale Chop 1/2’’ thick 5 min

Leeks Slice thin 7 min

Mustard Greens Chop 1/4’’ thick 3 min

Onions Chop or slice thin 7 min

Potatoes Cut into 1’’ cubes 10 min

Shitake Mushrooms Slice and cut stems off 7 min

Spinach Cut off roots and cook 1 min

Squash, Summer Slice 1/4’’ thick 3 min

Squash, Winter Cut into 1’’ cubes 7 min

Sweet Potatoes Cut into 1’’ cubes 10 min

Swiss Chard Slice into 1’’ pieces 3 min

Tomatoes Chopped for sauté 5 min
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The Cranberry Drink is optional, however we have found this to be a great option if you
experience indigestion, heartburn (acid reflux), bloating or a distended stomach. In general, the
Cranberry Drink is a great way to begin the process of healing your gut and aids in detoxifying
the body.

INGREDIENTS
4 ½ cups spring water
1 ½ cups unsweetened cranberry juice
4 tbs organic lemon juice
1-2 tbs organic apple cider vinegar (with the “Mother”)
*Optional: Add 1 tbs fiber to 2 out of 3 drinks per day

- Psyllium husk powder
- Ground Flaxseed

Refrigerate and stir before consuming.

This mixture can be taken up to three times per day (three 8 oz. glasses) 5-15 min. before meals

1) Before breakfast 2) Before lunch 3) Before dinner

NOTES:

Some bodies simply can’t tolerate the apple cider vinegar. There is some flexibility in
drinking the beverage without the apple cider vinegar in it if you find that you are having a
hard time drinking the cranberry drink.

In addition, some people do not handle the fiber well. If this is the case, it can be removed
from the mix.

If you’ve been drinking the cranberry drink during the pre-detox phase, you can discontinue
drinking it during the Detox period. However, we recommend incorporating the cranberry drink
cleanse into your new lifestyle after the detox and consuming once a day or more if any
symptoms appear.
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PURPOSE OF THE INGREDIENTS
ORGANIC UNSWEETENED CRANBERRY JUICE

Helps support normal kidney, bladder, and
urinary tract functions – the body’s filtration
system
Very high in potassium and low in sodium

APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
Balances the pH of the body
Eliminates waste acids
Provides potassium
Fortifies the friendly bacteria in your intestines
Reduces water retention

LEMON JUICE
Balances pH levels
Aids in digestion and detox
Supports weight loss
Helps improve energy and mood
Supports normal immune function

FLAXSEED/PSYLLIUM HUSK
Good source of Omega-3 essential Fatty Acids “good fats”
Great source of fiber
Relieves constipation and diarrhea
Helps lower cholesterol
Helps manage blood sugar
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The purpose of the bone broth is to help heal and repair the gut, as well as reduce inflammation
within the body, specifically in your joints. While this is an optional protocol, we do encourage
you to give it a try as the benefits to the body are well worth the effort to consume the bone
broth. You can either make your own bone broth using the below recipe, or you can purchase
pre-made bone broth from your grocery store or local farmers' market. After the optional 30
days, you can continue drinking the bone broth for the rest of your program. In addition, bone
broth can be used for cooking and is great to incorporate into part of your ongoing lifestyle.

INGREDIENTS
1 whole organic, pastured chicken or turkey
4 or more quarts of purified water
2 tablespoons raw apple cider vinegar
2 medium yellow onions, cut into quarters
4 organic carrots, chopped
4 organic celery stalks
3 Fresh bay leaves
Fresh thyme, rosemary, sage, 1-2 sprigs of each
Himalayan sea salt and pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Rinse chicken in purified water. Cut whole chicken in half down the middle lengthwise and
place in a large deep pot. Add all remaining ingredients to the pot and fill with purified water all
the way to the top. Allow the pot and its contents to stand for 30 minutes, giving the raw apple
cider vinegar time to draw minerals out of the bones. Turn the heat onto high and bring to a
boil. Reduce the heat to a simmer and cook for 1 1⁄2 to 2 hours or until the chicken meat has
reached a temperature of 165 degrees.

Another option is to place all ingredients in a crockpot and cook on low for 6-8 hours or until
chicken has reached a temperature of 165 degrees.

2. Once the chicken is cooked, remove the chicken from the pot, debone, and keep the chicken
meat for consuming. You will want to strain all of the liquid, which is the bone broth, and discard
the vegetables and herbs. Drink the bone broth and enjoy!

PRO TIPS
Heat the bone broth up and drink it as a hot beverage either in the morning to replace
your coffee or anytime during the day that you are craving a warm beverage (just add salt
to taste).
Incorporate the bone broth into any recipe that calls for chicken stock. Bone broth is a
great base for soups.
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STORE-BOUGHT BONE BROTH RECOMMENDATIONS
If you prefer to buy pre-made bone broth, there are several great options in local grocery stores:

Pacific Organic Bone Broth (Chicken/Turkey/Beef)
Epic Nutrition Bone Broth
Many local farmers or farmer’s markets may carry their own pre-made broths, which are
great options as well
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BEGINNING YOUR DIETARY TRANSITIONS
Every day, various cells in your body are dying off and being replaced by new cells whose
composition is fueled by the minerals, nutrients, and vitamins gained from what you eat. In this
regard, the phrase “you are what you eat” could not be more true. Your body is quite literally
built by what you feed it through your diet.

Most people, if tasked with the job of building a healthy body through nutrition, would suggest
using foods like fruits and vegetables, good grains, and healthy meats. However, when it comes
to their own bodies, they are often choosing to build their body’s health and nutrition on fast
food, carbs, sugar, and only the occasional nod toward foods bought in the produce aisle. It’s not
surprising, then, why so many Americans feel unhealthy and deal with chronic disease. They are
eating themselves into that reality—even if they know better.

Unfortunately, many of the foods consumed in a traditional American diet do not provide the
right kinds of nutrition to fuel your body with what it needs to be healthy and well. Additionally,
many foods considered “normal” or “healthy” for your diet can actually cause allergic reactions,
inflammation, and even organ damage. Often these signs are not immediately noticeable, but
over time, can result in long-term illness and common diseases.

In order to reclaim your life and your health, you have to start by rebuilding the foundations of
your body and health with the best minerals, nutrients, and vitamins available. One of the first
ways you will accomplish this is through changing your diet.

MAKING SMALL CHANGES FOR BIG IMPACT
Throughout your program, we are going to have you make gradual transitions in your diet in
order to provide your body with the right kind of nutrition to build a healthier “you.” Some of
these changes involve adding good, nutrient-dense foods into your diet while some of these
changes require removing foods that disrupt normal body function. These transitions will also
help you eliminate allergen-heavy foods and any associated inflammation so that your body can
begin repairing and restoring itself to normal function. By making these changes, you are
developing new habits for your diet that will prepare you for long-term nutritional health.

Please do not feel overwhelmed as you make these changes. We are not asking you to change
your entire diet immediately. We are simply asking you to take steps toward a better diet, one
week at a time. As you introduce these changes, you may do them as quickly or as slowly as you
need in order to ensure your long-term success. You are welcome to take a few days to gradually
introduce each change or simply “go for it.” The main focuses for this first week are eating
healthy meats from properly fed animals, such as grass-fed beef, pastured chicken or pork, and
wild-caught fish, and eating organically grown vegetables.
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YOUR FIRST SET OF DIETARY TRANSITIONS
Your dietary transitions for days 1-7 involve adding 2 servings of cooked vegetables to each meal
and letting 50% of your daily caloric intake come from good, healthy fats. You will also eliminate
sugar, artificial sweeteners and fruit juice from your diet.

These additions and eliminations are listed below. Refer to the Vegetables and Good Fats list in
your program documents for a helpful chart of vegetables and good fats to include in your diet.
Remember that you can also reference the recipes and meal plans in the Additional Resources
section, which include meals specifically designed for this phase of your program.

ADD:

ELIMINATE:

OPTIONAL:

2 servings of cooked vegetables with every meal (breakfast, lunch, and dinner)

NOTE: A serving is the size of the palm of your hand or 1⁄4 of a cup

Good, healthy fats

NOTE: 50% of your calories should come from good, healthy fats

Processed sugar

Examples: candy, cola, ice cream, desserts, donuts, pastries, honey, maple syrup, etc.

Artificial sweeteners

Examples: Equal®, Nutrasweet®, Splenda®, Sweet and Low®, High Fructose Corn Syrup

Fruit Juice

Examples: apple juice, orange juice (including fresh squeezed), pineapple juice, etc.

Cranberry Drink

Bone Broth
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Use the chart below to help you understand when and how to take your supplements during the
program. For more detailed information on taking your supplements, please refer to the
Supplement Explanation video in your member portal.

SUPPLEMENTS FOR DAYS 1-30

MEDPAX BOX #1 (GUT REPAIR)
Take packets each day at breakfast (AM), dinner (PM), and bedtime, per the times printed on each
packet.

IgG 2000 CWP
Breakfast: Mix 1 Tbsp of IgG 2000 CWP with 2-4 oz. of water, unsweetened almond, or coconut
milk in a shaker bottle or blender. You can add a few slices of banana or a few berries and blend
with ice in a blender, if desired.

IG 26 PLUS DF
Dinner: Mix 1 scoop of IG 26 Plus DF with 4-6 oz. of water, unsweetened almond, or coconut milk
in a shaker bottle or blender.

PROBIOMAX PLUS DF
Add one stick of powder to the 2-4oz. warm water, stir until dissolved, then drink just prior to
bedtime. May be added to breakfast or dinner shake if necessary.

BREAKFAST DINNER BEDTIME
MEDPAX (GUT REPAIR) X X X
IgG 2000 CWP X
IG 26 PLUS DF X
PROBIOMAX PLUS DF X
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INTRODUCTION
All of the dietary transitions made in your program are purposeful. The introduction of cooked
vegetables to each meal delivers a powerful, healthy punch of nutrients and minerals needed by
your body, while good fats help to stave off cravings as well as regulate hormone and organ
function, cellular development, and many other vital functions that will be discussed in a later
section of this guide. This combination will also help jump-start your weight loss and better
regulate your blood sugar levels. NOTE: We’re having you eat cooked vegetables as opposed to
raw because cooked vegetables are easier to digest and will allow your digestive tract to adapt.

We also ask you to eliminate specific foods whose presence in your diet can create allergic
reactions, inflammation, and a myriad of other health problems. Some of them just aren’t “good”
for you anyway! By eliminating these foods, you are helping your body rebuild itself with proper
nutrition and reducing triggers for disease and dysfunction. While some foods that you
eliminate can be reintroduced into your diet over time, some foods don’t have a place in your
healthy lifestyle.

For each dietary transition, we will provide a helpful “Why Eliminate” article that provides
insights into these eliminations and how to navigate your nutrition choices during this program.
The following eliminations pertain to days 1-7:

ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS
Aspartame, Sucralose, Saccharin, and High Fructose Corn Syrup are all artificial sweeteners. They
are alike in that they give foods and beverages a sweet taste, minus the calories and
carbohydrates of regular sugar. But let’s look at how they differ and, more importantly, why they
are detrimental as part of your diet:

ASPARTAME
Aspartame, marketed under the names Equal® and NutraSweet®, was FDA-approved in 1981,
despite flawed testing data and brain tumor findings in animal testing. It is used in hundreds of
food products, including cereals, yogurt, fruit juices, drugs, teas, coffees and soft drinks.
Although people who are dieting often use it as a sugar substitute, studies have shown that
aspartame may actually increase your appetite and lead to greater weight gain!

On his website, www.mercola.com, Dr. Joseph Mercola reports “aspartame accounts for over 75%
of the adverse reactions to food additives reported to the FDA.” He also notes that certain
chronic illnesses can result from, or be made worse by, ingesting aspartame, including brain
tumors, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, chronic fatigue syndrome, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s,
intellectual disability, lymphoma, birth defects, fibromyalgia, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), and
diabetes. For diabetics and pre-diabetics, it is important to note that Aspartame can raise insulin
levels and increase insulin resistance.
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SUCRALOSE
Sucralose, marketed under the name Splenda®, is made by adding chlorine to sugar molecules.
With limited human testing, sucralose was approved by the FDA in 1998. In laboratory animals,
sucralose has resulted in decreased red blood cell count, slower growth rate, spontaneous
abortion, longer pregnancies, decreased fetal weight, enlarged liver and kidneys, inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD), and diarrhea. Many who have used Splenda® have reported incidences of
depression that disappeared once they stopped consuming it.

SACCHARIN
Saccharin, marketed under the name Sweet and Low®, is the “granddaddy” of all artificial
sweeteners and has been around for almost 140 years. In 1977, it was determined that saccharin
caused bladder cancer in laboratory animals. Consequently, the FDA ordered that all saccharine-
containing products carry a warning label.

STEVIA
Stevia is a sweetener derived from a natural plant. Although it is commonly used, some say it has
a bitter aftertaste and can even cause bloating and nausea. Although this sweetener can be used
sparingly for now, it is important to remember that we are trying to eliminate the cravings for
sweetness so please try to refrain from using it as much as possible. Also, stevia can promote
hypoglycemia due to it’s stimulation of insulin so please minimize its use. Once we reach the
detox phase, it will need to be eliminated completely.

Abstinence from these sugar substitutes—and from processed sugar—is in your best interest
if you want to avoid any of their potential harmful side effects!

While on your program and beyond, it is important that you avoid these artificial sweeteners by
carefully reading food labels. Most “sugar-free” and “diet” foods introduce these chemical
sweeteners to reduce calories while preserving sweet taste, so it’s not enough to simply try to
find light, diet, or “health” foods. Eating natural foods is the best method to avoid these artificial
sweeteners.

SUGAR
Sugar itself is not the “bad guy.” Sugar, unlike artificial sweeteners, is a natural substance found
in most fruits, vegetables, dairy, and grains. However, most of the sugar in today’s food is refined
or processed sugar that comes from sugar cane or sugar beets and not in its natural state. High
in sucrose, processed sugar is void of any nutritional value and only serves to sweeten foods.

HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP
High Fructose Corn Syrup, also known as HFCS, is used in most processed foods, breads, candy,
flavored yogurts, salad dressings, canned vegetables, condiments, and cereals. HFCS is a highly
refined artificial sweetener that has quickly become the number one source of calories in the
United States. HFCS packs on the pounds faster than any other ingredient, increases your LDL
(“bad”) cholesterol levels, and contributes to the development of obesity and diabetes.
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Our bodies were never designed to eat processed sugar, nor were they meant to consume the
amount of sugar that is present in our diets today. An overabundance of sugar has been directly
linked to imbalances and inflammation in the body, plus a host of other health problems.
Consider the following effects of regularly eating processed sugar:

Increased inflammation
Increased insulin resistance
Increased risk of obesity
Weight gain
Acceleration of the aging process
Decreased liver function
Increased uric acid levels
Increased risk factors for heart/kidney disease
Deposition of fat in the abdomen

Elevated blood pressure
Elevated triglycerides
Elevated LDL cholesterol
Depletion of vitamins and minerals
Increased proliferation of cancer cells
Increased risk for diabetes
Heightened food cravings
Increased risk for Alzheimer’s disease

In order to give our bodies a break, we’re going to have you eliminate all processed sugar from
your diet so that your body can begin reversing any imbalances and inflammation caused by the
presence of sugar in your diet. We only want you to consume sugar that is contained in whole
food sources, such as the fruits and vegetables in your diet.

Long-term, processed sugar doesn’t serve a purpose in a healthy lifestyle and opens the door to
the health risks presented above. Although there may be exceptions in the long run, as you go
through your program and beyond, be mindful of the sources of processed sugar in your diet
and steer clear when possible. Some common foods that add processed sugars include:

Many times, even foods marketed as “natural” or “healthy” add processed sugar to their
ingredients.If in doubt, simply avoid foods that are high in sugar content or introduce processed
sugars. Also, note that we have you eliminate honey, maple syrup, agave, etc. as these products
contain sugar as well. Some of these natural sources of sugar can be added back after your
Detox, however, continue to be mindful of your sugar consumption.

FRUIT JUICE
Fruit juice is something that many Americans have been led to believe is a healthy beverage
choice. In fact, orange juice has been promoted as part of a complete, healthy breakfast. The
detail that has been left out of these recommendations is that most fruit juice has as much sugar
—and sometimes more—than a typical soft drink. While fruit is healthy for us, whenever fruit
juice has been separated from its fiber, the fructose contained in fruit can be absorbed
extremely fast and create a significant surge of insulin in our bodies. This is very hard on our
health and, for those dealing with blood sugar issues, can be dangerous.

Cookies, cakes, candies, ice cream, pastries, and sodas

Cereals, breads, other processed foods

Condiments, salad dressings, and sauces

Fruit juices and other flavored drinks
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In addition to the high amount of fructose in fruit juice, manufacturers often add processed
sugar to many popular juice cocktails, such as fruit punch and lemonade. This can quickly elevate
blood sugar levels and disrupt normal body function. As a means of showing just how much
sugar you might consume in a glass of fruit juice, note the sugar content in 8 ounces of each of
the following fruit juices and soft drinks:
 

DRINK GRAMS OF SUGAR
Sprite 26

Pepsi 28

Coca-Cola 27

Gatorade 18

Grape Juice 36

Apple Juice 24

Orange Juice 21

Lemonade 20

Finally, don’t be fooled by the sugar-free or zero-calorie versions of soft drinks or fruit juices
because they are typically full of artificial sweeteners, which are even worse than sugar. During
your program, you should eliminate all fruit juice except the cranberry and lemon juices used for
the optional Cranberry Drink. If making the Cranberry Drink, limit your consumption of the
cranberry and lemon juices to their use in the Cranberry Drink only.
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FRUCTOSE & YOUR HEALTH
First off, you may be asking yourself: what is fructose? Fructose is the sugar that comes from fruit.
While fruit itself is not the enemy, excess amounts of fructose can wreak havoc on our bodies so
we must be careful as a result. For non-diabetics, this means sticking to eating 25g of fructose or
less a day and 15g or less a day for diabetics.

Your body metabolizes fructose differently from glucose, which is a simple sugar that your body
converts and uses for energy. Excess fructose increases your insulin levels too much, which also
interferes with the communication between the hunger hormone leptin and your hypothalamus,
so your pleasure signals aren’t extinguished after eating. This makes your brain sense starvation
and prompts you to eat more. All of this sets the stage for overindulgence and hence weight gain,
which can put you on the path toward obesity and blood sugar issues. So, while fructose in
moderation is perfectly healthy, it’s easy to see how overconsumption of fructose can cause some
serious problems for your health. Refer to the below fructose consumption chart to help you stay
within your daily limit.

FRUIT SERVING SIZE FRUCTOSE
(GRAMS)

FRUIT SERVING SIZE FRUCTOSE
(GRAMS)

Lime 1 medium 0 Nectarine 1 medium 5.4

Lemon 1 medium 0.6 Peach 1 medium 5.9

Cranberry 1 cup 0.7 Orange 1 medium 6.1

Prune 1 medium 1.2 Papaya 1/2 medium 6.3

Apricot 1 medium 1.3 Honeydew 1/8 med. melon 6.7

Cantaloupe 1/8 med. melon 2.8 Banana 1 medium 7.1

Raspberry 1 cup 3.0 Blueberry 1 cup 7.4

Clementine 1 medium 3.4 Date 1 medium 7.7

Kiwi 1 medium 3.4 Apple 1 medium 9.5

Blackberry 1 cup 3.5 Watermelon 1/16 medium
melon

11.3

Strawberry 1 cup 3.8 Pear 1 medium 11.8

Cherry 1 cup 4.0 Raisin 1 cup 12.3

Pineapple 1 slice (1’’ thick) 4.0 Grape 1 cup 12.4

Grapefruit 1/2 medium 4.3 Mango 1 medium 16.2

Mandarin Orange 1 medium 4.8
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VEGETABLES Lettuce Tomatoes

Alfalfa sprouts Mushroom (days 1-21 only)

Artichokes Mustard greens Turnip greens

Asparagus Napa/Chinese cabbage Turnips

Avocado Okra Water chestnuts

Bamboo shoots Olives Watercress

Beets Onions Yam

Beet greens Parsley Zucchini

Bitter leaf Parsnips

Bok choy Peas

Broccoli Peppers (all) GOOD FATS
Brussels sprouts Pickles (w/o sugar) Avocado

Cabbage Radicchio Coconut

Carrots Radishes Coconut oil

Cauliflower Rutabaga Extra virgin olive oil

Celery Salsa (w/o sugar) Ghee

Cilantro (days 1-21 only) Grass-fed butter

Collard greens Sauerkraut Grass-fed beef

Cucumbers Sea beets Pastured chicken

Dill Sea kale Pastured eggs

Dulse Sea lettuce (days 1-21 only)

Eggplant Seaweed Pastured pork

Endive Shallot Raw cacao

Escarole Spinach Raw dairy

Fennel Sprouts (all veggie types) (days 1-14 only)

Garlic Squash Raw nuts & seeds

Ginger root String beans Olives

Green beans Sugar snap peas Wild-caught fish

Kale Sweet potatoes

Leeks Swiss chard
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While we recommend you always eat organic produce when possible, the EWG Dirty Dozen/Clean
Fifteen Shopper’s Guide (see next page) will help you understand what produce to avoid when
organic is not available and which produce is okay to eat even if not organic. This will also help
with anyone shopping on a budget, since organic is often more expensive than conventional.

The Environmental Working Group (EWG) actively tests pesticide residues in fruits and vegetables
and based on their findings, updates their Dirty Dozen/Clean Fifteen Shopper’s Guide annually.

THE DIRTY DOZEN
The Dirty Dozen items are listed in order beginning with items with the most pesticide residues
found in them. These items were washed and sometimes even peeled when tested. We
recommend avoiding the items on the Dirty Dozen list when organic is not available and finding
an alternate fruit or vegetable instead. Keep in mind, produce varies by season, so shopping for
organic items when they’re in season will be easier and often times cheaper.

THE CLEAN FIFTEEN
The Clean Fifteen items are listed in order beginning with items with the least amount of pesticide
residues found in them. While we still recommend organic when possible, these items are okay to
purchase conventionally grown when organic is unavailable in the store or when shopping on a
budget. This does not mean these items don’t have any pesticide residues, it simply means they
have a lesser amount.

Click here to view the current EWG Dirty Dozen/Clean 15 Guide. You can find this document in your
Additional Resources as well.

https://wellnesscurriculum.s3.amazonaws.com/EWG+Dirty+Dozen+Clean+Fifteen+Guide.pdf
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INTRODUCTION
One of the first lifestyle changes we are focused on in the program is a change in your diet. Over
the course of your program, you will go through specific dietary transitions that help reduce
inflammation, minimize food sensitivities, and position your body to better detoxify itself.
However, these steps should not be confused as some kind of a “diet plan.” The goal of this
program is to help you learn how to incorporate the right kind of nutrition and the right
methods of eating into your lifestyle, not how to “diet” for a few months before resuming
previous habits.

This is because the science of eating is far more complex than what a traditional low-carb, low-
fat diet or a method of counting calories can address. It’s a process that involves signals between
your brain and your body, hormone regulation and production, storage of fat cells, regulation of
blood sugar, and more. To succeed in eating well, losing weight, and shedding body fat, you have
to understand not only what your body needs from a nutritional standpoint, but also how the
timing and composition of your meals affects your body as a system. In order to develop this
understanding, we need to learn about a hormone called leptin and its role in diet and nutrition.

WHAT IS LEPTIN?
Leptin is a hormone produced by your fat cells that plays a significant role in managing the link
between your brain and your stomach. Throughout the day, your fat cells release leptin into your
bloodstream, which in turn tells your brain how much energy it has in storage. When leptin is
working properly, it signals to the brain that you are either full or hungry, whether you need to
store fat or burn it, and even how to manage your metabolism. In other words, proper leptin
function keeps you from eating when you’re not hungry (or overeating in general) and it
maintains your body’s fat burning and metabolic function in a proper state so that you aren’t
storing excess fat or improperly using the foods you eat.

Unfortunately, most people have slightly to highly impaired leptin function. This is due to the
fact that our food consumption affects our hormone levels and production. Years of unhealthy
eating habits and poor food choices not only affect our waistlines and energy levels, they also
affect the way that our digestive system works. One of the common casualties of this pattern of
eating is the ability of our body to properly regulate and receive the information relayed by
hormones, like leptin. When this happens, a person becomes “leptin resistant” and their
hungry/full signals, cravings, metabolism, and overall diet suffer because the information
transmitted by this important hormone is not received properly by the brain.

Many people have never heard of leptin, let alone leptin resistance, even though it plays an
active role in their daily lives. However, the most common signs we look for in an individual's life
to suggest leptin resistance may look familiar to you or someone close to you. Whether you
realize it or not, there’s a good chance you’re already dealing with leptin resistance in some
capacity because of one or more of the following signs:
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You’re always hungry at night and feel like you need a bedtime snack
You’re not hungry in the mornings and never want breakfast
You crave sweets often
You always feel like you need to snack in-between meals
Your meals are full of carbohydrates and you crash a few hours after eating

Without correcting the issue of leptin resistance signified by the issues above (even in minor
ways), no amount of dieting will ever help us achieve all of the goals we have as part of our
nutrition plan. Furthermore, if leptin resistance is left alone, it will set us on a path toward
eventual obesity, diabetes, heart disease, gastrointestinal problems, and even cognitive decline.

Fortunately, managing leptin and combating leptin resistance is not hard. In fact, if you have
ever struggled with weight gain, decreased energy, and chronic health problems, using the
strategies we discuss here may help you see some of the progress that has eluded you for years.
Like most things you learn in this program, managing leptin is going to take a change in your
eating habits to get your body back on track. However, once leptin is working properly in your
body, it becomes easier to have a lifestyle of healthy eating and nutrition that sets you up for
long-term success.

THE FIVE RULES OF LEPTIN MANAGEMENT
As mentioned, our success in eating well involves not just providing our bodies with the right
kind of nutrition, but also providing our body with the right composition of foods in the right
timing. This is because the timing of our eating and the types of foods we eat during those
specific times of the day are the two biggest factors that affect our leptin production and reduce
leptin resistance. By following the five rules of leptin management listed below, you will uncover
the tools needed to manage the timing, composition, and quality of your foods needed to
reverse resistance and maintain proper leptin function and long-term nutritional health.

Years of clinical practice and helping individuals reclaim their health have shown that these five
rules apply to everyone. That’s right: everyone. Regardless of your eating habits now or the
severity with which you experience leptin resistance, these are steadfast principles that will only
serve you well as you implement them. Developing these habits and training your body to follow
these rules consistently will be a crucial step in maintaining or gaining your health. In addition,
these five rules will help you avoid losing your energy and slowing your metabolism as you age:

Rule 1: Never eat after dinner. Allow 11 to 12 hours between dinner and breakfast, which means
you should never go to bed on a full stomach. Try to finish dinner at least 3 hours before bed. We
understand this is not always possible, so do the best you can.

Rule 2: Eat 3 meals a day and allow 5 to 6 hours between meals. Do not snack unless you fall
into one of these categories: diabetics, children, extremely active young adults, or bodybuilders.
For these individuals, an afternoon snack may be appropriate but should be done with caution.

Rule 3: Do not eat large meals. If you are overweight, always try to finish a meal when you are
slightly less than full. The full signal will usually catch up in 10 to 20 minutes, so eating slowly is
very important.
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Rule 4: Eat a breakfast containing protein. Breakfast really is the most important meal of the
day when it comes to your metabolism. Unfortunately, most people consume processed carbs
and sugar for breakfast and lack the appropriate amount of protein.

Rule 5: Reduce the amount of carbohydrates you eat. This is specifically referring to processed
carbohydrates. Most of the carbohydrates in your diet should come from vegetables and fruits.

When some people look at these five rules, they realize how far off their eating habits are from
what is being suggested. For others, a few rules are being followed but not all five. Regardless of
where you land on that spectrum, it is only a combination of all five that gives the best results
possible.

Many times, we have people comment that they don’t like breakfast or they’re not hungry in the
morning. Others comment that they have to have snacks throughout the day or else they cannot
function. If either of those scenarios describes you, then what you are experiencing is a perfect
example of leptin resistance. Your body is not craving food when it should be hungry in the
morning or it is craving food in between meals when you should be satisfied. These are classic
signs of leptin resistance. If you continue to follow those habits, your health will decline along
with your energy and vitality. Plus, you’ll never win the battle against leptin resistance. If you’re
willing, you can slowly shift your habits towards greater health and toward the five rules listed
above. As a result, your body will follow your lead, begin to balance its hormones naturally, and
you will finally get the control and success in your diet needed for a healthy lifestyle.

TIPS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE FIVE RULES
Much of this discussion of leptin is due to reading and researching the work of Byron J. Richards,
a clinical nutritionist whose groundbreaking work on leptin has been well documented and
taught over the years. His expertise in this area has greatly impacted our ability to practice and
teach these principles to people with great success. When Richards discusses how to implement
the five rules of leptin management, a gradual process of eating in the right direction is
suggested rather than making all five changes at once.

As an example, some people may need to start with four meals a day, eaten four hours apart.
Then, as they exercise and experience success with these changes, a move to three meals a day
can be made without extreme hunger or energy drops. Determine which steps you want to
implement first and then make changes gradually. We would encourage you to start with Rules 3-
5 and then address the timing of your meals more gradually. Rule 1 may be an easier shift for
you to make than Rule 2. Start with whichever one is easiest and then work on the second one
afterward.

Richards also debunks the popular idea that eating five to six small meals a day is the best
method for eating. Although it may produce initial weight loss, it will create greater imbalances
in your hormones and leptin over time, which leads to plateauing and even greater difficulty in
losing weight. Thinking through this dynamic, working on eliminating snacks, and then making
sure your three meals are full of good, nutritious foods with healthy fats and proteins will help
make these transitions easier.
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Finally, remember that just because one of the five rules may be difficult for you, doesn’t make
the rule wrong. Your eating habits did not develop overnight, so reversing them will take time as
well. If you want to get rid of stubborn belly fat and develop the proper nutritional patterns
needed for a lifestyle of success, you have to address this imbalance of leptin and hormones by
using the rules listed above.

THE RISKS OF AVOIDING THE FIVE RULES
Perhaps you’ve practiced many of the eating habits we’re now trying to resolve for years and
wonder if there’s any value in changing course. Or, maybe these habits are just now catching up
to you. In either case, not dealing with a hormone imbalance such as leptin resistance will
eventually lead to significant health issues in the future if they haven’t already crept in.
Hormonal imbalances lead to energy depletion, inflammation, greater stress on your body, and
chronic disease.

The older we get, the harder it is and the more we have to work to maintain our health, fight
these imbalances, and maintain a healthy body fat percentage. These three factors only
complicate the problem of leptin resistance more if left unchecked. For example, if we are
storing excess fat, our fat cells continue to give signals to the brain in the form of leptin. If these
signals are not able to communicate well because of ongoing resistance, the brain doesn’t
recognize the additional fat that we are storing because the signal is not getting through. With
the additional stress that we’re under because of our hormone imbalance, the brain begins to
perceive starvation and therefore continues to send out signals to store energy, increase hunger,
and create fat for the sake of survival. As a result, our metabolism slows, our energy levels drop,
and our immune system is reduced. We retain body fat, expose ourselves to other health issues,
and never gain an advantage in our attempt to become healthier.

It’s also not enough to attempt eating better without thinking through the consequences of the
five rules. People who attempt to reduce their calories in order to diet don’t realize that robbing
the body of calories evokes a protective mechanism in the brain designed to conserve fat
because it thinks it will need the energy stored for later. This explains why yo-yo dieting is so
harmful. It also explains why most of us would say that we have no willpower if we have only
attempted diet changes. Our body’s instinct to survive will always override our willpower. When
you crave foods, your body is convinced that it’s not satisfied and that it needs that food to
survive. Until it gets what it “needs,” and you are able to fix these imbalances in your hormones,
you will continue to give in to the constant onslaught of your cravings.

TAKING ACTION
It will take very deliberate action on your part to feed your body what it actually needs and move
towards the five rules mentioned here. The goal of implementing these five rules is to retrain
your brain and eliminate the resistance to these leptin signals. It can be done with intentional
steps and decisions—ones that are not hard, just different.
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In order to truly be successful, there are some additional action steps you will want to take to
ensure that you stay on the right path:

1. You must learn how to exercise correctly (and then actually exercise!) so you can stimulate
muscle growth in your body. The benefits of exercise and how fitness affects your diet will
be discussed in detail as a part of your program. For now, know that it can be very
beneficial to exercise first thing in the morning on an empty stomach. At the same time,
you must be sure to get enough of the nutrients and proper calories needed to jump-start
your metabolism and begin balancing your hormones. This all starts with never skipping
breakfast, even if you’re not hungry. Make it a habit to get up, do one of your Starter Plan
exercises, and then eat afterward.

2. You have to eat breakfast. If you’re not used to eating breakfast, you have to start
somewhere—even if that means having something small but nutritious. Remember that
one of the rules is to always include protein in your breakfast. One of the biggest failures of
the American diet is the idea that a good breakfast includes pancakes, cereal, bagels,
waffles, toast, or some other carbohydrate. Even worse is the donut, kolache, or cinnamon
roll breakfast. If you top it off with a glass of orange juice that has as much sugar per ounce
as a soda, this will set you up on a hormone roller-coaster for the rest of the day. Instead,
follow the dietary transitions that we’ve been putting in place and start your day with some
protein and vegetables. This will revolutionize your idea of the typical American breakfast.

3. Pay attention to the quality of the food that you eat even more than the quantity of the
food. Our fast-paced lifestyle has led Americans to eat many processed foods just for the
sake of time. Sitting down to eat fast food or processed food will not necessarily make you
more full than eating a healthy whole-food meal. Both meals will initially make us feel full
and satisfied. However, because processed foods are typically full of processed grains,
these foods will spike certain hormones with an initial rush of energy only to be followed
by a crash. This will leave us feeling unsatisfied, having food cravings, and reaching for
more processed foods on the go. In addition, you’ll miss out on the nutrient-rich food that
allows you to manage the thousands of chemical processes that keep you healthy.

Remember that these steps are critical to take and should not be ignored. Your program is
designed to help you battle leptin resistance through your dietary transitions and any additional
supplements we may have given you, however you must be faithful to follow the five rules of
leptin management as you prepare and eat your meals. The best news for members of our
program is that unlike most diet programs, we’re not asking you to eat less food. We’re just
asking you to eat the foods with the proper nutrients that you need to feel satisfied and stay
healthy. This is a much better path forward than eating dry, bland, uninteresting food or
starving yourself each day in an attempt to get healthy.
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One of the most common questions people ask when they begin the program is, “How do I
handle my cravings?” If you find yourself asking the same question, it should not come as a
surprise to you. You’re in good company! However, before you dig the pint of ice cream out of the
back of the freezer or snag a bag of chips from the pantry, there are some important things to
remember that will keep you on the path to success in your program.

First, understand that cravings are a common challenge that people face when dealing with
health and hormone imbalance. The fact that you’re experiencing them doesn’t mean that you’re
weak or unmotivated; it’s a sign that you’re starting to do the right thing. Change your mindset
and embrace this as a new opportunity for you to fight back, knowing that there are several
things you can do to help stop and reverse those cravings. Of course, dealing with leptin
resistance is going to play a crucial role in this process.

Second, focus on these specific dietary steps, which can significantly help you if you’re struggling
with cravings:

1. Start your day by ALWAYS eating breakfast. Never skip this important meal, even if you’re
not a “breakfast person.”

2. Have a breakfast that includes protein and vegetables. The typical American breakfast of
sugar and carbs is NOT nutritious.

3. Avoid refined, processed, and packaged carbs and sugars. These products will continue to
stimulate more and more cravings.

Third, learn to replace your cravings, instead of ignoring them. Think of your body as a wood-
burning stove. For such a stove to be effective, you have to put fuel in that will allow it to burn
long, slow, and evenly without the flames expiring. In other words, you wouldn’t want to use
sticks and leaves which burn out fast. You would want to use nice-sized logs that burn long and
strong, and when the fire starts to burn out, you would want to grab another log to put on the
flames.

By comparison, carbs and sugar are to our bodies what sticks and leaves are to the wood-
burning stove. When we experience cravings, it’s as though the fire is starting to burn low. In
those moments, you may notice that your body craves things like sugars and carbs, which are
like “quick fixes” or leaves on the fire. When this happens, don’t give in. Instead, replace that
craving by snacking on some raw nuts and veggies. In the long run, you want to eliminate
snacking altogether, but for the time being, this can help your body begin to feel satisfied when
you have a craving. Proteins and good fats are going to help you feel satisfied for the longest
period of time – they are like logs on the fire. They provide good energy and keep your
metabolism going, unlike a quick fix of caffeine, carbs, and sugar. In addition, quick fixes do not
provide the nutrients you need, which make them counterproductive in the long run. Over time,
you become more depleted and have more and more cravings instead of suppressing them.
Other options to replace and reduce the cravings would include a piece of fruit or adding fiber,
such as ground flax, to your meal.
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The best way to succeed in replacing your cravings is to plan ahead and be sure that you have
nutritious snacks with you on a day-to-day basis. Again, you’ll be working towards a goal of not
snacking, but in the meantime to fail to plan is to plan to fail.

With these three tips in mind, you should be able to deal with the cravings that you experience
during your program. However, the fourth thing for you to remember is that our team is here to
help. Reach out to us if you need help in the area of cravings. Our team knows how to tackle
cravings and provide you with the help you need to stay on track in your journey toward health.
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For many decades now, we have been told that high cholesterol leads to heart disease. This is a
frightening notion for many Americans who struggle to maintain their cholesterol numbers. But
is cholesterol really so damaging to our health? Or has our entire society been duped into
believing flawed science?

Research from the 1950s and 60s has led us to believe that the cholesterol we consume will
adhere to the lining of our arteries and make it difficult for our heart to pump blood throughout
our bodies. This mindset caused many to reduce their consumption of eggs, meats, and dairy out
of fear that it would eventually raise their cholesterol so high that a heart attack would be
imminent. It also resulted in the creation of an entire industry dedicated to low-fat and fat-free
food products designed to help Americans reduce their cholesterol levels. When even these
dietary restrictions weren’t enough, the pharmaceutical giants created popular “statin” drugs to
help lower cholesterol with the ease of simply popping a pill. This practice has become so
common that an estimated one in four Americans over the age of 45 takes statins to reduce their
cholesterol.

A NEED FOR CHOLESTEROL
However, if cholesterol is so bad for us, why do our bodies naturally produce so much of it? Our
livers make 75 to 80 percent of the cholesterol present in our bodies, while only 20 percent of
our cholesterol comes from the foods we eat. This naturally generated cholesterol is designed by
the body to help its cells interact with each other and maintain optimal health. Cholesterol is
also essential for feeding the neurons in our brain so that we experience proper cognitive
function. Considering the fact that our brains contain about 25 percent of the cholesterol in our
bodies, the thought of reducing our cholesterol levels also means increasing the risk of
diminishing our brain function. In fact, it has been discovered that there is a correlation between
low levels of cholesterol, memory loss, and Alzheimer’s disease.

Cholesterol is also incredibly important in producing the stress hormone cortisol, as well as sex
hormones, such as estrogen, progesterone, and testosterone, and it helps your body create bile
acids in order to help you digest fat. In addition, cholesterol transforms the sunlight your body is
exposed to into vitamin D, which is a vital nutrient your body needs to maintain healthy bones
and teeth, as well as provide a barrier against diseases like cancer and diabetes.

THE REAL CULPRIT
Cholesterol is a soft, waxy substance that holds our cell membranes together and is necessary
for any sort of cellular repair. When our bodies are injured, whether it be a cut to the skin or
damage to the lining of our arteries, a chemical process causes inflammation to occur as a
means of protection and healing for the wound. This inflammation is a sign that blood vessels
are constricting to limit blood flow to the area, and that blood is thickening so it can clot and
allow the cells in the area to start multiplying. Over time, scars are formed as this process
concludes.
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When this process happens due to damage or injuries to the lining of our arteries, plaque can
also be formed as part of the healing process, especially when negative lifestyle factors are
present. When lifestyle factors lead to continuous damage, build up of plaque can occur. It is this
plaque build-up that can potentially lead to high blood pressure and heart attacks. So, the real
question is, “What’s causing damage to the arteries and how do we prevent plaque build up?”

While it’s common knowledge how cuts or external injuries occur, it’s less easily understood how
damage—and the risk of subsequent plaque build-up—is sustained by our arteries.

Two key factors in arterial damage and plaque build up need to be discussed.
Sugars – specifically sucrose (table sugar) and high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), because
they cause chronic inflammation within our bodies, which results in plaque formation
Low-density Lipoprotein (LDL) – or the “bad” cholesterol, which can also contribute to
inflammation and plaque formation when oxidative stress and sugar get involved.

UNDERSTANDING HDL VS. LDL
Sugars are eliminated early in the program because of the potential for chronic health issues,
including the link to inflammation and plaque build-up. But, most people don’t understand what
healthcare professionals mean when they refer to “good” (HDL) and “bad” (LDL) cholesterol,
which is valuable if we want to get cholesterol under control.

The conversation about HDL vs. LDL isn’t really about cholesterol at all; rather, these are terms to
describe the specific protein particles that cholesterol molecules cling to in order to travel
through the bloodstream. High-density lipoprotein (HDL) has been characterized as the good
cholesterol because it has the potential to actually prevent heart disease. The HDL works to
move cholesterol away from the arteries and back to the liver to be recycled.

LDL has been coined the bad cholesterol because some LDL particles have the capability of
getting oxidized and causing damage in our arteries, which leads to inflammation and plaque.
We say “some” because not all LDL has the potential to work its way into our arterial walls. LDL
comes in all different sizes and larger LDL particles are not dangerous to our health. It’s only the
small LDL particles (pattern B) that can wiggle their way into the lining of the arteries and create
the potential for inflammation. It’s important to note that these small LDL particles become
damaged and start to create trouble as a result of sugar in the blood and stress. Only then do
you end up with damage to the artery and plaque.

With that said, if someone is told they have high cholesterol, it does not necessarily mean they
are destined for heart disease. In fact, if you have damage and inflammation caused by sugar
and stress, it really doesn’t matter that your LDL is low. Heart disease is still a major risk when
you have a lot of small LDL particles (pattern B). There are a plethora of further tests that can be
done to determine a person’s risk for heart disease rather than simply looking at total
cholesterol, particularly by analyzing the particle size of the LDL in the bloodstream to
determine pattern A vs. Pattern B.

Because triglycerides often rise in association with small LDL particles, the triglyceride/HDL ratio
can also be used as a much better predictor of risk. This number should be less than 2 or it could
indicate as much as a 16 times increase in the risk for cardiovascular disease. Fasting insulin
levels also reveal insulin resistance (a significant risk factor) long before diabetes is diagnosed.
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FAILED TREATMENTS
The sad reality today is that all too often people are said to have high cholesterol and are
immediately told to limit the amount of fats they eat and are prescribed cholesterol-lowering
drugs, known as statins, as the solution. Unfortunately, this is a very dangerous combination for
our health.

Statins work by blocking the enzyme in the liver responsible for making cholesterol. However, by
doing so, the body is no longer able to produce coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), which every single one
of our cells needs for energy. When our cells are being starved of this energy, it's impossible to
maintain good health. Our heart requires the most amount of energy of any organ, so taking a
statin drug that prevents CoQ10 from being made, creates a dangerous scenario where the
heart can potentially be starved of the energy it so desperately needs.

Even though statins are intended to prevent heart disease by lowering cholesterol, studies show
that despite lower cholesterol numbers and lower LDL, the risk is actually increased because the
body becomes depleted of CoQ10, which could result in acute heart failure. In addition, statins
also hinder the synthesis of vitamin K2, which helps to regulate calcium within our bodies and
prevents calcification from taking place in the arteries. Without K2, plaque levels can become
dangerously high and grow the risk for heart disease.

The list of other known adverse effects from statins runs long. Muscle damage and weakness (as
well as cramps) are among the most common side effects people experience when taking these
drugs, which makes sense considering the cells within the muscles are being depleted of energy.
With our brains containing about a quarter of the body’s cholesterol, it should not be surprising
that cognitive problems and memory loss are also commonly associated with the use of statins,
along with increased risk of diabetes, liver disease, Lou Gehrig’s disease, Parkinson’s and cancer.

The fact that statins have continually proved to be dangerous to one’s health, despite being
some of the most widely prescribed drugs in the world, is evidence of the power pharmaceutical
companies have. Even though there are hundreds of studies that demonstrate the negative
impact statins can pose, those reports are rarely publicized. According to a recent report in the
Expert Review of Clinical Pharmacology, statin promoters used a statistical method known as
relative risk reduction (RRR) to make statins’ results look much more impressive than what the
overall results would suggest. These same results show that if you look at the absolute risk,
statins benefit only one out of every hundred people taking the drug.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
If statins aren’t the answer, then what can be done? The suggestion of cutting out cholesterol-
rich foods as an attempt to limit LDL particles from entering our arteries is a frequently touted
step, but often times those foods are nutrient-packed and deserve a place in our diet. In fact,
some of the healthiest foods we can eat are rich in cholesterol. For example, it has been a widely
accepted belief for years that consuming egg yolks, which are high in cholesterol, should be
limited. However, the newest set of U.S. Dietary Guidelines now recommends egg yolks as a
recommended source of protein because the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee no longer
considers cholesterol to be a nutrient of concern.
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Remember how everyone was told to use margarine rather than butter because it is healthier?
That’s not true either. Butter is actually full of nutritious and wholesome fats, especially when it’s
raw, organic butter that comes from grass-fed cows. The saturated fats found in butter have
been known to raise HDL, which we know to be good.

Butter was originally thought to be unhealthy because it also raises LDL. But after further
investigation, it has been discovered that eating these saturated fats not only raises the level of
the large, non-damaging LDL particles, it also causes the small LDL (the ones that could clog your
arteries) particles to grow into the safer, larger ones.

TIME FOR A CHANGE
If you are looking to optimize your cholesterol, forget the no-fat and low-fat diets. It’s time to
start incorporating good, healthy fats, such as the ones encouraged in your program, back into
your diet. Trade out all the processed foods, which are high in refined sugars and carbs, for
organic whole foods. Most importantly, consider what statins are really doing to your health. By
opting for a more natural approach and speaking with our team, you can save yourself from the
extensive adverse effects these drugs are known to produce.
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THE VITAMIN D EPIDEMIC AND SIGNS YOU MAY BE DEFICIENT
It’s estimated that 85% of people have some form of vitamin D deficiency without even
recognizing it. Though most people believe that a few minutes of sunshine each day will provide
the body with enough of this crucial vitamin, sun exposure as a means of getting vitamin D
requires multiple factors that usually don’t occur in a meaningful way. Before addressing this
discrepancy and how to provide the body with a sufficient amount of vitamin D, it’s important to
first note the signs that indicate whether or not a person has a significant vitamin D deficiency.
These include:

Excessive sweating
Noticeable and unexpected muscle fatigue
Broken bones
Chronic pain
Depression or just feeling "down"

Even if those signs don’t readily describe you, you still may be experiencing a vitamin D
deficiency and need to supplement in order to gain the benefits of vitamin D for overall health
and disease prevention.

ROLE OF VITAMIN D IN DISEASE PREVENTION
Addressing even mild vitamin D deficiency is important because vitamin D plays a crucial role in
disease prevention and overall health. For example, vitamin D is essential for strong bones
because of its role in promoting the body’s use of calcium from food. Vitamin D has also been
shown to help protect the body from other health problems including:

Cardiovascular disease
Cognitive impairment
Asthma
Cancer
Hypertension
Blood glucose intolerance
Multiple Sclerosis
Chronic Inflammation

Vitamin D also exhibits infection fighting abilities in the treatment of colds and the flu. It is
important to increase vitamin D intake if you start to experience cold or flu-like symptoms.

SO, CAN SUN EXPOSURE PROVIDE US WITH ENOUGH VITAMIN D?
The short answer is yes. Ample sunlight exposure is absolutely one of the best and most natural
ways to get vitamin D in the body, as the sun provides beneficial UVB wavelengths that are
needed to optimize vitamin D levels. The best time to obtain healthy sun exposure is during high
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noon, as this is when the UVB rays are the strongest and the body will obtain the highest level of
vitamin D in the shortest amount of time. To avoid increasing the risk of skin cancer, it is
important to only stay in the sun for 10- 20 minutes to obtain vitamin D. Pay close attention to
your skin any time you’re out in the sun. If any sun spots or changes in the skin are experienced,
you should consult with your dermatologist.

For most people, going out at noon for 10-20 minutes regularly isn’t possible or desirable. Even if
it were, there are factors that must be considered in order for vitamin D through sun exposure to
be truly effective.

When the UVB rays from the sun hit your skin, a cholesterol derivative within your skin is
converted into vitamin D. The tricky part here is that vitamin D is an oil-soluble, steroid hormone
which is not immediately absorbed into the bloodstream. It takes about 48 hours for this to
occur, meaning if you shower and use soap on your whole body within 48 hours of sunlight
exposure, you are likely washing off all of the great vitamin D that your body is producing.

So, you have a few options in order to give your body time to absorb and benefit from the
vitamin D gained through sun exposure. You can either not shower at all for 48 hours (not sure
your friends and family will appreciate that) or you can only use soap on the areas that are
necessary like underneath your arms, in your midsection, and your feet. This will allow the
vitamin D on the rest of your skin to not be washed off. If you’re concerned about not using soap
on your entire body, there is another way to obtain vitamin D without the use of sun.

VITAMIN D SUPPLEMENTATION
You can also take a vitamin D supplement to be certain you are getting the right amount of
vitamin D to balance your body’s needs. For kids, it is recommended to take around 2500 IU and
for adults, it is recommended to take 5000 IU on a daily basis. Be sure to check with our team
about your specific needs. We may have already given you a vitamin D supplement, but if not,
speak with us concerning whether a vitamin D supplement may be right for you. If you do end up
taking a vitamin D supplement, it may be important to also accompany it with vitamin K2, as
vitamin K2 is essential for your body and works in tandem with vitamin D to maximize benefits.
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Abdominal breathing is a form of deep breathing and meditation. Rather than breathing in a
way that makes your shoulders rise, the purpose of abdominal breathing is to pull the air down
into the lungs by using the diaphragm. This action also helps increase circulation to the heart
and increases the flow of your lymphatic system. All of these things improve your health, but the
main purpose of the abdominal breathing technique is to stimulate the relaxation response,
which results in less tension and an overall sense of well-being.

We suggest you use this technique at least twice a day or anytime you find your mind dwelling
on negative or stressful thoughts. It can also be useful when experiencing pain. The whole
process takes about 5-10 minutes.

In order to train yourself to do abdominal breathing, follow these steps:

1. Place one hand on your chest and the other on your abdomen. When you take a deep
breath in, you should feel the hand on your abdomen rising higher than the one on your
chest.

2. Try to take a deep breath in through your nose and hold it for a count of seven.
3. Slowly let the breath out through your mouth on the count of eight.
4. Gently contract your abdominal muscles to evacuate the majority of the air from your

lungs.
5. Take another deep breath in through your nose and complete the cycle above for a total of

five deep breaths.
6. Continue to deep breathe at a pattern of three seconds in and seven seconds out for the

remainder of your 5-10 minutes.

It is only necessary to use your hands on your chest and abdomen while you are training your
breathing. Once you feel comfortable, you can place them in any relaxed position. In addition,
we would encourage you to explore guided meditation as an additional advanced technique for
relaxation. This meditation can be thinking through Scriptures, reciting positive thoughts,
inclining your mind toward the goals of peace or clarity, or anything else that relaxes the mind
and encourages you toward rest. The more you practice these things, the more natural they will
become.

One final note: the best times to ensure that your body is in a relaxed state is prior to each meal
and prior to going to bed. This will ensure good digestion and restorative sleep.
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Stress management is a very important topic to visit in any health recovery plan. It is also
important for those that are seeking to prevent health deterioration. The research is very clear
that negative stress (physical, chemical, or emotional) plays a major role in every disease
process. The main hormone our body uses when dealing with stress is cortisol. In fact, it has
been named the "stress hormone." Cortisol is very important in many aspects of our health
including:

Inflammation modulation
Glucose management
Immune function
Blood pressure regulation

Normally, cortisol levels are highest in the morning and lowest at night, following a circadian
rhythm. When we experience high-stress moments, additional cortisol is secreted into the
bloodstream to help us manage stress-related changes in the body. This can give us a quick
burst of energy, heightened memory function, lower sensitivity to pain, and even a brief increase
in immunity. These are all required when dealing with short-term stress. They are part of our
body maintaining homeostasis.

Problems arise when short-term stress turns into long-term stress. Normally, when stress is
gone, our body activates its relaxation response. This can be heard with the sigh of relief we
have when the stressful event ends. At this time, the body’s functions return to normal.
Unfortunately, with the high-stress culture we live in today, our body’s stress response doesn’t
have adequate time to return to normal, which results in what is called "chronic stress." This
causes our body to maintain a higher, prolonged level of cortisol present in our bloodstream,
which adds additional stress to the adrenal glands that produce cortisol.

In addition to emotional stress, our cortisol levels are also elevated by factors like poor diet,
deficiencies in nutrition, lack of rest, and physical stresses. This chronically elevated cortisol
causes immune suppression and inflammation which increases our risk of illness and injury. In
addition, it can dysregulate our blood sugar, cause us to break down muscle tissue, and increase
abdominal fat. This abdominal fat is associated with a large number of health problems. Other
negative effects of chronic stress include:

Increase fatigue and inflammation
Poor sleep quality
Reduced sex drive
Mood swings
Decrease bone density

Impaired cognitive function
Suppressed thyroid function
Imbalanced blood sugar
High blood pressure
Lowered immunity and slow healing

Studies also showed increased cortisol tends to lead to overeating with cravings for
carbohydrates and sugars. It also makes us more sensitive to stress. Before long, the downward
spiral begins.
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MANAGING STRESS
It's important to break the negative cycle caused by stress if we want to achieve optimal health.
By utilizing stress management techniques, such as abdominal breathing, and by improving diet
and increasing exercise, it's possible to give our bodies a break from stressful patterns. In
addition to these strategies, it may be necessary to support your exhausted adrenal glands to be
sure you can handle the stress well, keep them from becoming fatigued, and keep you from
developing an even worse condition. This can be done with specific nutrients that are very
important for adrenal health.

We have also found guided meditation to be a great way to allow the body to unwind from the
effects of stress on a daily basis. There are some great guided meditations available online from
UCLA. Give them a try. Talk to someone if you need more help developing stress management
habits that work for you. Remember, wellness is only achieved by having a calm and peaceful
mind. This is attained by learning ways to handle stress, being thankful in all circumstances,
having the ability to forgive others, and finding joy in your life.

When this mindset is added to the other lifestyle changes, it allows you to continue learning
every day and enjoy new experiences. It helps you face challenges by developing new ideas and
solving problems. Simply, it looks like a person who isn’t rattled by the stresses and problems
that come their way.

With wellness in every area of your life, you will enjoy a long, happy, balanced, and vibrant
future. Remember, 95% of wellness is based on the decisions we make today to take care of our
health. You have no reason not to pursue this kind of life! You must make health a priority today
before it’s too late or you miss out on a treasured aspect of life because you decided to wait. If
you don’t invest in your health, it’s only a matter of time before you suffer the consequences in
all areas of your life—and living becomes something that must be survived instead of enjoyed.
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YOUR SECOND SET OF DIETARY TRANSITIONS
Your dietary transitions for days 8-14 involve continuing the 2 servings of cooked vegetables
with each meal and letting 50% of your daily caloric intake come from good, healthy fats. You will
also eliminate caffeine, gluten and corn, in addition to the eliminations from last week.

These additions and eliminations are listed below. Review your chart of vegetables and good
fats to include in your diet and try some new options this week. Remember that you can also
reference recipes in the Additional Resources section, which include meals specifically designed
for this phase of your program. Explanations for why these foods are being eliminated will be
included in a later program document.

CONTINUE:

ELIMINATE:

OPTIONAL:

2 servings of cooked vegetables with every meal (breakfast, lunch, and dinner)

NOTE: A serving is the size of the palm of your hand or 1⁄4 of a cup

Good, healthy fats

NOTE: 50% of your calories should come from good, healthy fats

Caffeine

Examples: coffee, soda, green and caffeinated teas, chocolate

Gluten

Examples: bread, deep fried foods, soy sauce, baked goods (like cookies and cake),
crackers, chips, pizza, pasta, beer, sauces, etc.

Corn

Examples: tortilla chips, tortillas, cornbread, corn oil, popcorn

Cranberry Drink

Bone Broth
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DAYS 8-14 ELIMINATIONS
While continuing the eliminations from last week, we’re introducing these new eliminations to
help your body continue to rebuild itself with proper nutrition and reduce triggers for disease
and dysfunction. Remember that while some foods that you eliminate can be reintroduced into
your diet over time, some foods don’t have a place in your healthy lifestyle.

Specific reasons for why we have you eliminate these items are discussed below. If you have any
additional questions regarding these changes, check our FAQ page, or consult with our team
during your one of your calls.

GLUTEN
Gluten is a common food sensitivity with more than 20 million Americans suffering from some
degree of gluten intolerance. Odds are, you know someone with either a gluten sensitivity, Celiac
disease, or whose personal dietary preferences include being “gluten-free.” Whether or not you
have a known issue with gluten, its presence in your diet may be linked to various symptoms that
you ascribe to some other influence. In reality, gluten isn’t great for you even if you don’t have a
“problem” with it.

Gluten is a protein most commonly found in products containing wheat, barley, and rye, though
gluten is also hidden in many grocery products. Products containing gluten or aliases for gluten
include: flour, spelt, cake flour, couscous, matzah, kamut, bulgur, einkorn, semolina, malt
vinegar, and graham. It is a common staple in most processed foods like baked goods, breads,
pastas, pizzas, and even sauces like soy sauce.

The issue with gluten is that the body has tremendous difficulty breaking down the protein once
introduced to the digestive system. As a result, the following potential problems can be created
in the body:

Stomach cramps
Diarrhea
Constipation
Heartburn
Gas

Inflammation in the digestive system
Bloated
Intestinal permeability (leaky gut)
Autoimmune reactions
Decreased good bacteria in the gut

While it may be tempting to go to the “gluten-free” aisle during this phase of the program to get
products that are permissible, be mindful that not all “gluten-free” food is actually healthy for
you. Consider the other dietary transitions we are asking you to make when looking at the food
labels at your grocery store, or better yet, continue to eat vegetables and good fats for your
caloric intake.
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Also, remember that barley is a key ingredient in most beer. As a result, you should avoid
drinking beer during this phase of the program. There are several options for gluten-free beer,
some of which are fairly popular. Gluten-free beer is permitted, but should be consumed in
moderation. As stated previously, just because it’s gluten-free doesn’t mean it’s healthy for you.

CORN
We are going to eliminate corn during this phase of your program because most corn that we
consume today is genetically modified (GMO) and highly processed into high fructose corn syrup,
corn oil, corn flour, fried tortilla chips, popcorn, and many other packaged food products that
strip the corn of its nutritional benefits. Corn is also a common food sensitivity, often affecting
those that have a sensitive digestive system. Corn in the diet can cause aggravation and stomach
aches, especially if you have irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).

You will need to avoid any products that have corn or corn by-products. Long term, corn is a
vegetable that, when prepared properly, can be enjoyed and supply your body with vitamin C,
magnesium, B vitamins, and potassium. However, while we are working to reduce inflammation
and restore healthy balance and nutrition to your body, we are going to eliminate it from your
diet.

CAFFEINE
Finally, we are going to eliminate caffeine. Before you throw your coffee cup across the room,
keep reading to understand why we are asking you to make this change during the initial phase
of your program.

Much like the nicotine found in tobacco, caffeine creates dependency when it is used on a
regular basis. This is due to the way it affects the dopamine system, similar to other addictive
drugs. Because caffeine metabolizes across the blood-brain barrier, the most common
withdrawal symptom is headaches. In addition, other withdrawal symptoms can include fatigue
or even depression. Despite these potential symptoms, there are multiple reasons that we are
asking you to eliminate your dependence on caffeine during this program.

There are a multitude of well-documented health problems connected to caffeine. The greatest
of these concerns is caffeine’s inhibition of several crucial vitamins like folate, B12 and B6. This
can interfere with your body’s ability to keep homocysteine and cholesterol levels in check,
which increases the risk of inflammatory diseases, ranging from heart disease and stroke to
rheumatoid arthritis. In addition, studies have shown that caffeine, primarily when found in
coffee, can raise blood pressure and also increase the demand on your body’s stress hormones
and adrenal glands.

Another major problem specifically related to caffeinated drinks like sodas and coffee, is the
increase in acidity that these drinks have on your system. Overall, studies have shown that foods
which help to alkalinize your body are more helpful at preventing metabolic diseases and
cancer.

The acidity in coffee and soda reduces or minimizes any benefits of alkaline foods in your diet.
When you consider how often people add sugar and processed dairy to coffee drinks, it only
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makes the health effects of drinking coffee worse. Sodas are already laden with high fructose
corn syrup, sugar, or artificial sweeteners, so there’s no health benefit to drinking a soda anyway.

While many people use coffee and caffeine for the purposes of energy and alertness, studies
have also shown that regular use of caffeine actually makes it MORE difficult for a person to
maintain consistent energy and alertness without the introduction of more caffeine to their diet.
After the detox, 70% and higher dark chocolate may be acceptable.

HOW TO WEAN YOURSELF OFF OF CAFFEINE
If you try to stop drinking caffeine cold turkey, as noted before, you will likely experience
withdrawal symptoms. This can be reduced or avoided by gradually reducing the amount of
coffee or caffeine you drink over the course of several days or possibly even over a week. It is
also very helpful to drink plenty of water and keep your body well-hydrated during this process.
Many people enjoy replacing their morning routine of coffee with a non-caffeinated herbal tea
that can help invigorate them for the day without the negatives and crash that caffeine can
bring later.

Here are some tips that can help you as you wean yourself off of caffeine:

1. Try Swiss water process decaf coffee. Other decaffeinated coffees are stripped of caffeine
by chemical processes. The Swiss water process is done without the use of chemicals and
can be a great option to reduce the amount of caffeine you drink as you wean off of coffee.

2. Be sure to use organic coffee. If you drink decaf for a few days while weaning off of coffee,
get organic beans or grounds. Coffee is heavily sprayed with herbicides, pesticides, and
fertilizers that can leach into your beverage during the brewing process.

3. Use unbleached filters. During the brewing process, the chlorine which was used to bleach
white coffee filters can possibly be extracted into your coffee.

4. Swap sodas for sparkling water. While this should not be considered your primary source
of water, consider sparkling water with a hint of lime or La Croix beverages found at most
grocery stores if you’re used to drinking carbonated beverages with caffeine.

If you absolutely love the taste of coffee and feel like you want to add it back to your diet, this
will be an option after the detox. We recommend using recipes like Bulletproof® coffee, which
adds a substantial amount of fat to the coffee, can slow the absorption of caffeine by the body,
and reduce the negative effects caffeine has on our health.
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You are actually not what you eat; you are what you can absorb! This is important to note
because it is in the digestive system that our body allows the absorption of the foods we have
eaten. If our digestive tract is not functioning properly, the body is unable to properly absorb the
nutrients it needs from the foods we are eating. Let’s look at what we need to do in order to
absorb the maximum nutritional benefit possible from every bite of food we eat.

The first thing you need to do is get into the right mode to eat.
The abdominal breathing exercises take you from the sympathetic drive to the
parasympathetic drive of your nervous system. The sympathetic drive of your nervous
system is the “fight or flight” or the “work to get things done”, part of your nervous system.
When stimulated, the sympathetic drive shuts off the blood supply to your salivary glands,
to your digestive system and to your reproductive system. This opens up the blood vessels
to your brain, your eyes, and your muscles so you can think, work, and get things done.
However, when you want to digest your food, you need to shut that down and open up the
blood supply to everything in the digestive tract.
In order to do that, you have to shift into the parasympathetic mode.

The second thing, obviously, is what’s on the end of your fork.
Everything on the end of your fork will either feed disease or feed health. There is no
neutral. Therefore, it’s important to eat nutritious and whole foods that feed your health.
Even your water needs to be the right kind of water, since it is the means of carrying
everything in and out of your body. It is optimal to drink water that is free of chemicals and
heavy metals but still has the minerals and electrolytes that allow for good absorption.
This is typically found with spring water. If you have reverse osmosis filtration in your
home, be sure to add a pinch of pink Himalayan sea salt or a few drops of Trace Minerals
(found on Amazon or in most stores that sell supplements) to every glass of water to
restore the minerals and nutrients.

The next step is chewing your food properly.
The whole idea behind digestion is getting everything to the best possible state in order to
move on to the next step. This ensures it is received in the next organ system in the proper
form to minimize the energy you have to expend.
You chew your food to maximize the surface area contact of each bite of food to the
salivary juices (enzymes, acids, and everything that breaks down the food). Chewing it once
or twice doesn’t maximize the surface area contact of those molecules with your digestive
juices, so it’s important to make sure you’re taking the time to thoroughly chew each bite. A
good indication of whether you’ve chewed enough is if you feel like it’s almost going to fall
down your throat on it’s own.

Lastly, take your time when eating.
You should take a bite, chew it up, and put your fork down while you’re chewing it. Then,
pick it up and take another bite. You shouldn’t take another bite until that first bite gets to
the stomach.
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Another benefit of chewing your food and taking your time is that you won’t get thirsty.
Thirst when eating is a sign that you are eating too fast because, instead of having enough
saliva to break down your food, you are swallowing the saliva you produce and your body
can't produce enough saliva to catch up.
Your stomach is full of acid, which has two major tasks it needs to accomplish: break down
the protein and kill bugs. If you’re eating too fast, your stomach acid doesn’t have time to
perform its tasks. In addition, your saliva is intended to break down the food in
preparation to make the job on the stomach easier. By chewing your food more thoroughly,
your food will be better digested every step of the way.
Once you’re finished eating, don’t jump up and get right back into the mess of life. If
possible, allow some time for your food to continue its process of digestion. We
recommend giving your body at least 30 minutes to rest and digest.
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For years, fat (specifically saturated fats) and cholesterol have been villainized by certain
organizations in our society as a leading cause of heart disease and increased weight. It’s time to
set the record straight and analyze what really happens when we consume fats.

GOOD FATS VS. BAD FATS
As we start this conversation, it’s important to note that we’re talking about healthy, fats found
in real, naturally-sourced foods. The British Medical Journal has published several reports that
found no association between high levels of saturated fat and heart disease, stroke or even type
2 diabetes. It is critical, however, to avoid the unhealthy varieties of fat, such as trans fats or
unsaturated fats, which can be mostly accomplished by simply eliminating processed foods.

Regarding unhealthy fat sources, there’s no debate on either side that trans fats (which typically
come in the form of partially hydrogenated oils) are extremely harmful to our health. Highly-
refined, polyunsaturated vegetable oils like peanut, corn and soy oil also need to be avoided.
These fats are linked to oxidative stress and can lead to cellular damage, which are both
contributors to heart disease. Trans fats and vegetable oils also promote oxidized cholesterol,
which is destructive to our arteries and cannot be burned as fuel. Unfortunately, consuming
these fats and oils causes them to end up in our cell membranes and mitochondria, often
damaging and slowing down our metabolism and our ability to create energy.

Examples of Bad Fats:
Most deep fried foods - french fries, onion rings, chicken strips, doughnuts, and fried fish
Baked goods - cookies, pies and cakes, as well as biscuits and rolls
Pre-packaged foods - crackers, microwave popcorn, beef sticks
Ice cream and ice cream treats, non-dairy creamers
Margarine, shortening and other spreads
Vegetable oils
Microwaveable meals
Chips
Roasted nuts
Pizza

STOP AVOIDING FAT
In addition to bad forms of fat, there is another very important cause of high cholesterol, heart
disease, and obesity that should be noted. Since the creation of “low-fat” and “fat-free” foods and
the perpetuation of the idea that we should avoid fats, we have seen significant increases in
several severe health conditions such as heart disease, diabetes and obesity, Alzheimer’s, adult
ADHD, depression and anxiety. The research shows very clearly that all of these diseases are not
caused by eating too much fat but, rather by the increased consumption of carbs and sugars,
which have replaced many of the fats in our foods to maintain flavor.
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The shift in macronutrients in the American diet combined with a government-sponsored
emphasis on carbohydrate-heavy foods has led to increased inflammation in the body and
brain, which causes many of the diseases plaguing our modern culture. These processed
carbohydrates also contribute to the oxidizing of cholesterol, which is the major risk factor for
heart disease. Additionally, all this excessive sugar is stored as fat, which explains why weight
gain and belly fat have become such a major crisis for Americans today.

HOW DOES SATURATED FAT BENEFIT THE OVERALL HEALTH OF MY BODY?
Now that we have a better understanding of what’s really to blame for heart disease and obesity,
let’s discuss the truth and benefits of incorporating healthy saturated fat into our diet. As a
general rule, fat provides twice as much energy as carbohydrates do. Good fats sustain your
energy for a longer time, allowing you to eat less and still keep your body satisfied.

The National Institute of Health recommends that 20% - 35% of adults’ caloric intake be made up
of healthy fats. However, in order to support a healthy body, most nutritional experts recognize
that percentage should jump to 50% - 70% of our calorie intake. Fat is essential for the health
and functionality of many of our vital organs, including our brain, which is made up of nearly
60% fat. Without enough fat and cholesterol, memory and moods will suffer.

Our lungs are coated with a substance that is made of almost entirely saturated fat, and without
enough, they begin to lose functionality. These fats also help protect our liver from the many
toxins that it is exposed to as it works to detoxify our bodies. Saturated fat makes up a
significant portion of our cell membranes and plays a vital role in keeping our skin healthy. It is
also critical in incorporating calcium into our bones. Even our heart depends on saturated fat as
one of the most important fuels for heart muscle, especially in times of stress. Saturated fats
improve the quality of our cholesterol and provide a protective effect against heart disease.
They are also vitally important in absorbing essential vitamins like A, D, E and K, which help
protect us against microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria, and fungi, and they help improve
our neurological function, and guard against tooth decay.

Lastly, saturated fats and cholesterol are a vital building block for hormones and hormone-like
substances that our body demands for normal function and vitality. These include hormones
that help us to manage stress, as well as our sex hormones, which include testosterone, estrogen
and progesterone. Deficiencies in our sex hormones are directly related to fatigue, dry skin,
inflammation, diminished cognitive function, mood swings, osteoporosis, cancer, and even heart
disease. While these hormones are obviously important in maintaining our libido and sexual
function, they are also significantly involved in the overall health of our body. With so much of
our health critically tied to fats, we should encourage the consumption of good, healthy fats.

HOW CAN I CONSUME MORE HEALTHY FAT?
As you begin to incorporate more healthy fats into your diet, here is a list of foods you can use to
replace any unhealthy fats discussed above:
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Grass-fed butter
Raw, grass-fed milk and cheese
Grass-fed beef
Pastured pork
Pastured eggs
Olives
Extra virgin olive oil
Coconut and coconut oil

Raw nuts (almonds, walnuts, etc.)
Wild-caught fish
Pastured chicken
Seeds (flax and chia)
Avocado
Raw cacao
Animal source Omega-3s

SPOTLIGHT: COCONUT OIL
We also want to spend some additional time discussing the benefits of coconut oil as a good
source of healthy fats since it has recently been demonized in the media. We will mainly focus on
the benefits of coconut oil itself, but other good sources of saturated fat from the coconut also
include coconut cream, coconut flakes, coconut butter, and coconut manna. All are excellent
food sources to include in your diet.

BENEFITS OF CONSUMING COCONUT OIL

One of the greatest benefits of coconut oil is that it’s high in saturated fats. Saturated fats
increase the healthy cholesterol, HDL, and also help your body convert the bad cholesterol, LDL,
into good cholesterol. This process can prevent heart disease and high blood pressure.

According to the US National Library of Medicine, coconut oil has also been found to cure UTI
and kidney infections. The Medium Chain Fatty Acids (specifically lauric acid) found in coconut oil
have a natural antibiotic property to them because they disrupt the lipid coating on bacteria and
thereby kill them.

If those first two benefits aren’t reason enough for you to start consuming coconut oil, here are a
few more:

Reduces inflammation and arthritis
Boosts the immune system
Improves memory and brain function
Improves energy and endurance
Improves digestion
Improves skin issues
Prevents gum disease and tooth decay

HOW TO USE COCONUT OIL

The easiest way to incorporate coconut oil into your diet is by cooking with it. You can simply
substitute coconut oil for any other oil like olive, canola, avocado, or vegetable. The great thing
about cooking with coconut oil is that it has a high smoke point of 350 degrees, meaning that
you can cook food up to that temperature without the risk of the oil turning harmful to your
health. Coconut oil is great for sautéing food in a pan, coating animal protein before you grill it
or cook it in the oven, and baking. The best type of coconut oil to buy is organic, cold-pressed,
and unrefined.
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ORGANIC FOOD LABELS, BENEFITS, AND CLAIMS
What do they all mean?
Organic food has become very popular in grocery stores and restaurants. But, navigating the
maze of organic food labels, benefits, and claims can be confusing. Is organic food really
healthier? Is it more nutritious? What do all the labels mean? Why is it so expensive? This guide
will answer these questions, plus help you make better choices about which organic foods are
healthier for you and how to incorporate organic food into your diet without sacrificing your
budget.

“ORGANIC” VS. “NATURAL” VS. “CONVENTIONALLY GROWN”
ORGANIC: The term “organic” refers to the way agricultural products are grown and processed.
Specific requirements must be met and maintained in order for products to be labeled as
“organic.” Organic crops must be grown in safe soil, have no modifications, and must remain
separate from conventional products. Farmers are not allowed to use synthetic pesticides,
bioengineered genes (GMOs), petroleum-based fertilizers, or sewage sludge-based fertilizers.

NATURAL: Unfortunately, "natural" does not mean organic and comes with no guarantees.
“Natural foods” are often assumed to be foods that are minimally processed and do not contain
any hormones, antibiotics, or artificial flavors. In the United States, however, neither the FDA nor
the USDA has rules or regulations for products labeled “natural.” As a result, food manufacturers
often place a “natural” label on foods containing heavily processed ingredients.

CONVENTIONALLY GROWN: Conventional farming uses scientific and technological
developments to grow food for human or animal consumption. This includes, but is not limited
to, use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides, weed killers, and genetically modified organisms
(GMOs). If produce has no label, and is not listed as organic, then it is
conventionally/traditionally grown.

ORGANIC VS. NATURAL/CONVENTIONALLY GROWN PRODUCE AT A GLANCE
ORGANIC PRODUCE NATURAL OR CONVENTIONALLY GROWN PRODUCE

Grown with natural fertilizers (manure,
compost)

Grown with synthetic or chemical fertilizers

Weeds are controlled naturally (crop rotation,
hand weeding, mulching, and tilling)

Weeds are controlled with chemical herbicides

Pests are controlled using natural methods
(birds, insects, traps) and naturally-derived
pesticides

Pests are controlled with synthetic pesticides

Source: Environmental Working Group
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WHAT SHOULD I CHOOSE?
This should not be a suprise to you, but we recommend you always buy organic produce and
meats when possible. How your food is grown or raised can have a major impact on all aspects of
your health. Per all the reasons listed in the above table, organic is the clear winner over
conventionally grown and natural labeled foods.

Whether or not organic produce and meats are more nutritious for you is not our main concern
when making this recommendation. The evidence is unclear with regard to nutritional value.
Some studies suggest that, on average, organically grown fruits and vegetables may contain
slightly higher levels of vitamin C, trace minerals, and antioxidant phytonutrients than
conventionally grown produce. However, other studies have found no nutritional differences
between organic and nonorganic foods.

Rather than focusing on nutritional value, there are many other important reasons to choose
organic produce and meats, which we will discuss in the coming pages.

BENEFITS OF ORGANIC FOOD
Organic foods provide a variety of benefits. Organic produce contains fewer pesticides, such as
fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides. These chemicals are widely used in conventional
agriculture and their residues remain on, and in, the food we eat. Many people with allergies to
foods, chemicals, or preservatives often find their symptoms lessen or go away when they eat
only organic foods. In addition, organic produce cannot contain GMOs and has not been treated
with pesticides.

What are Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs)?

Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) are plants or animals whose DNA has been altered.
These products have undergone only short-term testing to determine their effects on humans
and the environment, but new evidence emerges daily showing the negative effects these
products have on our health and well-being. GMOs can be found in conventionally grown and
natural produce and meat. In most countries, including the U.S., organic products do not contain
GMOs. For more information on GMOs, watch the documentary GMO OMG.

Why should I be concerned about herbicides?

Glyphosate herbicide, also known as Roundup, is most commonly found in sugar, corn, soy, and
wheat. It is the primary herbicide used with GMOs and has significant health risks. This toxic
chemical is known to disrupt body functions, increase inflammation, destroy gut bacteria, and
increase risk for autoimmune disease as well as additional toxicities. This makes glyphosate a
significant risk factor for multiple chronic diseases and conditions.

Why should I be concerned about pesticides?

Most of us have an accumulated build-up of pesticide exposure in our bodies due to numerous
years of exposure. This chemical “body burden,” as it is medically known, could lead to health
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issues such as headaches, birth defects, and added strain on weakened immune systems. In
addition, these toxins are known to interfere with the hormones in our body.

Children and fetuses are most vulnerable to pesticide exposure due to their less-developed
immune systems and because their bodies and brains are still developing. Exposure at an early
age can cause developmental delays, behavioral disorders, and motor dysfunction. Pregnant
women are more vulnerable due to the added stress pesticides put on their already taxed
organs. Plus, pesticides can be passed from mother to child in the womb, as well as, through
breast milk. Some exposures can cause delayed effects on the nervous system, even years after
the initial exposure.

Does washing and peeling eliminate pesticides?

Washing reduces, but does not eliminate pesticides. Peeling sometimes helps, but valuable
nutrients often go down the drain with the skin. The best approach: eat a varied diet, wash all
produce, and buy organic when possible. Washing your non-organic produce in vinegar will also
help.

Organic food is regularly fresher

Fresh food tastes better. Organic food is usually fresher when eaten because it doesn’t contain
preservatives that make it last longer. Organic produce is often (but not always, so check where it
is from) produced on smaller farms near where it is sold.

Organic farming is better for the environment

Organic farming systems reduce pollution (air, water, soil), conserve water, reduce soil erosion,
increase soil fertility, and use less energy. In addition, organic farming is better for birds and
small animals as chemical pesticides can make it harder for creatures to reproduce and can even
kill them. Farming without pesticides is also better for the people who harvest our food.

Organically raised animals are NOT given antibiotics, growth hormones, or fed animal
byproducts

The use of antibiotics in conventional meat production helps create antibiotic-resistant strains
of bacteria. This means that when someone gets sick from these strains, they will be less
responsive to antibiotic treatment.

Not feeding animal by-products to other animals reduces the risk of mad cow disease (BSE). In
addition, the animals are given more space to move around and have increased access to the
outdoors, both of which help to keep the animals healthy. The more crowded the conditions, the
more likely an animal is to get sick. However, there is a lot more to consider when buying your
meat, which we will discuss further in the coming pages.
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A Closer Look at USDA Certified Organic Food Labels in the U.S.

When you’re shopping for organic foods in the U.S., look for the “USDA Organic”
seal. Only foods that are 95 to 100 percent organic can use the USDA Organic
label.

100% Organic – Foods that are completely organic or made with 100% organic ingredients may
display the USDA seal.

Organic – Foods that contain at least 95% organic ingredients may display the USDA seal.

Made with organic ingredients – Foods that contain at least 70% organic ingredients will not
display the USDA seal, but may list specific organic ingredients on the front of the package.

Contains organic ingredients – Foods that contain less than 70% organic ingredients will not
display the USDA seal, but may list specific organic ingredients on the information panel of the
package.

Why does it seem that organic food is often more expensive?

Organic food is more labor intensive since the farmers do not use pesticides, chemical fertilizers,
or drugs. These added labor costs are one reason why organic foods can be more expensive.
Organic certification and maintaining this status is also expensive. When you consider that
organic feed for animals can cost twice as much as conventional feed and that organic farms
tend to be smaller than conventional farms, the costs associated with running organic farms are
typically distributed across smaller produce volumes. Unfortunately, because most organic farms
are too small to receive government subsidies, the increased costs must be passed on to the
consumer.

Tips for keeping organic food within your budget

Organic food is often more expensive than conventionally grown food. But, if you set some
priorities, it will be possible to purchase organic food and stay within your food budget.

Buy in season – Fruits and vegetables are cheapest and freshest when they are in season.
You can also find out when produce is delivered to your market. That way, you know you’ re
buying the freshest food possible
Shop around – Compare the price of organic items at multiple grocery stores, the farmer’s
market, and any other venue (even the freezer aisle!). Purchase the most economical ones.
Shop at farmers’ markets – Many cities, as well as small towns, host a weekly farmer’s
market, where local farmers bring their produce to an open-air street market and sell fresh
direct to you. Often you will find items for less than you’d pay in the grocery store or
supermarket. Bonus: it’s a great opportunity to socialize and get to know like-minded
people in your neighborhood who might want to join a Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) farm or start a buying club with you.
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Join a food co-op – Find out whether there is a natural foods co-op, also called a
cooperative grocery store, in your area. Co-ops typically offer lower prices to members who
pay an annual fee to belong. However, you do not need to be a member to shop at a food
co-op.
Join a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) farm – A CSA is an organization in which
individuals and families join up to purchase “shares” of produce in bulk, directly from a
local farm. Local and organic!

CONSIDER LOCAL FOODS
What is local food? Unlike organic standards, there is no specific definition. Generally, local food
means food that was grown close to home. This could be in your own garden, your local
community, your state, your region, or your country. During large portions of the year, it is
usually possible to find food grown very close to home at places such as a farmer’s market.

Financial benefits: Money stays within the community and strengthens the local economy. More
money goes directly to the farmer instead of things like marketing and distribution.

Transportation issues: In the U.S., for example, the average distance a meal travels from the
farm to the dinner plate is over 1,500 miles. Produce must be picked while still unripe and then
gassed to “ripen” it after transport. Or the food is highly processed in factories using
preservatives, irradiation, and other means to keep it stable for transport and sale. You can
avoid this transportation problem by buying local.

Fresh produce: Local food is the freshest food you can purchase. Fruits and vegetables are
harvested when they are ripe and thus full of flavor.

Small local farmers often use organic methods but sometimes cannot afford to become certified
organic. Visit a farmer’s market and talk with the farmers. Find out how they produce the fruits
and vegetables they sell. You can even ask for a farm tour.

ORGANIC VS. CONVENTIONAL AMERICAN MEAT
The list below will give you a better understanding of what the U.S. government allows in feed or
to be used in conventional production:

Dairy cows – antibiotics, pig & chicken by-products, hormones (for growth), pesticides, sewage
sludge

Beef cows – antibiotics, pig & chicken by-products, steroids, hormones, pesticides, sewage
sludge

Pigs – antibiotics, animal by-products, pesticides, sewage sludge, arsenic-based drugs (growth
hormones are prohibited)

Meat chickens – antibiotics, animal by-products, pesticides, sewage sludge, arsenic-based drugs
(growth hormones are prohibited)

Egg laying hens – antibiotics, animal by-products, pesticides, sewage sludge, arsenic-based drugs
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ORGANIC VS. CONVENTIONAL MEAT AND DAIRY
Regulations governing meat and dairy farming vary from country to country. In the U.S., meat
and dairy products fall into two primary categories. The differences are as follows:

ORGANIC MEAT AND DAIRY:
Livestock are given all organic feed
Disease is prevented with natural
methods such as clean housing,
rotational grazing, and a healthy diet
Livestock must have access to the
outdoors

CONVENTIONALLY RAISED MEAT AND DAIRY:
Livestock are given growth hormones for
faster growth
Antibiotics and medications are used to
prevent livestock disease
Livestock may or may not have access to
the outdoors

MEAT AND DAIRY LABELS
The organic label is the most regulated term, but when it comes to meat, we often see many
other terms used. In order to make informed choices, it is helpful to know what some of these
terms mean, although their use can often vary from country to country.

Natural – In the U.S., this label means “minimally processed” and that the meat can’t have any
artificial colors, artificial flavors, preservatives, or any other artificial ingredients in it. Animals
can still be given antibiotics or growth enhancers. For example, this term can be applied to all
raw cuts of beef since they aren’t processed.

Grass-fed – This term means that the animals are fed a diet of grass or hay. Be careful, as the
animals can be fed grains the last 3 months of life to fatten them up. These animals have access
to the outdoors. Cattle are naturally ruminants that eat grass, so they tend to be healthier and
leaner when fed this way. In addition, grass-fed beef has been shown to have more of the
healthy omega3 fatty acids that our bodies need.

Grass-fed and finished – Means everything that grass-fed does, but even better, the animals
must be fed a diet of grass or hay through the end of their life.

Free-range – Again the term “free-range” means slightly different things in different parts of the
world. Broadly, it means that the animals weren’t confined to a cage and had access to the
outdoors. Unfortunately, in the U.S. at least, the animal density can still be very high and the
animals may have only short periods outside in an area that’s quite small. Therefore, it is
difficult to tell exactly what free-range means when you see it on meat or egg packaging in the
U.S. You can contact the producer directly for clarification.

Pastured – Refers to chickens being allowed to range freely outdoors where they can eat
whatever grass, seeds, insects and worms they choose. They are typically supplemented with
feed, so do some homework to be sure it is what you want (no soy, etc.) This results in more
nutritious eggs and meat for consumers, and more healthy, humane conditions for the birds.
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No hormones added – In the U.S. and some other countries where the use of growth hormones is
permitted, this term indicates that animals are raised without the use of any added growth
hormones. For beef and dairy products, it can be helpful, but by law, poultry and pigs cannot be
given hormones, so don’t pay extra for chicken or pork products that use this label.

OUR RECOMMENDATION:
Beef: Organic, grass-fed, and finished is ideal. If you can’t find meat that meets all three
requirements, grass-fed is the most important aspect.
Poultry and Eggs: Organic and pastured is ideal.
Pork: Pastured is ideal. (Note: commercial pork is typically not fed a healthy diet. Finding a
local farmer that raises pastured pork, without corn or soy, is a better option. You can
search on localharvest.org or eatwild.com to find local farms near you.)

Refer to the graphic below for a better understanding of Cage-free vs. Free-range vs. Pastured
eggs.
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SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD CHOICES
There is a lot of confusion surrounding the healthiness and safety of seafood. Fish is low in
saturated fat and can be a good source of high-quality protein, omega-3 fatty acids, and other
essential nutrients. Yet, common toxins such as mercury are also found in fish. What does this
mean? How much is okay? Which fish are safe?

Each year, dangerous quantities of mercury are emitted into the air (an aspect of widespread
industrial pollution). When it rains, this pollution goes into our lakes and oceans where it
contaminates the fish and shellfish that live there. Seafood may contain harmful chemicals such
as mercury, PCBs, chlordane, dioxins, and DDT. This is a problem because eating fish
contaminated with mercury, a poison that interferes with the brain and nervous system, can
cause serious health problems. The top predators, such as sharks, contain the highest levels of
these contaminants. Below is a list that shows how our seafood choices rank in terms of the least
amount of mercury contamination to the highest.

Least Amount of Mercury - Enjoy 1-2 times per week
Anchovies, Catfish, Clam, Crab (domestic), Crawfish/Crayfish, Flounder, Haddock (Atlantic),
Herring, Mackerel (N. Atlantic, Chub), Oyster, Pollock, Salmon (fresh and canned), Sardine,
Scallop, Shrimp, Sole (Pacific), Squid (calamari),

Moderate Amount of Mercury - Eat 6 servings or less per month
Bass (saltwater, striped, black), Carp, Cod (Alaskan), Lobster, Mahi Mahi, Monkfish, Perch
(freshwater), Snapper, Tilefish (Atlantic), Tuna (canned, chunk light, skipjack)

High Amount of Mercury - Eat 3 servings or less per month
Halibut (Atlantic, Pacific), Mackerel (Spanish, Gulf), Perch (ocean), Sea Bass (Chilean), Tuna
(Albacore, Yellowfin)

Highest Amount of Mercury - Eat sparingly
Bluefish, Grouper, Mackerel (King), Marlin, Orange Roughy, Shark, Swordfish, Tuna (Bigeye,
Ahi)

WILD CAUGHT VS. FARM RAISED SEAFOOD
As with meat and dairy, it is important to consume properly fed seafood. Below are the two ways
fish are typically raised:

Farm Raised - Consists of raising fish commercially in tanks, enclosures and controlled pens
across the country, usually in lakes, ponds, rivers and oceans. Due to their compact living
situations and feed, they tend to have more diseases, toxins, artificial dyes, antibiotics, and
contain dangerous levels of PCBs (dangerous toxins) compared to their wild caught versions. The
most common farmraised fish are tilapia, catfish, Atlantic salmon and pre-peeled shrimp, so it’s
best to avoid consuming these.
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Wild Caught - These fish tend to be higher in Omega-3 fatty acids and protein and contain very
low levels of disease as well as being free from antibiotics, pesticides & artificial dyes. Wild
caught are free to swim about the ocean or other bodies of water and find their own food, which
results in them containing less toxins than the farm raised versions. While mercury can be an
issue with wild caught, it can be just as much of an issue with farm raised fish, especially those
raised in the ocean.

OUR RECOMMENDATION:
Always purchase wild caught fish since this will give you the best source for your seafood. Keep
in mind how much mercury content tends to be in the specific fish you have purchased and opt
for low mercury counts whenever possible. Good choices that fit these recommendations are
Flounder, Altantic Haddock, Alaskan Salmon, Pacific Sole, Alaskan Cod, Mahi Mahi and Snapper.

Farm Raised Wild Caught

Nutrition Lower Levels of Protein, omega 3’s and found to
contain more fats Higher levels of Omega 3’s and less fats

Feed
Fed fishmeal consisting of conventionally grown

crops most likely containing pesticides, herbicides
and GMO’s.

Wild caught fish find their own natural
food in the wild.

PCBs
(Polychlorinated

Biphenyls)

These highly toxic compounds are 8 times more
present in farm raised fish. Very low levels of PCBs.

Mercury
Usually lower levels of mercury found in farm fish,
however the fish being farmed in the ocean have

the same levels of mercury as the wild caught.

Some fish, especially Salmon, may contain
mercury. That is why it is recommended

not to eat fish everyday but instead
maybe 2 times a week.

Disease

Diseases, lice and pests are usually present. Fish
usually given dose after dose of antibiotics to

control diseases. Also, pesticides and herbicides are
present due to fishmeal.

Extermely low levels of diseases, no
antibotics, pesticides, herbicides or GMOs.

Enviromental Disease and excess waste pollute ecosystem and
enviroment.

Farm fish can wipe out a whole population
of wild fish due to the diseases they carry.
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YOUR THIRD SET OF DIETARY TRANSITIONS
Your dietary transitions for days 15-21 involve continuing the 2 servings of cooked vegetables
with each meal and letting 50% of your daily caloric intake come from good, healthy fats. You will
also eliminate dairy, soy, alcohol, white potatoes, and ALL grains, in addition to the eliminations
from previous weeks.

These additions and new eliminations are listed below. Review your chart of vegetables and
good fats to include in your diet and try some new options this week. Remember that you can
also reference recipes in the Additional Resources section, which include meals specifically
designed for this phase of your program. Explanations for why these foods are being eliminated
will be given in a later document.

CONTINUE:

ELIMINATE:

OPTIONAL:

2 servings of cooked vegetables with every meal (breakfast, lunch, and dinner)

NOTE: A serving is the size of the palm of your hand or 1⁄4 of a cup

Good, healthy fats

NOTE: 50% of your calories should come from good, healthy fats

Dairy (including raw dairy)

Examples: cheese, milk, ice cream, cream cheese, cottage cheese, yogurt

Soy

Examples: soy sauce, edamame, tofu, processed foods that have soy as an ingredient

Alcohol

Examples: liquor, beer, wine

White potatoes

Examples: french fries, mashed potatoes, baked potatoes, tater tots

Grains

Examples: quinoa, white and brown rice, oatmeal, cereal, bread

Cranberry Drink

Bone Broth
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DAYS 15-21 ELIMINATIONS
While continuing the eliminations from previous weeks, we’re introducing these new
eliminations to help your body continue to rebuild itself with proper nutrition and reduce
triggers for disease and dysfunction. Remember that while some foods that you eliminate can be
reintroduced into your diet over time, some foods don’t have a place in your healthy lifestyle.

Specific reasons for why we have you eliminate these items are discussed below. If you have any
additional questions regarding these changes, check our FAQ page, or consult with our team.

DAIRY
Processed dairy, which includes milk, cheese, yogurt, etc. becomes mucus-forming and creates
inflammation. Many Americans are also lactose intolerant, but not severe enough to notice. By
eliminating dairy (including raw dairy) this week, we remove any potential interference that dairy
may have on your body. The fats in processed dairy are also very difficult on your body due to
the homogenization process. In addition, the sugar in dairy can create problems metabolically as
well. Processed dairy is also linked to a number of health issues such as:

Inflammation
Allergies
Heart Disease
Cancer
Autoimmune issues

If you desire to add dairy back into your diet after the detox, it will be important for you to only
use raw dairy from pasture-raised cows. Unlike processed dairy, which creates the issues listed
above, raw dairy is not pasteurized or homogenized, so it still contains the important enzymes,
vitamins, and "good bacteria" needed for digestion. Raw dairy also avoids some of the health
issues that can come from the pasteurization and homogenization process.

GRAINS
All grains are being eliminated in this phase in the program for several reasons. The primary
reason is because grains are higher on the glycemic index. Since most Americans have some
amount of insulin resistance as a result of the high-carbohydrate diets that have been promoted
by the FDA, it’s important to remove grains which stimulate the production of insulin. Grains and
high glycemic foods can also lead to the various issues such as:

Inflammation
Allergies
Diabetes
Heart Disease
Autoimmune Disease
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Long-term, there are some healthy sprouted grains that can be used on an individual basis.
However, we have you eliminate all grains during this portion of the program.

WHITE POTATOES
White potatoes, a root vegetable, are a high glycemic index carbohydrate. This means that when
we eat white potatoes, they cause our blood sugar levels to increase rapidly, which in turn cause
our blood insulin levels to simultaneously increase, followed by a drastic fall. This fall is what
leads to that tired, sluggish feeling after eating white potatoes.

It is important to keep in mind that your body will digest white potatoes in the same way that it
does sugar. To help paint a better picture, a baked white potato has a glycemic index of 98, while
High Fructose Corn Syrup, which you now know from your previous readings is terrible for you,
has a glycemic index of 65. Surprising, right? This is especially important for pre-diabetics and
diabetics to remember as we work to lower your blood sugar numbers.

After the detox, when used correctly, white potatoes can be enjoyed as part of a healthy lifestyle;
however, in order to help the body heal, we are eliminating them for right now. Sweet potatoes
are a great, healthy substitute to white potatoes and can be eaten throughout the program.

SOY
The majority of soy that we consume today is genetically modified (GMO) and even worse,
contains phytoestrogens. A phytoestrogen actually mimics estrogen in the body and can throw
our hormone levels out of balance. This is especially a concern for females, as excess estrogen
levels can increase their risk of cervical cancer, breast cancer, PCOS and hormone imbalance
disorders.

This is also a problem for males because too much estrogen can cause a decrease in
testosterone and cause them to develop excess breast tissue, as well as other feminine
characteristics. Soy is a legume in its natural form, but is also used and hidden in a myriad of
products such as soy sauce, edamame, soy oil, veggie burgers and other meat alternatives, miso,
tofu, and many processed foods. After the detox, some fermented products containing soy, like
tempeh, may be permissible.

ALCOHOL
This should not come as a surprise to any, but we’re having you eliminate alcohol during this
phase of your program. Alcohol has a number of negative side effects on the body, but most
importantly, it can cause a strain on your liver and is typically high in sugar. This includes any
kind of liquor, wine, spritzers, mixers, and beer, which you should have already eliminated since
most beers contain gluten. Since your liver is a key factor in the detoxification process, it will be
important to take the stress off the liver at this time as well as lower any excess sugar
consumption.

At the end of your detox, it is acceptable to add some alcohol back into your diet. However, keep
in mind the strain it can have on your liver as well as sugar and gluten content.
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One of the most important factors in achieving optimal health and wellness is a properly
functioning gut. That is one of the primary goals of this phase of the program. Any attempt to
recover health without focusing on the gastrointestinal tract is missing a vital step.

What Makes the Gut So Important?
Poor gut health results in nutritional deficiencies, causes significant illness and disease,
interferes with digestion, absorption and numerous other bodily functions including
inflammation, immune function, hormone balance, brain function, and more. Symptoms of a
poor functioning gut are not always considered digestive symptoms. Listed below are some
common symptoms and struggles connected to poor gut health:

Constipation
Diarrhea
Bloating
Gas
Heartburn
Reflux
Food cravings
Obesity
Heart Disease

Diabetes
Thyroid dysfunction
Low testosterone
Menstrual dysfunction
Mood disorder
Sleeping problems
Memory problems
Inflammation

COMMON DIGESTIVE TRACT ISSUES EXPLAINED
Having identified these common symptoms and struggles, it’s also important to note common
diseases and dysfunctions linked to poor digestive health. Below are a few examples.

Dysbiosis
Dysbiosis occurs when the good and bad strains of microbiota (primarily bacteria and yeast) in
the intestinal tract become imbalanced. Typically, an overgrowth of the bad bacteria or yeast
happens as a result of lifestyle factors (like food and stress) that actually end up killing the
beneficial microbiota and opening the door to this imbalance.

These lifestyle factors can also make us susceptible to other imbalances from viruses and
parasites. Keeping the correct microbiota in our gut is extremely important in maintaining its
own health, and the health of many other systems in the body. A healthy balance of our body's
beneficial bacteria and yeast is needed for:

Synthesizing vitamins B and K
Breaking down the fibers in many of our foods
Providing 80% of the immune function we have
Producing and utilizing our sex hormones and fat burning hormones
Maintaining balance in our inflammation and healing
Production of neurotransmitters like serotonin
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The sad reality is that the standard American lifestyle is full of factors that destroy these
beneficial microorganisms. These factors include processed foods, additives and chemicals in
our foods, genetically modified organisms and medications ranging from antibiotics to birth
control.

Inflammation
Inflammation in the lining of the gut is another condition that interferes with the GI tract
function. It can create food intolerances and other inflammatory reactions. Many of the foods
that have reactivity are being eliminated from your diet but it is also important to heal the lining
of the gut so that this inflammatory cascade doesn’t lead to other issues like heart disease,
diabetes, and autoimmune disease. Arthritic conditions and skin problems like acne, eczema,
and psoriasis can also be linked to this problem.

Reduced Acid and Digestive Enzymes
Reduced acid and digestive enzymes can also be an underlying cause of GI tract dysfunction.
Anyone who has ever been on antacids or acid-reducing medications is going to have issues with
their gut function. We will discuss this more in-depth in a future article, but it’s important to
mention now as we shed light on problems with the gut. When lifestyle factors and stress have
diminished the stomach acid and digestive enzymes, it causes food to be improperly digested,
which can produce up to 33 carcinogens on top of all the problems we have discussed so far.

With the intake of processed foods, trans fats, and fast foods, our ability to produce these
important enzymes diminishes. Our body will then try to compensate and pull from other
sources that are necessary for immune regulation and inflammation control, continuing to result
in diminished health. When symptoms like gas, bloating, and indigestion begin to appear,
medications are usually the first step taken. This only worsens the issue at hand, causing further
poor digestion and gastrointestinal health. In addition, this reduction in acid production and
enzymes means the body is no longer protected from unwanted organisms like the yeast
overgrowth, parasites, and bad bacteria that amplify the disease processes.

The good news in all of this is that you are already on track to heal and repair the GI tract
through the steps in this program. It is important to follow the lifestyle transitions and also take
any specialized nutriceuticals we may have given you. They are specifically designed to help with
everything discussed above: repairing the gut, reducing inflammation, and restoring the good
bacteria and yeast, stomach acids, and digestive enzymes.

Leaky Gut
Lastly, let’s talk about something that is a combination of several of the factors we’ve discussed:
leaky gut. In order to understand this, we have to review the anatomy of the digestive tract. The
intestinal lining is very thin, with special cells that are held tightly together in order to properly
digest food, absorb micronutrients, and filter out toxins and pathogens. These tight junctions
are compromised when exposed to diets high in refined sugar, processed food, genetically
modified foods, medications and antibiotics, nutrient deficiencies, and stress. As a result,
intestinal inflammation makes the lining of the intestine too porous with increased
permeability.

Consequently, it allows the entry of undigested food particles, toxins, and microorganisms into
the bloodstream, which triggers an inflammatory immune response. This exaggerated response
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creates a cycle of further inflammation in the lining of the intestine and a greater loss of
intestinal integrity. When this intestinal barrier is broken down and damaged, it makes us
unable to properly digest food and produce the essential enzymes necessary for digestion. If
ignored, this will lead to malnutrition, increased inflammation, food sensitivities, bacterial
and/or yeast overgrowth and impaired immune integrity. The cycle will continue to become
worse until significant lifestyle changes and healing can occur.

YOU’RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK!
The steps in your program, including any supplements we have have given you, are specifically
designed to benefit intestinal integrity and combat the intestinal hyper-permeability that we call
"leaky gut." The reason supplements are often given is because they include special ingredients
to heal the intestinal lining and restore the gut environment so you can maintain the healthy
balance of bacteria and yeast. This, in turn, will also improve your production of digestive
enzymes.

Probiotics are one of the key supplements used in restoring bacterial balance. Most people use
probiotics of some kind, but not all probiotics are created equal. We recommend highly
researched and properly prepared probiotics to ensure the replenishing of the dozens of strains
of beneficial bacteria that are not found in most products over the counter. If we did not already
give you a probiotic, please let us know so we can recommend one for you. Your program steps
are also removing many of the factors that have caused the issues in the first place and helping
your body counteract the imbalance and overgrowth of the wrong things.

It is crucial to avoid foods that are killing this important gut flora, which is why we have you
eliminate items like sugar, gluten, corn, soy, etc. It is equally important to have proper hydration
and better stress management so your digestive tract can continue the healing process. By
combining the right supplements and probiotics with the dietary changes made throughout the
program, you are on the right track toward restoring a healthy gut ecology!
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THE FACTS ABOUT ACID REFLUX
Have you ever suffered from heartburn? Chances are, you or someone you know has felt the
uncomfortable effects that can be caused by acid reflux or Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease
(GERD), a more serious form of reflux. Heartburn is the result of stomach acid traveling back into
the esophagus, which creates a burning sensation in the lower chest. Millions of Americans have
experienced heartburn at one point or another, and the number of those affected by this
unpleasant symptom is on the rise. According to the American College of Gastroenterology, over
60 million Americans experience heartburn at least once a month and some studies have
suggested that more than 15 million Americans experience heartburn symptoms on a daily
basis.

THE MISCONCEPTION
So how can you treat this problem? Well, if heartburn is caused by stomach acid making its way
into the esophagus, that must mean there is an excessive amount of acid that needs to be
reduced, right? That is exactly what the pharmaceutical giants want you to believe. As it is now,
taking over-the-counter antacids, such as Rolaids or Tums, has become common practice for
those who experience occasional heartburn. However, for the millions of Americans who suffer
from chronic acid reflux, prescription medications, like Nexium, have become the industry
standard. Nexium is a proton pump inhibitor (PPI), which works to reduce stomach acid
production. In fact, according to a 2013 Consumer Report, PPIs were among the highest-selling
types of drugs in the U.S., with nearly $10 billion in sales. But what the pharmaceutical
companies don’t want you to know is that these PPIs don’t cure reflux; in actuality, these drugs
only mask the symptoms while causing even greater harm to the body.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The real cause of reflux is low stomach acid. Studies show that:

Most people who suffer from acid reflux have low amounts of stomach acid, and some
have almost no stomach acid at all.
As we age, stomach acid secretion declines, yet the prevalence of reflux increases with age.

The result of low stomach acid causes two problems for our bodies:

An overgrowth of bacteria. Our stomach acid is used to kill off various types of bacteria, but
when there is a lack of acid, there becomes an overgrowth of the wrong types of bacteria.
This bacterial overgrowth can lead to inflammation, damage, and cancer in the intestines.
Therefore, when people use acid-suppressing drugs, they simultaneously promote the
overgrowth of bad bacteria within their body.
Poor digestion. Low stomach acid makes it hard for the body to break down food,
especially proteins, which causes poor digestion. When proteins are not broken down
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properly, they begin to ferment within the body, which creates excess gas. Depending on
the amount of gas, partially-digested food and stomach acid can be forced back up into the
esophagus, commonly accompanied by belching. This creates the heartburn symptom that
so many people experience.

THE DANGERS OF ACID REFLUX DRUGS
Clearly, taking acid-reducing medications is not going to help anyone in the long run; they simply
provide an immediate relief without curing the cause. In fact, when people stop taking reflux
drugs, their symptoms return and they are often worse than before. That explains why people
take these kinds of medications for the rest of their lives – because they only treat the
symptoms, they don’t cure the underlying issue. Unfortunately, there are significant health
hazards that come from taking these drugs long-term. Not only can they promote bacterial
overgrowth, but they also weaken our resistance to infection, reduce absorption of essential
nutrients, increase the likelihood of developing other digestive disorders, and can lead to
cancer.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH
So, is there any hope? There is, and it all starts with healing your gut. You must restore function
to your gut to rid your body of bacterial overgrowth. Along with any supplements we may have
given you, it may also be helpful to use bone broth and apple cider vinegar. You may also want to
discuss using bitters (under the supervision of our team), which can help continue the
restoration process. Remember, this program is aimed at restoring your health so you can
experience the quality of life you were created to have. Please give us a call if you have any
questions or need additional help in this area.
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While there's currently no medical treatment that can prevent or cure dementia, memory loss, or
Alzheimer’s, researchers have identified actions that one can take to boost the function of the
brain, reduce risk for the development of cognitive impairments and, in some cases, slow or
reverse the progression of declining brain health. These factors include:

Brain Training
Sleep
Nutrition
Exercise
Stress Management
Cognitive Assessments

Some factors may work by reducing existing damage to the brain while others help by
developing more connections between the brain cells. Are you ready to see why these factors
matter for your brain health and what you can focus on to keep your brain functioning at its
best?

BRAIN TRAINING
A study reported by Harvard Health showed that individuals who engage in mentally stimulating
activities are half as likely to develop mild cognitive impairment compared to those who do not.
Other studies specifically show a lower risk of Alzheimer's. Even better, individuals who
participate in memory boosting strategies for at least 6 weeks can actually improve specific
areas such as memory recall, processing speed, language skills, and abstract reasoning.

This one is easy to implement because you can stimulate your brain and have fun at the same
time! Activities can be done individually or with friends and family, and can include simple things
like: crossword puzzles, jigsaw puzzles, Sudoku, the memory game, chess, or card games like
Spades, Hearts, or Bridge. Whatever you choose to do, the key is to stimulate your brain every
day.

SLEEP
Everyone knows that sleep is important, but most people struggle to protect the amount of sleep
they get each night. Researchers are beginning to notice and track the consequences of failing to
make healthy sleep a priority. The Rand Corporation has published several studies showing the
impact sleep deprivation on the economy. On average, the United States loses up to $411 billion
per year due to the adverse effects on well-being and productivity in the workforce due to sleep
loss. In addition, studies published by the U.S. National Library of Medicine show that the higher
levels of cognitive capabilities (i.e., problem solving) are degraded overtime from sleep loss. In
fact, even when stimulants like caffeine were used, these capabilities were not restored, despite
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the perceived increase in wakefulness, alertness, and attention. These are just the tip of the
iceberg. As more studies are being done on the effects of blue light emitted from the
smartphones, TVs, tablets, and computers that we use on a daily basis, the results are showing
that the quality of our sleep is being reduced even when we get the right amount of sleep.

Sleep is critical to our brain health, as sleep is what helps the brain process the information it
receives each day and consolidate long-term memory. In fact, studies have shown that sleep is a
critical part in learning and retaining something new. Our brain also detoxifies more rapidly
while we sleep. This detoxification includes eliminating beta-amyloid protein, which is a
precursor to the plaques in Alzheimer's disease.

Lack of sleep has been proven to reduce working memory, attention, and decision-making. It also
reduces creativity in problem solving and slows reaction time, which can put you in danger.

Overall, reductions in sleep have been shown to affect overall brain development.Sleep.org also
reports that lack of sleep not only negatively affects your brain function, but also ages you
faster, increases your risk for cardiovascular disease, lowers your immune system response, and
increases cravings for unhealthy foods.

Protecting sleep and practicing good sleep strategies can make a difference in how your brain
functions from day to day and over time. While there are many steps you can take to encourage
healthy sleep, we have included five factors that have been proven to improve your ability to
sleep and the quality of your sleep. We’ll go into greater detail in your next module about how to
get quality sleep, however following these simple tips can help provide an immediate impact
that will allow you to enjoy the benefits of better sleep and better brain function:

1. Make every effort to go to sleep and wake up at the same time every day. A great way to
accomplish this is by having a bedtime routine that begins at the same time each night.
You can even set an alarm to remind you to start your routine.

2. Make sure your room is dark and cool (~67°F)
3. Limit screen time after dinner and use blue light filters on your screens
4. Avoid eating or drinking after dinner
5. Strive for 8 hours of sleep per night

NUTRITION
There is a direct connection between eating a healthy diet and having a healthy brain.
Numerous studies have shown that following certain guidelines appears to lower the risk of
developing mild cognitive impairment and even slow the progression of dementia. Over the
course of your program so far, we have given you simple steps that dramatically improve your
health, but these actions have also had a significant impact on your brain function as well. Many
of the food eliminations you’ve made have been done in order to reduce the amount of toxins
you introduce to your body and prepare you for detoxification. However, one of the organs in
your body that is most affected by toxins is your brain. So, eliminating toxins and detoxifying the
body are two active processes that provide an overall positive impact on your brain function. In
addition, the foods we’ve asked you to include in your diet also provide specific nutrition that
may protect against dementia and feed the brain what it needs to function optimally.
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Here are some specifics on how your nutrition affects your brain. Excessive sugar has specifically
been shown to impair cognitive skills with long-term deficits in learning, memory, motor speed,
and other cognitive functions. Remember, limit your sugar consumption to 25 grams or less per
day. High-fructose corn syrup has also been linked to many serious health issues, and a study by
UCLA shows that consuming high fructose corn syrup affects memory, problem solving and
actually slows down learning. It’s probably best to avoid HFCS whenever possible.

Artificial sweeteners are just as harmful as real sugar, and data suggests that these chemicals
can be toxic to the brain, lead to increased inflammation, and cause memory problems. As
stated earlier in your program, bad information has caused many Americans to avoid fats for
fear of heart disease and obesity. In reality, fat is an essential nutrient for your body and
specifically for your brain, as nearly 60% of your brain is made of fat. The wrong fats in your diet
create inflammation and cell membrane rigidity, which causes rapid aging to our brains and
leads to brain fog, memory loss, and worsening symptoms of multiple cognitive diseases. The
right fats feed your brain and improve the cell membrane and its ability to respond to our
neurotransmitters. The key is to make sure you're getting the right, healthy fats and avoiding the
wrong, bad fats.

Remember, these bad fats include hydrogenated oils and trans fats, as well as vegetable oils like
canola and corn oil, or seed oils like safflower, sunflower, and soybean oils. These are the types
of oils and fats that are primarily found in processed foods. Instead, we need to focus on healthy
fats which come from olives and olive oil, coconut and coconut oil, avocado and avocado oil,
properly fed meats (i.e., wild-caught salmon, pastured chicken and eggs, and grass-fed beef), raw
nuts, and even dark chocolate.

At least 90% of the canola, cotton, corn, soy, and sugar sold in the United States is from GMO
crops. The main reason this is a problem is because these crops have been genetically modified
so they are not affected by herbicides. As a result, these crops are sprayed regularly with poisons
designed to prevent crop loss, but the residues of these chemicals remain in the food. The most
common herbicide used is glyphosate (RoundUp®), which has now been linked to the formation
of specific cancers. In addition, these foreign proteins and chemical herbicides/pesticides can
trigger inflammation and create a destructive state which breaks down our neurons. These are
also a primary reason that we encourage you to eat organic when possible. Organic food will
automatically be non-GMO and cannot be sprayed with chemical pesticides and herbicides.

Finally, we encouraged you to avoid processed grains. David Perlmutter, MD, author of The New
York Times bestseller Grain Brain, has shown a link between the consumption of processed
carbs (i.e., breads, pastas, crackers, cakes, snack foods, etc.), and devastating effects on our
brains that lead to impaired cognitive skills with long-term deficits in cognitive functions.
Processed grains are treated almost identically to sugar by your body and also create
inflammation throughout the body, including the brain. Your health and especially your brain
are going to be better off by avoiding processed foods, and specifically processed grains, as a
way of life. Continue these nutritional changes we have given you and enjoy meats and veggies
for dinner. Do it for your health and for your brain too! To summarize, here are five quick
nutrition factors:
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1. Reduce/eliminate added sugar, high fructose corn syrup, and artificial sweeteners
2. Reduce/eliminate bad fats and increase good fats
3. Avoid GMO foods
4. Eat organic when possible – remember the Clean Fifteen and Dirty Dozen list!
5. Eliminate processed grains

EXERCISE
Studies have shown that exercise and movement lead to a healthier brain, with measured
improvements in cognitive performance and reductions in cognitive decline. The effects of

exercise even show benefits and improved cognitive function for those who get started later in
life, including for those who already have declining memory. In fact, exercise has been shown to
improve the quality of sleep that people experience, which only adds to its benefit.

More than just exercising, using the right type of exercise can accelerate the specific benefits
exercise provides. High intensity interval training (HIIT) has been specifically researched to show
its anti-inflammatory benefits and prevention of age-related cognitive decline. In fact, a study
performed at the University of Texas showed higher levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) and improvements in cognitive functioning for individuals who utilized high intensity
exercise. Improvements were seen specifically in learning and memory. This research was
confirmed at McMaster University in Canada and eventually published in the Journal of
Cognitive Neuroscience. Other studies have also shown that HIIT exercise leads to a reversal in
the cellular signs of aging and an increase of 69% in mitochondrial function, which directly
increases energy. Additionally, weight training (resistance exercises) also improved mental
performance. Resistance training is a form of exercise that improves muscular strength and
endurance. During a resistance training workout, you move your limbs against resistance
provided by your body weight, gravity, bands, weighted bars or dumbbells.

In addition to utilizing HIIT exercise, resistance exercises and balance training (which is a form of
exercise that involves maintaining one’s balance while performing various tasks), we also
encourage you to utilize functional exercise everyday. Put simply, functional exercise means that
you increase your activity levels throughout the day by making small decisions like utilizing the
stairs instead of an elevator or parking further from the grocery store instead of finding the
closest parking spot. Movement is life and the more you move, the more life you're giving to your
brain.

We have included five simple tips to get the most out of your exercise and continue the process
of improving both your overall health and the health of your brain:

1. Utilize High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) at least 3 times a week. Start with 10 minutes if
you're new to exercise.

2. Incorporate resistance exercises into your HIIT routine to get the benefits of both (more on
this later in your program)

3. Maintain flexibility by stretching or taking part in a yoga class
4. Begin Balance training
5. Facilitate functional exercise every day
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For more information as well as specific exercises, refer back to your exercise documents from
the beginning of your program, as well as the videos in your Additional Resources section. We
will come back to the topic of exercise again later in your program as well.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
We’ve discussed managing your stress in several places in your program so far, but it’s important
to note that stress management includes multiple different aspects of daily life. It’s not just
about reducing stressors or making efforts to de-stress during the day. It’s also about finding
rewarding and satisfying things that improve the quality of your life and decrease the stress you
feel on a regular basis. That can include everything from having quality, positive social
interactions with others, to managing your schedule on a daily basis, to shifting your outlook on
your life and mindset. There is even specific evidence that quality social interactions, strong
relationships, and maintaining positivity can help protect your memory and cognitive function.

It's no secret that stress negatively affects our health, but it's important to note that both acute
stress and perpetual stress are linked to specific deficits in cognition, attention, and memory.
According to a study published in the Journal of Neuroscience, this is partially due in part to the
fact that it promotes inflammation, which is associated with multiple chronic diseases of the
brain and body. In addition, stress also causes your brain to shunt resources for survival rather
than higher cognitive functions. In fact, there's evidence that instances of persistent stress may
actually rewire your brain and create potential shrinkage in the area of the brain responsible for
higher thinking, which creates for diminished functions.

The good news is that these brain changes are likely reversible simply by learning to manage
stress differently. Remember, life is only 10% what happens to us and 90% how we respond to it.
Expressing gratitude helps your mind focused on what you have and not on what you’re missing.
This is a key component to reducing the perception of stress and works in conjunction with
staying positive in the midst of difficult situations. In addition, two of the most powerful tools we
have to help manage stress are the practices of mindfulness and meditation. UCLA has
completed multiple studies on guided mindfulness which helps to relieve the body and mind of
stress by applying mindfulness techniques, which allow one to focus on the present and relax.
This can be done in as little as 5 to 10 minutes throughout the day when we feel most stressed.
Emily Fletcher has written a fabulous book called Stress Less, Accomplish More which teaches
both mindfulness and meditation. These practices can have a significant impact on our ability to
manage the stress we face every day. Having said that, it is also important to manage our
schedules so we are not creating overwhelming situations that perpetuate stress and we also
need to ensure that we are allowing time for play and rest. This means scheduling events in life
that we enjoy doing the most.

Paying attention to these five simple tips will help you continue to develop the habits that lead
to strengthening your brain functions by managing stress:

1. Express gratitude every day for at least 5 minutes. It may be helpful to keep a "Thankful"
journal.

2. Stay positive. Choose to focus on what you're accomplishing rather than what you're giving
up.
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3. Practice mindfulness and meditation. The UCLA Mindful App is a great place to start.
4. Manage your schedule. Make time for what's important and don't overextend yourself.
5. Incorporate play and rest into your daily schedule. Perhaps 20 minutes before dinner, do

something that is fun for you. Plan some extra time on your day off to do something
enjoyable.

COGNITIVE ASSESSMENTS
While it’s often easy to see the physical benefits these changes are making, such as weight loss
and increased energy, it’s sometimes difficult to see the effects of these changes on your brain
health. Just as blood work or other lab tests can help you see where you are making
improvements, there are also ways to test how your cognitive health is improving and monitor
these changes over time.
One of the best ways to do this is by taking a neurocognitive assessment. Brain Function Testing
is a company that does an amazing job of making this type of assessment easy to incorporate
into your health journey. They offer memberships which allow you to monitor your progress over
time with unlimited assessments. Each assessment gives insight into core areas of cognition that
are key to your mental health and wellness. These assessments are fast and simple while being
highly engaging and enjoyable. Most importantly, they will help you validate that the steps
you’re taking in your wellness journey are having the desired effects that you want to see,
especially as you implement the strategies above. Even better, as a special benefit of taking this
wellness program, you get a discount of up to 20% off your single assessment and/or
membership. Take your first assessment now before your detox and watch as your brain
functions improve along the way: https://brainfunctiontesting.com/wellnesscurriculum.

A study published in late 2017 in the Annals of Family Medicine found that about 85 percent of
people preferred taking an active role in their health care. No matter your age, the fact that you
are doing this program is proof that you care about your health and about making sure that you
get the most out of life. You are going to be amazed at the changes you see in your health and
life by the end of your program!

https://brainfunctiontesting.com/wellnesscurriculum
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YOUR FOURTH SET OF DIETARY TRANSITIONS
Your dietary transitions for the fourth week involve INCREASING your servings of cooked
vegetables to 3 servings with each meal and letting 50% of your daily caloric intake come from
good, healthy fats. You will also eliminate eggs, shellfish, tomatoes and legumes (except green
beans) while continuing all previous eliminations.

These new additions and eliminations are listed below. Review your chart of vegetables and
good fats to include in your diet. Explanations for these eliminations will be included in later
program documents.

CONTINUE:

ELIMINATE:

OPTIONAL:

THREE (3) servings of cooked vegetables with every meal (breakfast, lunch, and dinner)

NOTE: A serving is the size of the palm of your hand or 1/4 of a cup

Good, healthy fats

NOTE: 50% of your calories should come from good, healthy fats

Eggs

Examples: scrambled eggs, omelets, fried eggs, baked goods containing eggs

Shellfish

Examples: shellfish, crab, shrimp, oysters, crawfish, lobster

Tomatoes

Examples: pasta sauce, chili, soups with tomatoes, ketchup

Legumes (except green beans)

Examples: lentils, black beans, cannellini, chickpeas, hummus, bean dips

Cranberry Drink

Bone Broth
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DAYS 22-30 ELIMINATIONS
While continuing the eliminations from previous weeks, we’re introducing these new
eliminations to help your body continue to rebuild itself with proper nutrition and reduce
triggers for disease and dysfunction. Remember that while some foods that you eliminate can be
reintroduced into your diet over time, some foods don’t have a place in your healthy lifestyle.

Specific reasons for why we have you eliminate these items are discussed below. If you have any
additional questions regarding these changes, check our FAQ page, or consult with our team
during one of your calls.

EGGS
Eggs are one of the most common food sensitivities people have and are unaware of. As a result,
we’re having you eliminate them during this phase in order to allow your digestive system to
heal from any inflammation that a possible sensitivity may be causing. This includes fried,
scrambled and boiled eggs, as well as eggs as an ingredient in something else.

Following the detox, if you have no sensitivities when reintroducing eggs back into your diet,
eggs are an extremely healthy food and are best eaten with a runny yolk. Eggs provide the
complete amino acid profile for building and maintaining healthy muscle as well as many
valuable nutrients for brain, bone, and heart health. Be sure to get eggs from pastured hens to
ensure quality nutrients are being provided.

TOMATOES
Tomatoes are a food that have been heavily used in the American diet. Most people consume
tomatoes regularly throughout the year and as a result, there is a high precedence of food
sensitivities that people are unaware of. In addition, tomatoes are a nightshade vegetable that
can create inflammation in some individuals. If you suffer from arthritis that seems to come and
go, it may be important to consider eliminating the other nightshade vegetables listed below:

Eggplant
Peppers (i.e. bell peppers, jalapenos, habaneros, cayenne and paprika)
Potatoes

After the detox, tomatoes can be reintroduced, but be aware of any inflammatory/arthritic
symptoms.

SHELLFISH
Shellfish have the highest number of food reactions than any other food source. In addition,
because they are primarily bottom feeders, they have the potential to be very high in toxicities.
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For this reason, we have you eliminate all shellfish during this time to allow your body a break
from the toxins. Following the detox, shellfish can be consumed in moderation if you don’t have
any symptoms or issues upon reintroduction.

LEGUMES
All legumes are being avoided primarily because they are higher on the glycemic index and we
are trying to give the body a break from all the sugars that bombard it through the American
diet. The main legume we will focus on is peanuts.

Although peanuts can be a good source of protein, we’re going to have you eliminate them
during these next few weeks due to several factors:

Peanuts are high in omega-6 fats, which can be inflammatory.
Peanuts are frequently contaminated with mold, which can cause health problems for
certain individuals.
Peanuts are one of the highest pesticide-contaminated crops.

Following the detox, it will be very important to get organic peanuts and organic peanut butter.
Additionally, any peanut butter should be in the form that requires stirring due to the
separation of oils.

We are also having you eliminate legumes for the time being because legumes contain phytic
acid. Phytic acid is important to note as it impairs the absorption of many minerals, including
iron, zinc, and calcium, by our bodies. This can lead to, and promote, mineral deficiencies. Phytic
acid can also bind to nutrients in the food we eat, preventing us from absorbing them. This
means that the phytic acid can interfere with whatever else you eat along with the legumes,
even healthy vegetables, and impede your body’s ability to absorb all of the nutrients your body
needs from your food.

The good news is, soaking legumes in water can break down the phytic acid. After the detox,
when prepared correctly, legumes can be enjoyed as part of a healthy lifestyle.
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Since most people spend nearly a third of their life sleeping, the value of a good night’s sleep to
one’s overall health and wellbeing cannot be overstated. The National Sleep Foundation
recommends that adults 18 years of age and older get 7-9 hours of sleep each night, with 8
hours being the consensus “target” amount. Getting eight full hours of sleep is linked to
improvements in memory, attention, creative function, mood, cardiovascular health, weight,
inflammation and stress.

Unfortunately, most Americans don’t get nearly enough sleep at night to benefit from its
restorative effects. In fact, the lack of sleep experienced by most people can exacerbate chronic
health problems.

For you to experience the best possible health through your program and beyond, we
recommend making the necessary changes to get a good night’s sleep. While the thought of
getting eight hours of sleep may feel impossible, there are some small changes you can make to
improve your chances of getting the rest your body needs:

1. Turn off your electronic devices as often as possible. Your body’s sleep and wake cycles (also
known as your circadian rhythm) are moderated by external cues such as sunlight and
temperature. Today’s technology creates powerful disruptions to these cycles by introducing
sources of blue light that mimic daylight during times when the body should be resting. Staring
at smartphones, tablets, or laptop screens late at night or watching a few hours of TV before
bed may feel like necessary steps in order to “wind down” each day, but in reality, they are
tricking your brain into staying alert. You may still be able to fall asleep afterward, but the
rhythms that govern your sleep can still be interrupted and impaired, preventing you from
staying asleep throughout the night or causing you to wake up earlier than needed. Limiting
the amount of time you spend staring at the screen each day, but particularly after dinner, can
improve sleep function. Try spending the last 30-60 minutes of each day in a dim environment
without light exposure from a screen.

2. Sleep in a dark environment. Light exposure from alarm clocks, smartphones, street lights,
night lights, and other sources can still impact your sleep quality throughout the evening even
when you’re asleep. The darker the environment in which you sleep, the better your chances of
a quality night’s sleep. Move light-generating sources out of the bedroom or further away from
your bed and consider getting blackout curtains for your bedroom if light from outside creeps
in during the night. Also, if you have a television in your bedroom, make sure it’s off at least an
hour before bed and don’t sleep with it on. If you need background noise to fall asleep, invest
in a sound machine or white noise device.

3. Turn the heat down. Sleeping in too warm of an environment can make you restless and
impair your ability to get a good night’s sleep. Since responses to temperature are part of your
circadian rhythm, your body needs less heat in order to regulate sleep cycles just as much as it
needs less light. You don’t have to be cold at night, but sleeping in an environment between
68- 72 degrees may help you get better sleep.
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4. Address lifestyle factors robbing you of sleep. There are busy seasons in everyone’s life that
limit how often you may be able to get a full night’s rest. However, if your work, lifestyle, family
habits, or other factors make it impossible for you to sleep more than 5-6 hours at night, you
might need to make some changes to the rhythms in your life. This will not only aid you in
getting better sleep at night, but could also improve your stress and immune responses.

5. Don’t over-train or exercise at the wrong times. It’s possible to exercise incorrectly, either by
over-exerting yourself or missing appropriate windows of time in which to workout. Avoid
exercise late in the day in order to give your body time to recuperate and normalize your heart
rate after increased activity. It’s better to not exercise after dinner as this time should be spend
winding down for the day. Also, be sure to follow a guided plan for working out, such as the
Starter Plan for Exercise given at the start of your program.

Of course, these external changes are only effective if your body isn’t chemically unable to fall
asleep due to interference from medications, substances, hormone imbalance or other factors. If
you’re having trouble sleeping, no amount of effort to better regulate your sleep cycles through
lifestyle changes will result in success until these chemical factors are addressed.

As a precursor to discussing what these are, it’s important to note that the use of prescription,
over-the-counter, or even natural remedy sleep aids may help you fall asleep at night, but don’t
actually resolve the underlying cause of any sleep problems you have. Many times, use of these
substances leads to dependence, in addition to masking the symptoms of a bigger sleep-related
problem. The best path forward for your health is to make sure that your body naturally
regulates its sleep cycles both because it is chemically balanced and because you practice good
resting / waking habits.

If you are experiencing difficulty sleeping, the first factor to look at is nutrient deficiency. In
order for your body to make the proper hormones and neurochemicals needed for sleep, you
must have enough vitamin B6, B12, folic acid, niacin, iron and magnesium present in your body.
These vitamins and minerals come from a balanced, healthy diet and a healthy gut environment
that is capable of absorbing the nutrients from your food. Both the nutritional aspect and gut
absorption aspects required for healthy sleep are being addressed through the steps in this
program, meaning that compliance with the dietary transitions and any supplements we may
have provided should help improve sleep long-term. Maintaining a diet that is rich in these
nutrients will aid you in creating a sleep-friendly lifestyle.

If good nutrition is in place, another factor that should be considered is substance use. Certain
substances in your diet, such as caffeine, nicotine, and alcohol, are significant sleep disruptors.
Caffeine and nicotine are both stimulants, meaning that even if you are able to fall asleep after
introducing them to your system, they are preventing your body from deeper sleep cycles and
restfulness because they elevate adrenaline levels and heart rate. They also interfere with the
chemical neurotransmitters responsible for sleep by blocking receptors in the brain.

Alcohol may help you fall asleep faster because of its sedative effects, but studies by the
National Sleep Foundation show that alcohol reduces the amount of REM sleep you get each
night and impairs the chemicals responsible for managing your circadian rhythm. In addition,
your body remains active metabolizing the alcohol even after you fall asleep and, because
alcohol is a diuretic, you’re more likely to wake up to use the bathroom throughout the night.
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A third factor to consider is how high amounts of stress, anemia, or even infection may be
affecting your sleeping patterns. If your adrenal glands are on overdrive because of stress,
speak with our team about supplementation to help regulate adrenal function and be certain
to incorporate the de-stressing techniques, such as abdominal breathing, given to you in your
program. You can also speak with us about iron supplementation and natural methods for
combating infection that don’t require introducing antibiotics. Of course, eating iron-rich foods
will help you get iron naturally as well.

Finally, if one of the known side-effects of your medication is insomnia or disrupted sleep, talk
to our staff about reducing or eliminating these medications as part of a healthy lifestyle.
Unintended consequences and side-effects of medication that impair your overall health
should be mitigated whenever possible.

By developing more healthy resting habits, committing to a good night’s sleep of 7-9 hours,
and addressing the chemical factors that could be interfering with your sleep, you can
experience a significant transformation in your sleep patterns. Even though you are not
“active” when asleep, this is one of the most important things you can do to be proactive with
your health. You’ll feel better and see the benefits in many other areas of your life.
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WHAT ARE ANTIBIOTICS?
Antibiotics are a prescription based drug that are commonly used to treat everyone from infants
to the elderly. They are used to treat a wide variety of infections or diseases, specifically caused
by bacteria, such as urinary tract infections, sinus infections, ear infections, skin infections, open
wounds (infected or not), and respiratory tract infections (pneumonia and whooping cough).
Prophylactic antibiotics, or preventative antibiotics, are also commonly used on individuals prior
to going into surgery, even when the body does not have any sort of infection at all. Antibiotics
work by blocking necessary processes in bacteria which either kills them or stops them from
multiplying. This process of killing and stopping the bacteria can help the body’s natural
immune system to fight off the bacterial infection. While this sounds good in theory, let’s take a
closer look at how this process may actually be doing more harm to our bodies than good.

Antibiotics have been around since the 1940s, but because they have been overused and abused
over the years, many antibiotics are no longer effective against fighting the bacteria they once
used to kill. While antibiotics may be appropriate in certain situations, even the CDC admits that
about 1/3 of antibiotics prescribed are unnecessary; and for certain conditions like acute
respiratory conditions, at least 50% are unnecessary.

WHY ARE THEY HARMFUL TO OUR BODIES?
As with any medicine, antibiotics have potential side effects like yeast overgrowth, increase in
asthma, food allergies, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, allergic reactions such as hives, fever, and
breathing problems. Also, it is important to note that antibiotics predispose you to having a
reoccurring infection. For example, you may be taking an antibiotic to address a urinary tract
infection, but then instead of having your UTI fixed, you also end up with a yeast infection.
However, two of the biggest problems with antibiotics are that they disrupt our gut bacteria and
the over-prescribing of them is resulting in antibiotic-resistant superbugs that kill millions each
year.

First, we will address the issue of antibiotics disrupting our gut bacteria. According to Dr.
Mercola, in your gut, beneficial microbes grow in an anaerobic (no oxygen) environment while
pathogenic bacteria, like salmonella, need oxygen to thrive. One way antibiotics may promote
disease is by creating an oxygen-rich environment that favors the growth of pathogens. Put
simply, antibiotics enable pathogens in the gut to breathe, which seems pretty counteractive
when you think about it.

In addition, antibiotics kill off the good bacteria in our gut and can have a damaging effect on
our immune system. Did you know that about 80% of your immune system dwells in your
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gastrointestinal tract? If we are constantly or even sparingly using antibiotics to treat infections,
our immune system is being weakened and is not able to do its job of fighting off infections in
the first place. This turns into one vicious cycle.

ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT SUPERBUGS
According to the CDC, at least 2 million people in the U.S. are infected with antibiotic-resistant
bacteria every year, and at least 23,000 die as a result. This is already a staggering number, but
the problem is slated to get worse in the coming years. This is due to the misuse and overuse of
antibiotics over the past few decades and we are now seeing what it is like to live in a post-
antibiotic era. Unfortunately, bacteria are smart and can/will eventually overpower the
antibiotics that were once so effective at killing them.

ALTERNATIVES TO BUILDING IMMUNITY AND FIGHTING INFECTIONS NATURALLY
It is always best to build the immune system up before an infection even starts. You can do this
by eating properly fed meats, organic produce, and a well-rounded healthy diet. Taking a daily
probiotic and drinking bone broth are also great steps to building the immune system.

Now, there are times when an infection will occur no matter how hard you try to prevent it.
Fortunately, there are some great natural alternatives to fighting infections and bacteria without
having to resort to taking antibiotics. As always, consult with our team before trying these
remedies, but when done properly, they can be very effective at fighting bacteria. Garlic, olive
leaf extract, and Manuka honey are all foods that have antibacterial and antiviral properties to
them. Colloidal silver has been used since the late 1800’s as an effective natural antibiotic. We
recommend a colloidal silver called Sovereign Silver by Natural Immunogenics, which can be
found in many vitamin stores, some grocery and drugstores and on Amazon.

If you must take an antibiotic, make sure you also take a strong yeast-based probiotic to go along
with it. This will help to restore your good gut flora that the antibiotic is killing off. We
recommend a probiotic called Florastor that can be purchased at any drugstore without a
prescription. In addition to taking the antibiotic resistant probiotic, you can also request to have
culturing done to find out which antibiotic will work the best against your bacterial infection.
Culturing normally takes about three days to get the results back, but this way you can be sure
the antibiotic you are prescribed will actually work against the type of bacteria you have. Better
yet, while you are waiting on the test results, your body may even have enough time to do its job
and combat the bacterial infection itself, eliminating the need for you to have to take the
antibiotic after all.
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YOUR LAST SET OF DIETARY TRANSITIONS
Your dietary transitions for the detox involve continuing your 3 servings of cooked vegetables
with each meal and letting 50% of your daily caloric intake come from good, healthy fats. You will
also eliminate fruit and red meat in addition to all previous eliminations.

These additions and new eliminations are listed below. Review your chart of vegetables and
good fats to include in your diet. You will also see a new list in your program documents that
discusses which foods are permissible throughout the entirety of the detox. Explanations for
these eliminations will be included in a later program document.

NOTE: All animal protein must be eliminated on days 6-10 of your detox. Animal protein, other
than red meat, is acceptable during days 1-5 and 11-14 of your detox. We may have provided you
with a detox supplement to assist with the detoxification process. If so, consult with us about
whether this product can be used as a meal replacement, as many times these supplements are
shakes that contain a high amount of protein. If not, simply follow the dietary transitions below.

CONTINUE:

ELIMINATE:

OPTIONAL:

3 servings of cooked vegetables with every meal (breakfast, lunch, and dinner)

NOTE: A serving is the size of the palm of your hand or 1/4 of a cup

Good, healthy fats

NOTE: 50% of your daily calories should come from good, healthy fats

Fruit

Red Meat

Bone Broth
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DAYS 31-44 ELIMINATIONS
While continuing the eliminations from previous weeks, we’re introducing these new
eliminations to help your body continue to rebuild itself with proper nutrition and reduce
triggers for disease and dysfunction. Remember that while some foods that you eliminate can be
reintroduced into your diet over time, some foods don’t have a place in your healthy lifestyle.

Specific reasons for why we have you eliminate these items are discussed below. If you have any
additional questions regarding these changes, check our FAQ page, or consult with our team.

RED MEAT
While healthy, grass-fed meat has been shown to be very beneficial for your health, red meat
can be hard on the body to digest. During the detox, we’re trying to give your body as much of a
break as possible, so we’re having you eliminate red meat at this time to allow your body to heal.

After the detox, healthy, grass-fed meat can be incorporated into your diet as a great source of
healthy fats and protein.

FRUIT
While fruit has naturally derived sugar, during the detox phase we want to give your body a
break from as much sugar as possible, including natural sugar. This will give your body the
chance to heal and allow your digestive functions to focus on the elimination of toxins.

It should be noted that the cranberry drink, which we have encouraged you to drink during your
program, should be included in the elimination of fruits despite being permissible after the
elimination of fruit juice.

As with most of the foods in this phase of dietary transitions, fruit can be reintroduced after the
detox with no issues, as it provides significant nutritional benefits to your body. However, keep
your fructose consumption in mind when eating fruit so you don’t add unhealthy amounts of
sugar back into your diet.
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Use the chart below to help you understand when and how to take your supplements during the
next 30 days of your program. For more detailed information on taking your supplements, please
refer to the Detox Supplement Explanation video in your member portal.

SUPPLEMENTS FOR DAYS 31-60
MEDPAX BOX #2 (DETOX SUPPORT)
Take packets each day at breakfast, dinner, and bedtime, per the times printed on each packet.

PROBIOMAX SB DF
Take one pill at bedtime.

NOTE: If you have any ProbioMax Plus DF, IgG 2000 CWP, or IG 26 Plus DF remaining after
day 30, continue taking each supplement according to your previous instructions until all
are completely finished. You can add the powders to your detox shakes, if needed. Finish
any remaining supplement packets by combining with new supplement packets.

SUPPLEMENTS FOR DAYS 31-44 ONLY:
OPTICLEANSE GHI
Add 1 packet of the shake mix to 10-12 ounces of water or unsweetened almond, coconut,
or nut-based milk. Blend in a shaker bottle or a blender.

NOTE: Additional shake recipes can be found in your program documents as well as the
Additional Resources section.

DETOX 
DAYS 1-3

DETOX 
DAYS 4-5

DETOX 
DAYS 6-10

DETOX 
DAYS 11-14

(Program Days 31-33) (Program Days 34-35) (Program Days 36-40) (Program Days 41-44)

1 shake daily: one at
breakfast

2 shakes daily: one at
breakfast and one at

dinner

3 shakes daily: one at
breakfast, one at
lunch, and one at

dinner

2 shakes daily: one at
breakfast and one at

dinner
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VEGETABLES Mustard greens ANIMAL PROTEIN* Pecans
Alfalfa sprouts Napa/Chinese cabbage NOTE: no animal protein Pumpkin seeds
Artichokes Okra allowed on days 6-10 of Sunflower seeds
Asparagus Olives your detox Walnuts
Avocado Onions Chicken
Bamboo shoots Parsley Duck Any kind of butter made
Beets Parsnips Fish from these nuts
Beet greens Peas Game

Bitter leaf Peppers (all) Goose FLUIDS
Bok choy Pickles (w/o sugar) Lamb Water
Broccoli Radicchio Turkey Sparkling water
Brussels sprouts Radishes Herbal teas
Cabbage Rutabaga * should be pastured, Bone broth
Carrots Sauerkraut grass-fed or wild-caught

Cauliflower Sea beets DRESSINGS & SPICES
Celery Sea kale OILS Olive oil & vinegar
Cilantro Sea lettuce Avocado oil Mustard (pure, no
Collard greens Seaweed Butter (grass-fed) preservatives)
Cucumbers Shallot Coconut oil Lemon juice
Dill Spinach Ghee All spices
Dulse Sprouts (all veggie types) Olive oil Pink Himalayan salt
Eggplant Squash Raw cacao Celtic salt
Endive String beans Pepper

Escarole Sugar snap peas NUTS & SEEDS
Fennel Sweet potatoes Almonds
Garlic Swiss chard Brazil nuts
Ginger root Turnip greens Cashews
Green beans Turnips Hazelnuts
Kale Water chestnuts Macadamia nuts
Leeks Watercress
Lettuce Yam
Mushroom Zucchini
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You’ll be taking your Opticleanse GHI Shakes in a ramp-up, ramp-down method. While some
people have no issue drinking the shakes on their own, we have come up with a few recipes to
help those who would prefer a bit of variety throughout the Detox phase. The additional calories
and fat can also help avoid hunger in between shakes. Feel free to experiment with ingredients
and try new flavors throughout your Detox.

CHOCOLATE ORANGE SWIRL
Ingredients

1 cup ice
6 oz. water

6 oz. unsweetened almond, cashew, or coconut milk
1 serving Opticleanse GHI

1 Tbsp. organic unsweetened cocoa powder
1 Tbsp. liquid MCT oil or Liquid Coconut Oil

1 Tbsp. unsweetened organic almond butter
1⁄2 tsp. orange extract or 3-4 drops orange essential oil

Directions
Add ice and liquid to blender first, then add the remaining ingredients. Using the “crush ice”

setting, blend for 30 seconds. Continue blending on high until desired consistency.

CITRUS MINT
Ingredients

1 cup ice
6 oz. water

6 oz. unsweetened almond, cashew, or coconut milk
1 serving Opticleanse GHI

1 Tbsp. liquid MCT oil or Liquid Coconut Oil
1 Tbsp. unsweetened organic almond butter

1⁄2 tsp. orange extract or 3-4 drops orange essential oil
1⁄2 tsp. peppermint extract or 3-4 drops peppermint essential oil

Directions
Add ice and liquid to blender first, then add the remaining ingredients. Using the “crush ice”

setting, blend for 30 seconds. Continue blending on high until desired consistency.
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PUMPKIN SPICE
Ingredients

1 cup ice
6 oz. water

6 oz. unsweetened almond, cashew, or coconut milk
1 serving Opticleanse GHI

1⁄2 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. pumpkin spice

1 pinch of nutmeg
1 Tbsp. liquid MCT oil or Liquid Coconut Oil

1 Tbsp. unsweetened organic almond butter

Directions
Add ice and liquid to blender first, then add the remaining ingredients. Using the “crush ice”

setting, blend for 30 seconds. Continue blending on high until desired consistency.

ORANGE CREAMSICLE
Ingredients

1 cup ice
6 oz. water

6 oz. unsweetened almond, cashew, or coconut milk
1 serving Opticleanse GHI

1 Tbsp. liquid MCT oil or Liquid Coconut Oil
1 Tbsp. unsweetened organic almond butter

1 tsp. orange extract or 3-4 drops orange essential oil

Directions
Add ice and liquid to blender first, then add the remaining ingredients. Using the “crush ice”

setting, blend for 30 seconds. Continue blending on high until desired consistency.
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PEPPERMINT PATTY
Ingredients

1 cup ice
6 oz. water

6 oz. unsweetened almond, cashew, or coconut milk
1 serving Opticleanse GHI

1 Tbsp. organic unsweetened cocoa powder
1 Tbsp. liquid MCT oil or Liquid Coconut Oil

1 Tbsp. unsweetened organic almond butter
1⁄2 tsp. peppermint extract or 3-4 drops peppermint essential oil

*Optional: add 1⁄2 tsp. orange extract or 3-4 drops orange essential oil for an orange mint flavor

Directions
Add ice and liquid to blender first, then add the remaining ingredients. Using the “crush ice”

setting, blend for 30 seconds. Continue blending on high until desired consistency.

SNICKERDOODLE
Ingredients

1 cup ice
6 oz. water

6 oz. unsweetened almond, cashew, or coconut milk
1 serving Opticleanse GHI

1 tsp. cinnamon
1⁄2 - 1 tsp. Vanilla extract

1 Tbsp. liquid MCT oil or Liquid Coconut Oil
1 Tbsp. unsweetened organic almond butter

Directions
Add ice and liquid to blender first, then add the remaining ingredients. Using the “crush ice”

setting, blend for 30 seconds. Continue blending on high until desired consistency.
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DISCOVERING THE REAL DEFINITION OF DETOX
“Detox” has become a buzzword with many different connotations in recent years, creating
confusion and misdirection for people who are seeking to be healthy. We want to clarify what
detoxification really entails, because when understood and practiced properly, it is essential on
the path to restoring health.

WHAT DETOX IS NOT...
When the word “detox” is heard, it’s often associated with a couple of different processes. Most
commonly, detox can refer to someone attempting to eliminate alcohol, drugs or any chemical
that creates dependency. While this is really not about eliminating toxins, people do feel
significant withdrawal symptoms as the body chemistry is forced to readjust itself to live without
the chemical being eliminated. This process isn’t only limited to drugs and alcohol, either. It can
occur with something as common as sugar or caffeine.

Another common misuse of the word detox refers to a bowel cleanse. As suggested, these short-
term approaches attempt to relieve stress on the bowels. While they may have some positive
effects at first, long-lasting health benefits are rarely experienced. These special cleanses can
consist of anything from complete fasting, to juice and veggie fasting, all the way to using harsh
cleansing agents that cause the bowels to dump everything. Some worth mentioning that should
mostly be avoided include the Master Cleanse, Lemonade Diet, products like Senna or other
herbal laxatives, and more. These approaches are not helping anybody actually reclaim their
health because detoxification should remove toxins and relieve stress on all of the body’s
detoxifying organs, not just the bowels.

WHAT DETOX IS...
When we use the word detoxification, we are referring to the bodily processes that convert
toxins into less harmful substances and then eliminate them. The only way to do this properly
and effectively is by repairing the body’s main detoxifying and filtering organs from the years of
chemical and physical stress placed upon them so that they can perform as intended. It also
involves working to eliminate an overabundance of toxins that have accumulated in the body
over time due to the inability of our bodies to keep up with the detoxification demands placed
on it.

Although the liver is the body’s primary detoxifier (and therefore our main focus), other organs
involved in the detoxification process include the colon, kidneys, gallbladder, skin, and the
lymphatic system. Repairing all of these organs not only helps the body detoxify itself, but it
positions us for long-term health because the liver and gut are responsible for hundreds of
other functions in the body that help us maintain homeostasis and optimal wellness. If toxins
begin accumulating in the body, they start to interfere with these functions and will ultimately
lead to a breakdown in our health. In addition, toxins are primarily stored in fat and therefore
prohibit us from burning and losing those fat cells until we eliminate those toxins.
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WHAT ARE TOXINS & WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?
Toxins are any substance that damages the body. These can be chemicals in the air, compounds
in your food, or bacteria, mold, dyes, chemicals, fragrances, and pesticides found in your water,
clothing, diet or environment. When the body is exposed to these toxins either by ingestion,
contact, inhalation, or any other means, they enter the body and need to be processed and
eliminated. Fortunately, our bodies are designed to recognize most toxins and work to get rid of
them.

The problem we face today is that our modern-day culture exposes our bodies to toxins with a
frequency that we were never designed to handle. People today are exposed to thousands of
chemicals and added hormones, take increasing numbers of medications, and eat more
processed foods packed with chemical additives, preservatives, artificial sweeteners, artificial
ingredients and genetically modified ingredients than ever before. This creates an overload on
the body’s detoxification systems and in turn, it can’t keep up. Liver and gut functions diminish,
inflammation increases throughout the entire body, and things like heart disease, cancer,
diabetes, arthritis, and other “common” health problems continue to increase. These diminished
functions, toxicities, and developing diseases leave your energy depleted, hormones
imbalanced, moods altered, and sleep disturbed. Not to mention, they create an environment
where poor health becomes normal.

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?
Simply put, we have to help your body’s detoxification organs heal themselves and begin
processing the residual toxins in the body. Detoxification is your body’s way of eliminating these
harmful substances that put stress on its organs and functions. In order for detoxification to
actually be effective, we need to start by healing the gastrointestinal tract (gut) so it can
eliminate the waste and provide proper digestion to absorb the nutrients your body needs for
the process.

So far, your dietary transitions and supplements (if given) have been used to prepare your gut
for detoxification and healing. Remember, diet has played a big role in creating the poor
function and toxicity that Americans are facing. The average American lifestyle leads to a
sluggish liver and gallbladder, low stomach acid, and poor enzyme production. All of this causes
poor digestion of foods and an inability to absorb necessary nutrients. This also allows
undigested food particles, bacteria, viruses, and parasites to enter the gut, causing inflammation
and autoimmune reactions. The large intestine then slows down, resulting in a poor elimination
process that allows toxins to continue building up. We have tried to stop this broken process
with your diet changes and any supplements we may have given, thus allowing your gut to be an
environment where digestion and absorption takes place without accumulation of toxins.

The good news in all of this is that despite the terrible position our culture has created, our
bodies still have an amazing ability to heal and restore function. We just have to keep taking
steps in the right direction. Don’t expect everything to change overnight, but by daily taking
steps of action, continuing your dietary transitions, and going through this detox, you can
absolutely help counteract and reduce the onslaught of physical, chemical and emotional stress
and toxin exposure experienced by your body.
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If we don’t take these steps, or if we revert to a lifestyle that ignores how we eat and what we are
exposed to, our bodies will break down over time and eventually symptoms of disease and poor
health will begin to surface. Whether you are already experiencing these symptoms or working
to avoid them, it is important to remember why you are taking part in the program. This
program gives you a chance to gain an incredible quality of life and health. By taking the steps in
this program, you are learning a lifestyle that can help you avoid or reduce problems like
digestive issues, reflux, bloating and gas, low energy, headaches, irritability, skin conditions,
chronic aches and pains, cholesterol imbalance, PMS, hormone imbalance, food intolerances,
weight gain, and much more. Without the process of proper detoxification and organ repair,
many of these goals of reclaiming or maintaining your health would not be possible.

UNDERSTANDING THE DETOXIFICATION PROCESS
With the background for detoxification established, we want to give some additional insights
into the detoxification process. As mentioned, this detox period is going to primarily focus on
restoring the liver. While the starting point for detoxification is healing the gut, which your
dietary transitions and any supplements we've given you have aided with up to this point, we
have yet to discuss how the liver is involved in this process. As a precursor to understanding how
going through a detox helps, some insights on how the liver functions in the body should be
known.

The liver is an essential organ for many aspects of your health, including detoxification. It filters
and detoxifies the blood, which is critical for restoring function and eliminating toxins. This
extremely complex organ is also involved in multiple immune and metabolic processes. If any
one of these processes suffers, it can be virtually impossible to successfully restore your health
and eliminate disease. This is due to the liver’s role in metabolizing and balancing important
hormones by converting them into active forms for the cells of your body to use, including the
thyroid hormone, sex hormones and adrenal hormones. The liver also works to detoxify
hormone-disrupting chemicals that interfere with the hormone activation process.

On that note, the traditional approach of prescribing hormones whenever imbalances are
experienced can have a detrimental effect on the body if not done in conjunction with
additional protocols and therapies to address the underlying issues. Often, one of the
underlying issues in this imbalance is not a lack of hormones, but an inability to use the
hormones the body naturally produces. By adding more hormones to the body without resolving
the underlying issue, it creates a buildup of un-metabolized hormones, which can lead to
abnormal function and stress on the liver as it tries to metabolize and balance hormones. One
significant, related stressor that has gone unnoticed for many years is insulin resistance. This
causes inefficient sugar burning, which leads to fatty acid production and eventually fatty liver
disease. Combined with chronic inflammation and leaky gut, this process creates a recipe for
poor thyroid function, diabetes, heart disease, and more. Again, this underscores the
importance of establishing proper liver function through detox.
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Once the liver is functioning properly, there are two phases of detoxification that need to be
understood:

PHASE 1: 
A toxin is filtered from the blood and the liver converts it into a less harmful chemical. This
process produces free radicals, which can cause damage if your body does not have an adequate
amount of antioxidants. It’s important to note that some chemicals can actually become
potentially MORE harmful during this process, which is why it’s so important for Phase 2 to take
place.

PHASE 2: 
Toxins and hormones are turned into water-soluble substances that can be eliminated through
the colon or the kidneys. This requires very specific nutrients from foods in order to finalize the
process. During the release of these toxins, some symptoms such as headaches, poor memory,
stomach pain, nausea, fatigue, dizziness, and even palpitations may occur. These symptoms are
more likely to occur if there is a large presence of fatty tissues where the fat-soluble toxic
chemicals tend to be stored. If your body has the sufficient nutrients to accomplish Phase 1 and
Phase 2, these symptoms are more short-lived or less likely to occur at all.

Once the liver has finished converting the toxic substances, it is up to the gastrointestinal tract
to direct the elimination of waste. This is why it is so important that the gastrointestinal tract is
working optimally and being minimally hindered by medications or poor diet. If you are regularly
taking medications that affect digestive functions or organs, speak with our team about how
these drugs impact your gut function and whether or not they can be reduced or eliminated over
time.

In addition, the kidneys help to eliminate toxins by filtering them from the body through urine.
Drinking the right amount of water is critical during this time to ensure that your body has the
ability to eliminate the toxins as soon as they are ready. The standard recommendation of eight,
8 oz. glasses of water a day is a good place to start, however you can adjust based on your needs
and your hydration cues, such as feeling thirsty and urine color (should be clear or light yellow).
Our recommendation is to try drinking 1/2 your bodyweight in ounces (i.e. if you weigh 160, drink
80 oz of water).

YOUR SPECIFIC DETOXIFICATION PROCESS
In allowing your body to detoxify naturally, we are having you eliminate foods during this phase
of the program that make digestion harder, while also providing the body with the nutrients
from food necessary for completing the detoxification process. You will be getting these through
your increased servings of vegetables and the continued focus on high-quality produce and
meats.

We may have given you a detox supplement to assist you with the detoxification process as well.
If so, follow the instructions we've given you about how to take this supplement. If not (or in
addition), you should increase your consumption of specific antioxidant-rich and detox-friendly
foods, such as alfalfa sprouts, asparagus, beets, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower,
chia seeds, collard greens, kale, mustard greens, pecans, spinach, sweet potatoes, walnuts, or
watercress.
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Other things you can do to assist your body in the detoxification process include cycling between
hot and cold water in the shower. Start with the water as cold as you can handle it, then cycle to
hot water. Make sure you keep a 1:3 ratio, meaning if you stay in the cold water for 30 seconds,
then your hot water cycle should be no less than 1.5 minutes. Then, go back to cold and repeat
this cycle no less than 3-4 times, making sure to end with cold water.

You can also consider taking an Epsom salt bath. Take 1-2 cups of Epsom salt and put in the
bathtub while the water is running to help dissolve. Make sure the water is warm enough to
be comfortable, but not hot. Soak in the Epsom salt bath for a minimum of 12 minutes but do
not exceed 20 minutes.

Two other options include dry skin brushing and drinking lemon water. For dry skin brushing,
purchase a dry skin brush and use 1-2 times per day. Brush in a direction that goes toward the
heart, for example, from your wrists toward your elbow or your calves toward your knees. For
lemon water, add 2-3 slices of lemon to room temperature water and drink. You can do this as
often as you want.

SUMMARY
In order to be truly effective, a properly handled detoxification protocol should include all of the
following steps:

Eliminating unhealthy and detrimental habits in regards to stress, diet, and any chemical
usage
Restoring normal gut function and gastrointestinal environment
Providing optimal nutrition and supplementation when necessary
Supporting liver function and detoxification processes with specialized nutrients

Not only does your program detoxification process follow these steps, it is also designed to be
safe, simple, comfortable, and very rewarding. Remember, detoxification is only one part of
gaining your health back and should be done only after making lifestyle changes geared at
providing your body with healthy nutrition and restored function. These changes include eating
healthy, drinking clean water, exercising, managing stress, and taking high-quality
supplementation, if provided. If you fail to make these changes, you risk making yourself even
sicker by trying to detox. Your liver’s ability to process and eliminate these toxic substances will
likely be overwhelmed, leaving you wishing you had never done the detox in the first place.

Once your detox phase is finished, you should make it a priority to limit your exposure to
unnecessary toxins as part of your lifestyle. While your body can handle detoxification on its
own, introducing more toxins than needed can once again overwhelm your detoxification
organs. Eliminating or strictly limiting processed foods, chemicals, and additives in your diet is a
great place to start since you’re already making many of these changes. Finding household
products and toiletries that are free of dyes, harsh chemicals, and unnatural ingredients is
another helpful step. Don’t overwhelm yourself by trying to change too much at once. You don’t
need to be paranoid about every chemical you may encounter or try to reinvent the wheel; just
make informed choices, shop for natural products, and gradually replace things in your life that
contain toxins. Try to limit your exposure when possible so you position your body for long-term
health.
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THE UGLY TRUTH BEHIND THE FLU VACCINE
The flu vaccine is one of the most common vaccinations given each year to people all around the
world, from babies to the elderly. It is safe to say most of you reading this have received at least
one flu vaccine in your lifetime, if not more. The flu vaccine is supposed to keep you from getting
the flu or at least a milder version of it, but in reality, it’s effectiveness is far less than would be
expected. According to the CDC, during the 2014-15 flu season, the vaccination was only 19%
effective. During the 2015-16 season, the vaccine's effectiveness was 48%, followed by a 40%
effectiveness in 2016-17 and a 38% effectiveness in the 2017-18 season. The most current
numbers show a 47% effectiveness rate for the most current flu season on record.

FLU VACCINE CREATION AND EFFECTIVENESS
So how is the flu shot vaccine created and why is the effectiveness so low? Every February, the
Advisory Committee on Immunizations Practices makes a decision about which flu virus strains
will go into the vaccine. This vaccine will then be sold beginning in September of the same year
to “protect” people during the upcoming flu season. The committee’s decision as to which flu
virus strains to include is based on information from over 100 countries where influenza
monitoring centers conduct surveillance of circulating viruses and which ones are making people
sick. In theory, this sounds like it should be fairly effective at picking the right flu strains to
include in the vaccination each year, but as previously mentioned in this article, the odds are still
less than half, if not worse each year.

To understand why vaccine effectiveness is so low, you first need to know that the flu vaccine
itself is an inactivated influenza vaccine. Meaning the vaccine is made up of flu viruses that have
been inactivated and are no longer infectious. The main reason for the flu vaccine being so
ineffective is due to how well or in this case, un-well, the vaccine matches the circulating virus.
Other factors like age or the immune status of the individual also play a large part in the vaccine
effectiveness.

WHY THE FLU SHOT MAY CAUSE MORE HARM THAN GOOD
Besides the flu shot not being very effective at keeping you from getting sick, it can actually
cause your body more harm than good. We will point out a few key points below.

According to the Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA), each consecutive year you
get the flu shot, the protection afforded by the vaccine appears to diminish. This means
that every year you get the flu vaccine, it works less and less to keep you from getting
sick.
Those children who receive the influenza vaccine have a three times higher risk of
hospitalization due to influenza than those children who do not receive the flu shot,
according to the American Thoracic Society.
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The flu shot and other vaccines wreak havoc on your immune system, meaning they
suppress it. Worse than that, it may take weeks and perhaps months for your immune
system to return to normal, leaving you more vulnerable to contract other illnesses that
your body may have otherwise been able to fight off.

DANGEROUS TOXINS IN THE FLU VACCINE
The flu vaccine can also contain several dangerous toxins that may destroy your health. Notably,
Thimerosal, for example, is a vaccine additive that contains mercury. When injected into the
body, the mercury can cause several health problems, including loss of cognitive capacity,
neurobehavioral deteriorations, and asthma. Another hazardous toxin found in the flu shot is
glyphosate, the toxic herbicide that is typically used in Roundup to kill weeds. That alone should
raise some red flags. This chemical has been linked with diseases such as autism, non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma and the World Health Organization acknowledges it is “probably carcinogenic.”

In addition to these harmful substances, vaccines can also contain aluminum, formaldehyde,
carbolic acid, the disinfectant betapropiolactone, and ethylene glycol, also known as antifreeze.
Getting the flu vaccine will put your body through an incredible amount of work to flush these
toxins out and in some cases, they are never really fully eliminated. You’ve worked hard to heal
and repair your gut and successfully navigate a healthy detoxification program. It would be a
shame to compromise all of your hard work with toxins found in the flu vaccine. Be sure to do
your homework before making the decision to get a flu vaccine, as there are other more effective
ways to protect yourself from the flu without all those toxins.

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST THE FLU WITHOUT VACCINATION
Fortunately, there are many ways you can protect yourself from getting the flu without having to
get a flu shot:

Increasing your vitamin D levels. Having the appropriate level of vitamin D in your body
is the single best way to avoid and fight infections. You can ensure you are getting
enough vitamin D by taking a natural and pure vitamin D supplement.
This one may sound obvious, but getting plenty of rest always does a body good.
Sugar impairs the function of your immune system, so by avoiding sugar and processed
foods, you can ensure that your immune system is ready to fight off any infections that
may come your way.
Increase your intake of oregano and garlic. These foods have strong antibiotic
properties and can boost your body’s ability to fight off harmful bacteria and viruses.

After reading this article, we hope you feel empowered to make an informed decision with our
team about alternative options to the flu shot, including letting your body do the job it was
created to do by fending for itself or by using these natural remedies to protect yourself from
the flu.
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When your detoxification phase is over, you can begin reintroducing foods back into your diet. If
we have given you a detoxification supplement or any other specific steps for detox, please
check with us before starting the food reintroduction process.

THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE REINTRODUCING FOODS
If you are dealing with an autoimmune issue, speak with our team before reintroducing
any legumes (including peanuts and peanut butter), shellfish, tomatoes, soy of any kind,
alcohol, gluten or dairy, as these tend to be more inflammatory.
If you are diabetic or pre-diabetic, speak with our team before reintroducing legumes,
corn, grains, and white potatoes as these are higher on the glycemic index and can
increase blood sugar levels.
If you want to lose weight, take caution when reintroducing legumes, grains, corn, and
white potatoes, as these are high-glycemic carbohydrates.

HOW TO REINTRODUCE FOODS
Start by consuming ONE item from the below list 1-2 times per day for 3 days of testing. If you do
not experience any of the symptoms listed below, reintroduce the next item continuing the 3
days of testing.

The foods listed below are options for reintroduction but a plan should be discussed with our
team concerning which ones are acceptable:

Pastured eggs
Tomatoes
Shellfish
Organic, non-GMO corn
Organic peanuts
Pastured, raw dairy

Watch for these common reactions:
A chronic need to clear your throat
Gas or bloating
Severe heartburn
Abdominal pain or diarrhea
Headache or brain fog
Joint or muscle pain
Feeling tired and sluggish
Swelling / water retention
Some type of symptom that is noticeably different about your body; a “black and white
difference”
A generalized feeling of uneasiness
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If you experience a reaction on day one, two, or three, STOP eating that food until you speak with
our team.

NOTE: If you do have a reaction, make sure your symptoms no longer exist BEFORE you start the
next food reintroduction. Then, introduce the next food you would like. This will allow you to
correctly assess which foods create reactions without overlap.

FOODS TO REINTRODUCE IMMEDIATELY
While most foods should be reintroduced one at a time, these foods can be reintroduced
immediately without any testing required.

Red Meat 
Organic, grass-fed beef or bison and organic, pastured pork
Fruit 
Between 15-25g of fructose per day; refer back to the Fructose Consumption Chart to
determine fructose quantities in fruit
Legumes (except peanuts)
Rotate in 2-3 days per week

FOODS YOU CAN REINTRODUCE OCCASIONALLY
Below is a list of foods you may reintroduce with certain limitations and restrictions in mind.
These items are not recommended for regular consumption, but rather to have only for special
occasions or a few times a year. These foods should only be considered for reintroduction after
you’ve finished reintroducing the items from the first list one at a time and after you’ve
consulted with our team:

White potatoes (sparingly)
Gluten 
Organic and only in the form of sprouted grains (not for autoimmune)
Alcohol 
Gluten-free options, such as: gluten-free beer, gluten-free wine, vodka, gin, etc. (be sure
to do your homework to ensure you’re getting gluten-free options)
Grains 
Gluten-free grains, such as: rice, quinoa, steel cut oats, buckwheat, etc.
Honey, maple syrup, organic sugar, coconut sugar 
In herbal tea, or the occasional baking recipe. However, be mindful of fructose
consumption and always limit to less than 25g/day including your fructose consumption
from fruit

FOODS TO AVOID ALTOGETHER
These foods are simply not a part of a healthy lifestyle and have damaging effects on our bodies.

Artificial sweeteners 
Stevia is acceptable (use sparingly)
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Fruit juice
Fresh squeezed is acceptable 1-2 times a year on special occasions, however it’s best to
get the fiber from eating the fruit rather than just the juice
Pasteurized dairy 
Instead, opt for unsweetened nut-based milk and yogurt, or unsweetened coconut milk
and yogurt. Please speak with our team before considering organic, pastured, raw dairy.
Soy or soy-based products 
With the exception of organic, fermented soy (i.e. miso, tempeh, etc. - use sparingly)
Caffeine 
Except trace amounts in the occasional tea, dark chocolate, kombucha or organic, Swiss-
water decaf coffee (check out the FAQs for the Bulletproof Coffee recipe)
Processed Flour Products 
Instead, opt for coconut flour, almond flour or cassava flour

Remember, “processed junk” is still “processed junk” and is not recommended for your diet. This
includes gluten-free Oreos, organic cereals, gluten-free muffins, etc. Don’t be fooled by
marketing labels that say “organic” and “gluten-free.” Gluten-free doesn’t always mean healthy.
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FOOD REINTRODUCTION RESPONSE CHART
Refer to the guidelines in the "After the Detox" document for reintroducing foods. Use this chart to
list out any symptoms you're having when reintroducing an item and discuss with our team.
Common symptoms may include, but are not limited to: gas, bloating, reflux, indigestion,
constipation, fatigue or low energy. If any of these symptoms occur, stop eating that food
andcontact our team.

FOOD DAYS 1-3 Symptoms:
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This traditional “health” food can wreak havoc on your blood sugar, age your joints and skin, and
cause you to look 10 years older than you really are. No one wants that if they can avoid it!

THE CULPRIT
The food we are referring to is processed grains, including many gluten-free grains. We are not
talking about grains in their original sprouted form, but grains that have been processed and
manipulated into flour. This flour can be found in every grocery store, restaurant, and
household, including whole wheat bread, pastries, muffins, cereals, snack mix, granola, and the
list goes on and on. Traditionally, processed grains are presented and marketed as a health
food, but sadly that is far from the truth.

Before we get to “why” processed grains are so bad, we need to review some body chemistry. Our
bodies have compounds called Advanced Glycation End Products, or AGEs. These compounds
speed up the aging process within our bodies and can cause wrinkled skin and damage to our
organs and joints over time. It is important to note that high blood sugar levels actually increase
the amount of AGEs in our body over time. Therefore, the longer your blood sugar stays
increased, the more AGEs will be produced within your body. This is why sometimes those
suffering with Type 2 Diabetes actually look a good 5-10 years older than they really are. This
aging effect is not just limited to those with Diabetes, but also those that consume processed
grains.

THE WHY
Now, let’s take a closer look at the “why” behind this. Processed grains, specifically wheat,
contain a type of carbohydrate called Amylopectin-A. According to some studies, this
carbohydrate has been found to spike blood sugar levels even higher than pure table sugar. This
can be an easy trap to fall into because you may eat 2 pieces of whole wheat toast for breakfast,
thinking you are being healthy instead of opting for the bagel or donut. But in reality, your blood
sugar will react the same way as if you had just consumed a stack of pancakes. This is not to say
that you may as well eat the pancakes, but instead be aware of the negative effects that
processed grains and wheat can have on your body, even when it is advertised as a healthy
option.

THE SOLUTION
Instead of processed grains, consuming sprouted grains is a far better option for times when
grains are desired. Sprouted grains should not be looked at as the enemy like processed grains
are. Sprouted grains are actually very nutritious for the body when consumed in moderation. The
Whole Grains Council explains that grains which have just begun sprouting – those straddling
the line between a seed and a new plant, offer all the goodness of whole grains, while being
more readily digested.
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What’s more, the sprouting process increases the amount and bio-availability of some vitamins
(notably Vitamin C) and minerals, making sprouted grains a potential nutrition powerhouse. One
of our favorite sprouted grain breads to eat is Ezekiel Bread from the company Food for Life.

SOAKING
While we’re on the topic of sprouted grains, it’s important to note that grains are not the only
food item that benefit from sprouting. In addition to grains, it is very beneficial to utilize
sprouting with beans, nuts, and seeds as well. If you cannot find sprouted items in your
preferred grocery store or health food store, you can use a method called “soaking” in order to
sprout them yourself. This is simply done by soaking dried beans, raw nuts and seeds for at least
8 to 12 hours overnight in order to help break down the phytic acid which blocks our enzymes
and mineral absorption.

Without soaking, it is very difficult to absorb the calcium, magnesium, iron, copper, and zinc. This
process also releases many important vitamins for better absorption as well. These include
vitamin C, B vitamins, and carotene, which is converted to vitamin A. In addition to the added
nutritional benefits, sprouting will also reduce any digestive discomfort or gas that may be
caused from eating these items, as well as inactivating potential toxins that are commonly
found.

If you decide to incorporate these items into your diet, be sure to keep everything refrigerated
after the soaking. If you are soaking beans overnight that you plan to cook, be sure to pour off
the water and add new water before cooking.

While sprouted grains can be great to eat in moderation, anyone with an autoimmune condition,
especially those who have been diagnosed with Celiac Disease, should avoid all gluten, including
gluten found in sprouted grain products.
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One of the most important factors in achieving optimal health and wellness is a properly
functioning gut. That is one of the primary goals of this phase of the program. Any attempt to
recover health without focusing on the gastrointestinal tract is missing a vital step.

Up to this point, we have been very direct about what to eat and what to avoid, but this kind of
rigidity is not easily sustained long-term. To truly help you become healthy, you must continue
learning the principles that guide nutrition choices and be prepared to make them yourself.

Until we address these issues, we want to encourage you with some initial long-term nutrition
principles that will specifically help you maintain a detox-friendly gut environment and prevent
your body from accruing unnecessary toxic build-up now that you’re finished with your detox.

DETOX-FRIENDLY FOODS FOR YOUR HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Most of the foods listed here are vegetables and fruits that you’ve become familiar with during
your program. However, choosing these on a regular basis will aid your body in creating a detox-
friendly environment. After the hard work you’ve done to detoxify your body, making these food
choices will help you carry those detox benefits forward even further. There are two main
categories that we want you to focus on:

Liver and Gut Supporting Foods

These foods are not only linked to increased liver detoxification, but support the various
chemicals and hormones needed to help your liver and gut function properly. They also aid in
converting toxins into substances which can easily be eliminated and they boost antioxidant
production to combat free radicals. Try incorporating these into your diet by eating at least 1-2
servings per day:

Artichoke
Arugula
Asparagus
Beets
Bok choy
Broccoli
Broccoli sprouts
Brussels sprouts
Cabbage
Chia seed

Celery
Dandelion root tea
Eggs
Garlic
Ground flax
Kale
Mustard greens
Onion
Parsley
Watercress
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Antioxidant-Boosting Foods

Antioxidants are important for helping with free radicals created during the detoxification
process. In addition, these foods provide your body with healthy vitamins and minerals, which
aid in both creating healthy cells, alkalinizing your body, and helping to prevent disease. Try
incorporating 1-2 servings per day, especially the dark, leafy greens which also provide liver
support:

Alfalfa sprouts
Blackberries
Blueberries
Broccoli
Cilantro
Collard greens
Dandelion greens
Dark chocolate
Cranberries
Goji berries

Kale
Mustard greens
Parsley
Pecans
Pomegranates
Raspberries
Spinach
Sweet potatoes
Walnuts
Watercress

While not a category to themselves, eating good, healthy proteins and fats as a general part of
your diet will help you have a gut environment conducive to passing toxins and waste more
easily. Combined with the detox-friendly foods above, you can provide your body with an
environment that fights toxins naturally and helps you maintain optimal health on a regular
basis.

Note: even with these foods as a regular part of your diet, we still recommend that you go
through a detox every 12-18 months. No amount of clean eating or healthy lifestyle changes can
fully prevent you from absorbing toxins or allowing them to buildup over time. For those who eat
out regularly or have a harder time incorporating healthy nutrition changes into their new
lifestyle, detoxing as often as every 6 months could be necessary to help you maintain your
health.

AN ENCOURAGEMENT
No amount of work done during your program will have a lasting impact unless you make a
commitment to developing a healthy lifestyle and nutrition plan. At the same time, it can be
discouraging to think about these changes as a “line in the sand” and dwell on how you’ll never
be able to do anything different for the next 10, 30, or 50 years.

One of the secrets to making a lasting change is just implementing it one step at a time. You’ve
made the first step by starting this program. You have made steps two, three, four, and more by
the changes you’ve experienced on this program. As you move forward with your program, you’ll
start your new lifestyle and nutrition plan one week at a time, one month at a time, and onward.
It’s never too early to begin planning for the changes you’ll make even when your program
concludes so that you’re ready to succeed on your own. However, if you fail to plan, you are
planning to fail.
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Speaking of planning, you should also start making plans to celebrate milestones in healthy
ways, too. Treat yourself to a massage, a mini-vacation, an investment in your favorite hobby, or
an outdoor activity like hiking or a round of golf. Consider attending one of your favorite
sporting events, a movie you’ve been wanting to see, or a local play. Go buy yourself a new outfit
or pair of shoes, or take up some new activity that you haven’t tried before. Planning for success
also means celebrating along the way so that you are encouraged by your continued progress.
Just be careful not to make celebrations of your healthy nutrition plan into events where you
derail your diet by binging on unhealthy foods, desserts, or junk!
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What is Blood Pressure?

Blood pressure describes the amount of force exerted on the artery walls as blood moves
throughout the body. The first number, or the systolic pressure, is the pressure in the arteries
during each pump of the heart, while the second number, or diastolic pressure, is the pressure
experienced between pumps when the heart is at rest. When blood pressure is too high, it can
threaten the wall of the artery and lead to life-threatening conditions such as heart disease and
stroke.

Understanding High Blood Pressure

Normal blood pressure for adults is said to be 120/80. While this commonly held standard is a
good gauge of healthy blood pressure levels, especially for young adults, using it as the
guideline for all adults does not consider biological factors that naturally change normal blood
pressure levels.

Our blood pressure is constantly changing depending on what we are doing. If you just finished
running, or even doing something that made you nervous, your blood pressure would be
elevated over normal levels. This is not necessarily a concern; in fact, it’s natural for our blood
pressure to rise and fall with our emotions and a change in activity. Most healthy adults even
have slight variances in their blood pressure between one individual and the next. Even if their
numbers are slightly higher or lower than the standard of 120/80, they could be said to have
healthy blood pressure levels.

Having said that, when blood pressure remains consistently high despite one’s activity or
situation, it forces the heart to work harder to pump blood and can cause injury to the blood
vessels, eyes, kidneys, and our brain. Because of this, it’s important to maintain healthy blood
pressure levels and understand how the definition of healthy levels changes over time.

As we age, there is a natural and needed increase in blood pressure due to decrease elasticity of
our blood vessels. According to the Mayo Clinic, people with average blood pressure readings of
140/90 or higher (when taken at least twice, on several different occasions) are said to have high
blood pressure. For those over age 60, readings of 150/90 or higher indicate high blood pressure
(hypertension). Healthy blood pressure levels are anything underneath these markers. Despite
the fact that normal, acceptable numbers increase with age, this doesn’t seem to match the
standard of care practiced by most doctors today. Many people are given blood pressure
medications even though they have not met the above-listed criteria, simply because their
numbers are higher than the 120/80 standard. In reality, high blood pressure only becomes
problematic when consistently above the numbers listed here. As a caution, if blood pressure
readings are ever 180/120 or higher, immediate treatment is necessary regardless of whether a
high blood pressure diagnosis has ever been made.
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Why Do Numbers Change Over Time?

So why are there higher blood pressure standards for the elderly? The answer is simple. As we
age, our connective tissues, which include our skin and blood vessels, lose their elasticity. This
means that higher pressure is needed in order to keep blood pumping throughout the body.
This is also why many people on blood pressure lowering medications end up with
lightheadedness and dizziness upon standing. It’s a sign that the blood pressure is too low to
maintain healthy and adequate blood flow to the brain.

Who is At Risk for High Blood Pressure and What Can Be Done?

There are multiple factors that have been linked to high blood pressure. In addition to genetic
predispositions and certain risk factors related to age, race and gender. There are also lifestyle
factors such as obesity, high-sodium diets, diabetes, stress, insufficient intake of potassium,
calcium or magnesium, lack of physical activity, and excessive alcohol consumption that also
contribute to high blood pressure. Use of over-the-counter drugs like NSAIDS (ibuprofen, aspirin,
e.g.) and decongestants are also linked to elevated blood pressure.

While you’re stuck with your genetics, often changing the lifestyle factors listed above will
significantly reduce high blood pressure naturally and allow you to get better control over this
important part of your health. That’s why the dietary changes in the program work on reducing
your use of table salt, provide for an insulin-friendly diet, and increase the nutrient-rich foods
needed for your body to thrive, while increasing the gut’s ability to absorb these nutrients. Even
if you're not diabetic, the dietary changes associated with the program help your body to have
more normal blood sugar levels and thus reduce lifestyle risk factors for blood pressure.
Incorporating exercise, such as the Starter Plan exercises, also decreases lifestyle risk factors.

Next Steps for Healthy Blood Pressure

If you are predisposed to high blood pressure or have already received a hypertension
diagnosis, it’s important for you to maintain the lifestyle changes you’ve made over the last few
weeks as you continue your program, including exercising regularly. As you begin reintroducing
foods, note if there are any changes to your blood pressure associated with adding certain foods
back into your diet. If certain allowed foods increase your numbers, consider limiting or avoiding
them. Also, invest your time into developing good exercise habits beyond the steps given at the
beginning of this program. We will discuss more of these principles in this phase of the program.

Developing a long-term nutrition plan and exercise habits, along with balanced hormones and
proper function, will be a focus moving forward and should aid you in achieving these goals.
Regardless of whether you have issues with your blood pressure, these recommendations should
be taken, as they will enable you to develop and maintain your health for years to come.

Remember, as you age, your blood pressure could naturally increase. However, keeping it at
normal levels through a healthy lifestyle will allow your body to avoid the risks associated with
hypertension.
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Year after year, much of the information on diet and nutrition perpetuated by the health &
fitness culture is wrong or misaligned, meaning that those who follow it blindly can end up
harming their overall health rather than improving it. The same is true concerning proper
exercise. With as motivated as people are to improve their health, the fact that 53% of women
and 44% of men fail to make it past three weeks of a structured exercise program shows that
whatever we’re promoting as a culture isn’t working.

One of the primary reasons it doesn’t work is because most exercise plans are gimmicky fitness
programs sold on TV infomercials that involve bulky, ineffective fitness equipment or fad fitness
patterns that no one can follow beyond a few weeks. Yet, Americans spend countless hours
trying to follow these programs, often exerting great effort with zero benefit to show for it. It
doesn’t help that many Americans also lack the motivation and action plan needed to truly stick
with an exercise regimen.

HOW TO STAY COMMITTED
If we want to get different results, then we have to shift our thinking and our practices regarding
exercise. Remember when we encouraged you to identify your “why” when you began this
program? The reason this “why” is so important is because it is the single most critical element in
keeping your focus and motivation up as you continue making lifestyle changes. Transforming
your health and putting in the hard, rewarding work of exercise requires compelling reasons or
else we’re likely to give up. Remembering what motivated you to address your health and the
people that will benefit from your changes is important if you want to succeed. It could be that
you’re tired of prescriptions and worried about what will happen if you don’t make a drastic
change in your life. It could be that you want to be able to enjoy your kids and grandkids, or you
finally want to get healthy for your spouse and yourself. It may be that the effects of poor health
are affecting other areas of your life, such as sleep quality, sex life, your waistline, or work
performance. Whatever your “why” is, you need to identify it and remind yourself of it often so
you stay committed.

Once your “why” is in place, remember that there will be many obstacles and challenges that will
come up along the way. You’ll go on vacation and will need to find ways to stay active. You may
come down with illness and have to stop your exercise regimen for a week. You may hit a mental
block one morning and not “feel” like working out even though it’s the “right thing to do.” You
must have a specific strategy in place before these issues arise to avoid letting them thwart your
efforts towards fitness. Have a thought-out plan of exactly what you’re going to do in those
situations to keep yourself motivated toward your fitness goals, then execute that plan.
Occasionally, check your results to make sure you’re heading in the right direction, then adjust
your plan when necessary. A simple way to remember this process is the simple phrase: “Plan.
Do. Check. Adjust.”
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Remember: regardless of your age or how long it’s been since you were engaged in a structured
exercise program, it all starts with taking one step at a time. Age does not determine your level
of fitness today. Action or inaction up to this point is the key factor. Making a decision to begin
taking steps towards fitness is the only way to resist, and likely even reverse, years of damage
that neglect and stress have caused on your body. The sooner you start, the better your chances
of reaching your maximum fitness level. The good news is, you are already involved in a program
that promotes the fastest and most effective way to reclaim your fitness.

If you’ve been doing the Starter Plan for Exercises regimen or anaerobic cardio exercises given at
the start of your program, you’re already doing a majority of the work required to establish a
healthy fitness habit. If you haven’t started these or done them regularly, now is the time to get
started, as consistent exercise is key in reclaiming your health. In this article, we will help you
understand why and how to exercise so that you can maximize your results in minimal time. We
will also help you understand how to move into more advanced exercises that build muscle.

WHAT MAKES FOR EFFECTIVE EXERCISE?
In order to understand what makes exercise effective, we need to understand what goals we are
trying to achieve. The benefits of exercise are wide-ranging, including burning fat, helping us
lose weight, building muscle, improving our moods and energy, and promoting cardiovascular
health. However, the benefit we most want to target will influence how we go about developing
an exercise plan. Then, we can choose the most effective fitness strategies to help us accomplish
our goals.

Most people don’t realize that aerobic / cardiovascular exercise, such as running, swimming, or
cycling is not the best exercise method if our goal is to burn fat and lose weight. This is why
many people who invest in treadmills or elliptical machines get frustrated with how little weight
they lose, even if they run or workout regularly. On average, a person who runs for an hour on
the treadmill will only burn about 200 calories. That’s a lot of effort for only a little bit of burn-
off! In addition, this amount of physical activity typically triggers increased appetite, as the body
tries to recuperate from the strenuous aerobic activity. For many, the calories they just burned
off running, usually end up getting eaten right back on.

While cardiovascular exercise is great for helping the heart (cardiovascular literally refers to the
heart and blood vessels), the best way to lose weight is by doing exercise that increases your
metabolism by gaining muscle. When muscle is built, it sets a person up for long-term success
with their exercise plan because muscles burn fat and calories continuously, meaning that your
body is working off the calories and fat even when you’re not working out. The single most
effective way to build muscle is through resistance exercise. Doing high intensity intervals as a
component of resistance training also improves hormone balance, immune function, and
neurological function in the body, and you get the cardio too.

UNDERSTANDING HIGH-INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING (HIIT)
Exercise is never easy, but if you can train smarter, it’s possible to get the most benefit from your
workout in the least amount of time possible. We regularly hear stories of individuals that spend
five to six hours a week in the gym in an attempt to improve their fitness and muscle tone. Sadly,
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these individuals see very little change and lose motivation when their goals are unmet. That’s
where HIIT training can make a significant difference. HIIT training is a means of exercise where
a person does short, intense bursts of exercise followed by short recovery periods. This process
not only elevates the heart rate but helps burn fat quickly while building the muscle needed to
boost the metabolism.

Before discussing the details of high-intensity interval training, a few caveats should be noted:

1. You must first realize that building muscle through resistance training does not mean
getting big and bulky. It means having healthy, lean muscle that gives great shape to the
body. The principles we share here will help you understand muscle development and
what is needed to help you lose body fat and gain the toned appearance that so many
desire.

2. Muscle size and density is the ultimate thing that shapes our body, speeds up our
metabolism, and enables us to maintain our desired shapes and curves. However, you
don’t have to be a bodybuilder or have large muscles to get these benefits. Both men
and women are perfectly capable of stimulating the muscle growth necessary to build
shapely, well-toned bodies that burn off fat in problem areas and help them feel
amazing. This program seeks to help you not only look better and feel better about
yourself, but also increase your muscle, which helps to improve bone density,
metabolism, and prevent the typical declining of the body as we age.

The first key to understanding how high-intensity interval training works is to understand the
physiology of muscle development. For a muscle to change, it must first be exposed to some sort
of stress, such as a resistance exercise. This stress causes micro-tears in the individual fibers of
the muscles. As the body repairs these micro-tears, the muscle is built up stronger and more
developed to better handle that resistance in the future.

Since your muscles respond and grow better through high-intensity, short-duration exercise than
they do with low intensity exercise, such as high-rep workouts or cardiovascular machines, doing
high-intensity interval training is one of the best ways to give your body the muscle-building
exercise it needs. And because it takes less time than a full cardio workout, it gives your body
more time between exercise sessions to repair muscle. It is important to allow this repair process
to go unhindered so you can maximize the growth in the muscle you are using. Your muscles can
only repair when they are resting.

To maximize this repair process and growth, you must also ensure you have all the necessary
micronutrients and macronutrients needed by your body to repair muscle and that you are
getting enough sleep on a daily basis. This is one of the reasons we have encouraged you to get
a full night’s sleep and feed your body nutrient-dense, whole foods that repair and rebuild the
body naturally.

GETTING STARTED
So, how do you get started with doing HIIT and resistance training? The first thing you need to
do is understand the definition of each of those terms, as they change slightly for the exercises
we’re about to encourage you to do. In your Starter Plan exercises, we defined high-intensity
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interval training (HIIT) as doing as many exercise reps as hard and fast as you could for 60
seconds. That’s because the resistance exercises we encouraged you to primarily use your
bodyweight or resistance bands as the equipment for your resistance exercise.

Now, we want to encourage you to begin weight resistance training using free weights
(dumbbells/barbells) or machine weights (those connected by levers and pulleys on gym
equipment) at home or at a local gym. In this instance, resistance training constitutes the
exercises you do by lifting, pushing, or pulling weight to create stress on the muscle. Also, HIIT
when training with weights is not about doing exercise as hard and fast as you can, but instead
is about doing sets to failure. We will discuss specifics about what it means to do a ‘set to failure’
in the Key Points for the Workout document, but until then, doing sets to failure simply means
working out the muscle until it can no longer complete the exercise you are doing.

Whether you need to start off slow to ease your body into activity, or if you simply need to shift
the way you workout from what you’re used to, the sooner you start, the better. Each person will
need to find a pace that fits their age and current fitness level, but we truly believe it’s never too
late to begin an exercise program. Depending on how long you’ve been away from it, we
encourage you to get professional help from a properly educated trainer at a local gym if
necessary. Consider showing them the information in this program to make sure they coach you
toward what will be most successful. This will also help them hold you accountable and
determine how far to push you in order to maximize your results, but not overdo it.

Remember, as we age or after lengthy times of inactivity, it takes a while for our muscles to re-
establish both neurological conditioning and vascular conditioning. But the longer you stick to
your program and continue to work out and use these muscles, the more you will improve poor
blood circulation and re-establish neuromuscular patterns, helping your muscles recover and
grow more easily.

THE EQUIPMENT

In order to begin weight resistance training, you need to have access to weights or gym
equipment at home or a local gym. Whatever equipment you use and wherever you choose to
workout is up to you. While some prefer the convenience of working out at home with less
expensive equipment, one of the benefits of a gym membership is the ability to increase
weights, difficulty, and benefits over time using a variety of machines and equipment.
Regardless of what you choose, make a plan and then stick with it, keeping in mind that you
should consult with a trainer about the amount of weight to use when starting with free or
machine weights at home or at a gym.

THE METHOD

Start by working out once-a-day, every other day. In the plan we suggest, you will target three
different muscle groups for each day of the week, or workout session. This will allow you to
effectively build muscle in all areas of your body without over-training your muscles. Over-
training not only has a detrimental effect on building muscle, it also adds stress to the body,
which increases certain hormones and causes inflammation and fat storage. As you’ll see in the
method we describe in this section, we never use the same muscle group in back to back
workouts.
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The exercises and muscle groups listed below are helpful guides for starting an exercise
program with weights. Keep in mind that there are many additional exercises you can do to
target these muscle groups. These exercises can be easily searched for online or discussed with a
trainer. Most of these exercises can be done using free weights, dumbbells, or machines, though
the technique will vary slightly based on which equipment you use. Again, it’s always wise to
consult with a trainer to ensure you have proper form.

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3
CHEST

Bench Press
Incline Press
Decline Press

Flyes

BACK
Upright Row
Bench Rows

Rows
Lateral Pull Down

QUADS
Squats
Lunges

Leg Press
Leg Extensions

SHOULDERS
Shoulder Press
Shoulder Raises

(Anterior or Lateral)

BICEPS
Preacher Curls

Curls
Hammer Curls

CALVES
Calf Raises

(Seated or Standing)
1 Leg Calf Raises

TRICEPS
Skull Crushers

Triceps Extension
(Standing or on Bench)

Triceps Press Down

ABDOMINALS
Crunches

Obliques Crunches
Pelvic Roll Ups

Ab Machine Crunches

HAMSTRINGS
Squats
Lunges

Leg Press
Leg Curls

You will select three exercises, one from each muscle group per workout day (column above), to
build your workout plan. As an example, your plan for day 1 might be to do bench press for your
chest exercise, shoulder raises for your shoulders, and triceps extension for your triceps. For
each exercise, you should start with a warm-up set, then perform 2 HIIT sets with a 1 minute rest
period in-between. If you need to rest for slightly longer than 1 minute, you can do so, but try to
keep your rest period shorter than 90 seconds. Repeat this process for all three exercises you
have selected for the day.

To perform a HIIT set, you should select a weight amount that enables you to only do about 10-
12 repetitions of the exercise, which means that by the 12th repetition, you cannot complete the
rep. This is doing a “set to failure” and fulfills the HIIT goal for that specific exercise. If you find
that you can easily complete the last repetition, you need to increase the weight. If you cannot
even complete 6 repetitions, you need to decrease the amount of weight. Once you’ve selected
the correct weight amount, you can do your 2 HIIT sets with a 1 minute rest in-between.

It is important that you perform your exercises in a controlled cadence of 3-4 seconds per
repetition. This will help you maintain control through the entire range of motion while avoiding
injury.
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If you are just getting started, start with doing only 1 HIIT set per exercise for a few weeks before
advancing to 2 HIIT sets for each exercise. Once you can do 2 HIIT sets for 1 exercise per muscle
group, the next step is to advance to 2 exercises per group.

Following your HIIT set(s) of all 3 muscle groups for the day, end your workout by performing 10
minutes of anaerobic cardio. The procedure for this is discussed in the Key Points for the
Workout document and back in your Starter Plan for Exercises documents. The next day you
workout, move one column to the right and select three exercises, one from each muscle group,
as your plan for that day. Repeat this process, moving one column to the right each time, for
each day of weight training.

READY TO GIVE IT A TRY?
Along with reading the Key Points for the Workout article, which gives some expanded answers
about how to implement these steps, the best way to get started is to pick a date and commit to
begin your exercise program. Now is the time to make a commitment to this pattern of regular,
high-intensity exercise as part of your ongoing lifestyle and not just a temporary step for the
sake of this program. If you have not started exercising at all, then begin with the steps above,
keeping in mind your “why” and understanding the benefits of HIIT, which include:

Burning more calories and fat in a shorter period of time (10 minutes of high intensity
intervals has been compared to one hour of walking)
Increasing growth and tone of muscles (This allows your body to continue burning calories
and fat hours after the workout)
Boosting metabolism (Muscles increase metabolism, and HIIT can increase your
metabolism for three hours post-workout)
Improving energy production (HIIT helps your body learn how to effectively and efficiently
use energy and increase oxygenation)
Helping improve detoxification (During the periods of rest, your muscles are able to
remove toxic wastes more efficiently than with traditional exercise)
Improving endurance and heart health (HIIT is designed to push your body into anaerobic
zones followed by recovery which increases the endurance of your muscles including your
heart and also improves blood circulation throughout your whole body)
Reversing the aging process (These benefits can be seen with firmer skin and less wrinkles
as well as improved libido)
Shedding visceral fat (This fat, which surrounds vital organs, can be hard to burn without
the advantages gained from HIIT and regular exercise)
Producing fat-burning hormones (These help your body create a more natural fat-burning
environment)
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Helping prevent development of osteoporosis (The stress placed upon the bones helps
strengthen them)
Decreasing cravings and overeating (This happens as a result of some of the hormones
produced by HIIT)

Starting with just 60 minutes a week (20 minutes max, every other day), you can begin the
process of regular exercise that builds muscle and helps burn fat. The same 60 minutes you
spend working out might burn 200 calories if done on the treadmill, but using high-intensity
weight resistance training, you’ll not only burn calories and gain muscle, you’ll also create an
environment where your body continues to burn fat even while resting.
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HOW TO WARM UP
Warm-ups are critical before you start any exercise regimen. Remember that warm-ups are non-
transformative (practice) sets of the exercise you are about to perform. This doesn’t make them
any less essential for the muscles, but it is important not to overdo a warm-up and risk wasting
your energy. The purpose of warming up a muscle is to get just enough blood flowing in that
muscle to improve nutrient support and waste removal. A proper warm-up also starts the
process of neuromuscular recruitment, which ensures that your brain and nervous system are
prepared for the sets to come. Warm up sets can typically be completed in 6 to 8 light
repetitions before you begin the full exercise regimen.

PERFECTING YOUR TECHNIQUE
As you start your workout, keep in mind that your technique matters. In order to maximize the
benefits of each repetition and not get caught recruiting the wrong muscles, perform each
repetition in a controlled manner while maintaining proper form. This allows you to control the
desired muscle group and stimulate it to its full capacity. By slowing down the repetitions to a 3
to 4 second cadence in both directions of contracting the muscle and relaxing the muscle, you
will be able to provide the optimum amount of muscle stress while still using less weight. This
will also minimize injury because of the reduced stress on the joints, ligaments, and tendons.

As we’ve directed in your exercise documents, you really want to maximize high intensity during
your resistance training for best results. While the goal is to work on doing sets to failure, it’s
better to start slower and get your form correct than to rush and do the exercise incorrectly.
Work on building up speed with correct form and consider having a workout partner who can
spot you and coach you on your form. Having a workout partner is also nice because if you select
someone who is equally as motivated as you are, you can provide accountability and support for
each other.

If utilizing free weights, you should not attempt sets to failure on certain exercises if you don’t
have a training partner or professional spot your weightlifting. Having a partner or professional
work with you not only helps you avoid injury if you get tired, need help with a set, or do a set to
failure, but they can also direct you on form and the correct amount of weight to use. If no one is
available and you’re working out at a gym, utilize the machines available to you so that you can
complete sets to failure safely.

In order to keep the resistance training at high intensity interval status, incorporating rest times
in between your sets is critical. These should not be much more than one-minute rest periods
between the sets. Not only is this going to allow you to improve your training results, it’s also
going to lessen the amount of time you spend in a workout.
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WHAT IS “DOING A SET TO FAILURE?”
Training your muscle by doing a set to failure is a key concept in maximizing the benefits from
your workouts. Doing a set “to failure” means that you take your muscle to the point of
exhaustion. As opposed to focusing on completing a set number of repetitions, you are instead
pushing your muscle to the point where it physically cannot complete another repetition. The
moment you reach that point marks the completion of the set. Typically, sets to failure are 10-12
repetitions. While this number may vary, they should not fall under 6 repetitions.

Doing a set to failure enables you to accomplish more muscle building in a shorter amount of
time. It means that you spend less time doing your workouts as well. Once you establish
consistency in doing sets to failure and are comfortable using weights, you can start using
heavier weights that only allow you to complete 6-8 reps per set. If you are able to accomplish
this, then alternate the amount of weight you use for each set so that your muscles learn to
adapt.

A common misconception regarding sets is that doing more repetitions with less weight is a
better method for toning muscles and that less repetitions with more weight will only add bulk.
This simply isn’t true, as HIIT sets to failure help tone and build muscle evenly.

TRANSITIONING TO REGULAR WORKOUTS
If your body is accustomed to working out, you should be able to jump right into HIIT using
weights. Although you will experience soreness, your body should be able to adapt
appropriately. For those that have not been working out, we recommend using a three-week
transition phase to get muscles and joints ready for high-intensity training. Otherwise, you may
feel like you can’t move for the next two days following the workout.

Start this three-week transition by performing only one exercise per body part at 75% effort,
without going to failure. This is the same method described in Principles of Exercise document,
just dialed back in intensity. This will allow your muscles to begin building the neuromuscular
recruitment and circulation needed to properly nourish them while also allowing them to
recuperate and build. Once you have built up some endurance, you should be able to move into
the full program after about three weeks. Don’t rush into the full program in order to get results.
If you have not worked out for a lengthy amount of time, you will notice huge improvements by
just getting started. Use this guide as an example of how to transition to the full program:

Week 1 – 1 set of 10-12 reps of each muscle group at 75% with no failure. Follow this with 10
minutes of anaerobic cardio.

Week 2 – 2 sets of 10-12 reps of each muscle group at 75% with no failure. Follow this with 10
minutes of anaerobic cardio.

Week 3 – 2 sets to failure. This should be completed with about 10-12 reps of each muscle to
failure. Follow this with 10 minutes of anaerobic cardio. This is the full program.
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Once you comfortable with the full program, the next step is to increase the number of exercises
you do in each muscle group to 2 exercises instead of just 1. You will still do each of these
exercises as 2 sets of 12 reps to failure.

Before beginning any high intensity workout or interval training such as this one, we
recommend you visit with our team if you have any health concerns. Proper exercise rarely
places us at any risk, but you should always take caution. Don’t feel the need to overdo it or push
yourself harder than you can handle. We’ve seen many individuals successfully incorporate
exercise into their lives and we are confident that you will not only get results, but you will find it
a very enjoyable experience as you build it into your life as well.

HOW TO FINISH UP YOUR WORKOUT AFTER USING WEIGHTS
Aerobic exercise has little effect on actually changing the tone of your muscles or the shape of
your body. Although you may lose some weight over time, the evidence has shown that you won’t
lose the flab. When you work out on a treadmill for an hour, you only burn about 200 to 300
calories depending on your fitness level, plus your appetite will increase at least that same
amount. This is the reason most people plateau very quickly when using walking or running as
their main form of exercise.

Most importantly, long-term cardio has actually been shown to decrease muscle mass and slow
down metabolism. Compare that to high intensity interval training and resistance training,
which helps build muscle: For every pound of muscle you develop, your body burns 1500 more
calories per month. Add three or four pounds of muscle and you’re burning 6000 more calories
per month That’s not even including the calories you burn during the workout! Add all of this to
the increased sensitivity to insulin and the improvements in fat burning hormones gained, and
you’ve become a 24/7 fat burning machine!

Despite that, aerobic or cardio exercise equipment may already be in your home or may be
easier on your joints. If you really want to change your body composition and burn fat, don’t
spend your valuable time doing boring aerobic exercise and hoping that you’ll get results on this
equipment. Instead, do high-intensity intervals on this equipment by increasing tension and
speed for intervals in a ramp-up and ramp-down process. This is called “anaerobic cardio.”

While we discussed anaerobic cardio earlier in your program, we bring it up again here because
doing 10 minutes of HIIT anaerobic cardio is an excellent way to wrap up your weight training
exercises. To perform HIIT anaerobic cardio at home or at the gym, decide which piece of cardio
equipment you are most comfortable with. This could be a treadmill, elliptical trainer, stationary
bike, stair stepper, or rowing machine. Weather and location permitting, you could do this on an
actual bike or even on foot.

When performing the high-intensity portion of the exercise, your output level should be high
enough that you are pushing yourself to make it sixty (60) seconds but feel like you can’t last
much longer. We recommend using the resistance setting on the machine to allow the high
intensity to occur at slower speeds. Once you have completed one minute of high-intensity,
lower the intensity for recovery time of 1 minute. Here’s an example using an elliptical for 10
minutes:
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ELLIPTICAL ANAEROBIC EXAMPLE:

2 minute warm up on level 6
1 minute on level 12+
1 minute on level 8
1 minute on level 12+
1 minute on level 8
1 minute on level 12+
1 minute on level 8
1 minute on level 12+
Final minute on level 8 followed by a cool down on or off the machine for 1-2 minutes

This will round out your exercises for the day and help you continue burning fat and building
muscle after the workout.

WHEN SHOULD I EXERCISE?
If you really want to increase your fat burning, the best time to exercise is first thing in the
morning when you’re fasting. Otherwise, you’ll want to exercise at least three hours after a meal.
After you’ve exercised, don’t feel the need to eat anything unless it’s time for a meal and you’re
hungry. But once you are hungry, be sure to satisfy the hunger signal because, after about an
hour, your brain will react by shutting down your metabolism and increasing your cravings as it
prepares for famine. As far as the brain is concerned, you are starving and as a result, it will
actually begin retaining fat to store energy.

FINAL THOUGHTS
If possible, we encourage you to use equipment that targets different muscles for your
resistance training as compared to the anaerobic cardio that follows so that your muscles get
variety. This will help you prevent adaptation and plateau. In other words, be aware of the
muscles that you are working out in the weight resistance training portion so as not to overdo
them for the day. For example, if you are focusing on your legs during your weight training, don’t
follow it up by doing anaerobic cardio on the exercise bike, which uses more leg muscles. Choose
an elliptical or even a rowing machine so you don’t overdo the one specific muscle group.

Also, keep in mind that there is a temptation to move toward using cardio equipment or
traditional cardiovascular exercise as your primary means of working out. If you really want to
get results, you will need to consider weight training and HIIT as your best option. If you still
decide that you want to run because you enjoy it, then feel free to run. Or, if you like to walk as a
stress release, or something that’s good for your heart, or as a way to spend time with friends
and family, then feel free to continue doing so. Just don’t let those options serve as your only
form of exercise and miss out on the benefits gained by building muscle.

With these key points in mind and a plan for exercise in place, you can begin transforming your
body and your health starting today!
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Throughout your program, it has been our aim to show you what a vital role your nutrition and
diet plays in overall health. Between avoiding certain foods that have no place in a healthy
lifestyle to changing your eating patterns, these steps have equipped you with a basic
understanding of how you can truly control your diet and lifestyle instead of being managed by
your hunger cues or carried along by traditional, unhealthy American diet. .

While the steps given in your program are beneficial to your health, the food eliminations and
additions we’ve given you are not necessarily a long-term nutrition plan, even if some of the
eliminations should be continued beyond your program. The dietary transitions and changes in
your program have served the short-term goal of relieving stress on the gut and liver in order to
allow your body to detoxify and begin repairing its organs and systems naturally.

Now that we are past that initial phase, it’s time to start developing a nutrition plan that enables
you to avoid unhealthy foods, incorporate the right ratios of macronutrients, minimize the risk
of health challenges, and give you some sense of normalcy in your diet, since this is really the
goal of any healthy lifestyle.

What comprises a long-term, healthy nutrition plan will differ for each individual based on
health goals, such as losing weight, balancing immune responses, gaining muscle, or simply
maintaining their current health status. Speaking with our staff can give you some specific
guidance on achieving your unique goals. However, there are some general principles for a
healthy lifestyle and nutrition plan which we will discuss here. Incorporating these principles will
set you up for long-term success without reverting to old patterns.

KEEPING THE GOAL IN MIND
Any discussion of nutrition principles has to be informed first by a reminder that food is fuel.
Yes, it can be enjoyable, but when we view food as a pleasure and make getting and eating
certain kinds of foods more important than our health, we miss the biological principles behind
our need to eat. Each year, your body replaces the majority of its cells. The very building blocks
that are used to create these new cells primarily come from the foods that we eat and the
quality supplements we take. If we consume refined processed foods with empty calories, it does
not provide our body with the essential nutrients necessary to slow down the aging process. In
fact, these poor-quality, dead foods actually accelerate the aging process and increase the
likelihood for disease and declining quality of life. You become, in many senses, what you eat.

The good news is, once we change our habits for the better, we don’t have to work any harder to
maintain those new habits. Most likely, you have had a change in your taste buds at this point in
the program, and you’re no longer craving those processed foods. Instead, you enjoy the fresh,
whole foods that you’ve grown accustomed to eating. Keeping in mind that these types of foods
are what your body truly needs to get and stay healthy will enable you to continue fueling your
body with the right kinds of food.
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PLAN AHEAD
The first essential tool to build a healthy nutrition plan and avoid returning to bad habits is
planning. Whether you’re eating out, needing to get a quick lunch, or even preparing dinner, it’s
important that you plan ahead. Remember that proper nutrition is crucial for maintaining the
energy, strength, mental acuity, and immune strength that leads to the life we want as we age.
When we make good choices in our diet, we ensure we get adequate nutrition for a healthy body
and mind. The easiest way to ensure that we make these choices is to be prepared for them.
Here are some easy ways to plan ahead for your new, long-term nutrition plan:

Plan your meals each week. Even if you’re not a natural planner, the easiest way to slip into
eating convenience foods, processed foods, or “cheat meals” is by not planning for a healthy
diet. Keep lots of good, healthy foods around the house or at your office so you always have
access to nutritious options. Use the recipes and meal plans we’ve provided for you or take
advantage of the pre-made meal delivery services we recommend in your Additional Resources
section. While this program is not “paleo”, many of the “paleo” recipes on the Internet will give
you healthy, delicious options that require little to no modification. Using the eliminations we’ve
given you as guidelines or by substituting unhealthy ingredients, oils, or grains for more
acceptable options, you can quickly find ways to adapt some of your favorite recipes to work
with your healthy lifestyle.

Plan your shopping, then shop your plan. Only get the items you need from the store for your
meal plans or to have as healthy staples around your home. Remember to shop the edges of the
store, too. Typically, the middle of your grocery store is where your grains, processed foods, and
junk food live. Limit your trips to the middle of the store by sticking with the fresh meats,
produce, and foods found on the sides. Even better, find a local farmer’s market or health food
store that carries the kinds of fresh foods needed for your diet.

Avoid eating out as a regular practice. It’s so easy to eat at restaurants both as a convenience
and a social activity. While you don’t have to give up the occasional trip to a favorite restaurant,
the more you eat at home, the more you’ll benefit your wallet and your health. Of course, you can
also find restaurants in your area that serve healthy, nutritious foods and frequent them if
you’re looking for a meal done for you! If you do go out to eat, look at the menu ahead of time
and go prepared with a knowledge of what you want to order. Don’t be afraid to ask the waiter to
take the bread basket or chip bowl off the table if you have to!

Focus on getting these four elements in your foods:

1. VITAMINS & MINERALS
It’s always important to get adequate amounts of vitamins and minerals, which are
necessaryfor the physical body and your function. B Vitamins, calcium, and magnesium are
examples that come primarily from healthy food choices.

2. FIBER
In addition, the same healthy foods provide the fiber you need to maintain a healthy
digestive system. Veggies, fruits, nuts & seeds should provide ample fiber without the need to
supplement.
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3. PROTEIN
Protein is a vital nutrient that comes primarily from healthy meats and is necessary for energy
and maintaining muscle mass.

4. HEALTHY FATS
Lastly, fats are important in maintaining a healthy body and mind. Be sure to get these fats
from the right sources such as: fish, properly fed meats, nuts, seeds, olive oil, and coconut oil.

You’ll notice that carbohydrates were not mentioned, not because they’re not an essential
nutrient, but because you will get plenty of carbohydrates from a healthy diet filled with fruits
and vegetables. More on carbohydrates will be discussed in this section of your program.

UNDERSTANDING CALORIES AND MALNUTRITION
The second thing that must be considered in a long-term nutrition plan is understanding the
calorie percentages required in order to maintain your body’s metabolism and avoid gaining
weight as we age. It is important to note that counting calories is not normally necessary unless
someone is working toward very specific goals or struggling with a weight loss plateau. More
importantly, malnutrition is a much bigger risk from the excess calories in today’s modern foods
than from a starvation plan. This will lead to health problems, a weakened immune system, and
poor mental function. With calories, the focus should be on percentages, which we will discuss as
we introduce details on carbs, proteins, and fats.

At this point, five simple reminders will enable us to begin thinking rightly about calories and
avoiding malnutrition until we get into more detail on percentages later in this section of the
program:

1. Avoid processed foods.It’s best to minimize or avoid processed foods. Hopefully this sounds
familiar because we have mentioned it often. Even foods that claim to be made from healthy
sources can be a problem when they end up in a wrapper, container, or a box. Remember that
processed foods are located in the interior aisles of the grocery store, while the perimeter
houses most of the healthier foods.

2. Eat more raw fruits and vegetables. Most of the time, raw foods provide high levels of
nutrients along with essential digestive enzymes that help you get the most from what you
eat. Although cooking can still be very healthy and we encourage you to eat cooked veggies
throughout your program to lessen the digestive strain while you heal your gut, overcooking
raw fruits and veggies can destroy essential nutrients and reduce the available enzymes.

3. Eat at home as much as possible. It’s an obvious truth that when we eat at home, we have
more control over what we consume. Although more and more restaurants cater to healthy
choices, it is almost always better and less expensive to prepare meals at home. Having said
that, there are some great pre-made options available (found in your Additional Resources
section) that can be shipped straight to your home. Others provide the ingredients and allow
you to do the cooking. Either way, plan to eat at home and take leftovers to work for lunch. It
will serve you well.
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4. Control your sugar intake. Sugar is added to nearly everything these days. It can be very
tempting and addicting once we begin to allow it into our diet. Next thing we know, we’re
having something sweet after most meals. Always be aware of your sugar intake. We
recommend eliminating it entirely from your diet so that you don’t allow it to get its grip on
you. Certainly, there are times when you will enjoy a sweet treat, but let those be exceptions
rather than the norm. It’s amazing how many reasons we can come up with to eat something
sweet.

5. Consider long-term supplementation. Because of the depletion of nutrient-rich soils, it is
necessary for most of us to take basic supplements on an ongoing basis. These include
vitamin D, essential vitamins and nutrients, omega 3s, and a probiotic. For many, it would also
be highly beneficial to include antioxidants and detoxification support as well. Be aware of
the source of your supplements. Because of the large demand for supplementation, there are
many poor-quality products marketed to the masses that do not provide the quality that is
necessary for healthy function.

THINGS TO AVOID AS YOU CONSIDER NUTRITION
Whether you want to believe it or not, you need to be aware that commercial food
manufacturers have used marketing to drive people toward their foods. It’s important to note
that these manufacturers have also hired professional chemists to help them keep their costs
down while enticing the public to eat as much of their products as possible.

They’ve done this by replacing many natural ingredients with artificial ingredients that are
cheaper and more uniform in taste and color. In addition, the additives and preservatives
increase the shelf life of the products while making the foods more addictive.

Examples of these ingredients include high fructose corn syrup and MSG, which block the body’s
hunger satiation signals and create leptin resistance. Despite all these negative changes in food
quality, these companies spend ample amounts of money on advertising their product in a way
that causes the public to accept their advertisement as if it’s educational.

For instance, we all remember the dairy industry tag line: “Milk, it does a body good.” This was
probably the most clever marketing campaign of all time. Unfortunately, it has caused many
people to believe that processed dairy is an essential nutrient in a healthy diet. It isn’t. Milk that
is on the shelf or in the fridge of the grocery store is not a whole food, but a highly-processed
food that may even have added ingredients. While there may be an exception to this rule one
day, your safest bet is to avoid foods that have marketing budgets since they are usually highly-
processed foods that are driven toward getting you to buy more of them.

In addition to avoiding processed, marketed foods, there are five other common mistakes you
want to avoid making as you look at your long-term nutrition plan:

1. Avoid skipping meals as much as possible, especially breakfast. This is very important,
especially if you remember the discussion of leptin resistance earlier in the program. In order
to avoid skipping meals, many people resort to processed foods because they’re quick and
easy. This could be avoided if just a little time had been spent planning ahead. While there
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are some acceptable nutrition bars and powdered meal replacement shakes, for the most
part, these items are full of junk and are not the same as eating a complete meal. Be careful
what you buy.

2. Avoid yo-yo dieting. In other words, don’t go back and forth between eating healthy and
binging. While it is certainly recommended to always choose to go back to healthy eating if
you have “fallen off the wagon,” doing this repeatedly is not good for your body. It’s important
to be sure you understand the “why” behind the foods you’re eating and keep that in the
forefront of your mind. It also helps to remember the “why” behind the foods you’re avoiding.
This will help you to desire unhealthy foods less. When temptation is presented, you’ll
remember what you have learned and it should make the decision to say “no” that much
easier.

3. Watch out for fad nutritional products that promise a quick fix. It’s important to find ways to
keep up with the latest wellness information. This does not typically come from orthodox
medicine and definitely does not come from marketing and media. We have to take
responsibility for our own health and find people we can trust whenever we read something
or see a product that is new or different from our current understanding. If in doubt, give us a
call so we can help.

4. Watch out for marketing buzzwords. As we said before, just because something is “gluten-
free” or “organic” doesn’t make it healthy. There is clever marketing intended to mislead those
trying to make healthier choices with food. Be aware of this, and anytime you see a new
product, do your research before purchasing it. This can even happen at your trusted grocery
store. Be advised: all grocery stores sell unhealthy foods.

5. Don’t go back to calorie cutting. Don’t forget all that you have learned about how to be
healthy and go back to following calorie-cutting programs that don’t lead to permanent
weight loss. Calorie counting only works if you’re already following a healthy diet, have your
hormones balanced, and follow a regular exercise program with high intensity intervals.

If those things are not in place along with strategic stress reduction, the last thing that will help
is cutting calories. There may be initial weight loss, but it’s not the kind you want. Instead of
burning fat, you’ll be losing more muscle and actually slowing your metabolism for future weight
gain. So, be cautious of diet programs like Weight Watchers, Jenny Craig, Quick Weight Loss,
Medifast, Nutrisystem, Slim-Fast, and the like. These do not promote healthy eating! Whether
they have you counting points, eating pre-packaged meals, or using unhealthy supplements that
suppress appetite or act as stimulants, this is not how a healthy body finds and maintains its
optimal weight.

Calorie counting and using manufactured weight loss programs can easily become vicious cycles
in which people lose the same weight over and over again while gaining more and more fat. In
addition, they can put significant stress on the body and lead to long-term health issues.
Research has shown that repeated weight loss and gain associated with these diets can double
the risk of death from heart disease and has been linked to heart attacks, strokes, diabetes, and
suppression of the immune system.
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WHERE TO START
By planning ahead, keeping a good strategy about your nutrition in mind, and avoiding common
pitfalls, you are well on your way toward establishing a long-term nutrition plan. The goal of this
section is not going to be to tell you exactly what you have to eat, but to tell you about the carbs,
proteins, and fats that should make up your diet and approximate percentages of each. That’s
because there are principles for nutrition that all people should follow, but there isn’t a one-size-
fits-all diet that you must adhere to in order to be healthy. There are simply guidelines and rails
that help you stay in the right lane.

With that said, a few notes can be made here as you begin thinking about what your nutrition
plan will be. Using principles you’ve learned so far, you can consider these as bedrocks for your
long-term nutrition:

Continue eating a diet filled with good, healthy fats. These are now a staple in your life that
will help you maintain your health.

Get a majority of your carbohydrates from vegetables and fruits instead of grains.

Eliminate added sugars and artificial sweeteners from your diet. These are not helpful to
you and will not help you maintain the progress you’ve made.

Purchase and eat organic produce and good, healthy meats instead of foods laden with
GMOs, growth hormones, and artificial ingredients. What you put in your body matters,
including how it was raised, grown or manufactured.

Follow the Five Rules discussed in your Guidelines for Eating document, which include
eating protein with breakfast, not eating after dinner, and eating three meals a day
without snacking between.

Keep these things in mind as you move into the next part of your program and know that
understanding nutrition requires learning and adapting along the way. If you are willing to
invest the time and energy into trying, planning, and working on your nutrition plan, you will
have a lifestyle built on great practices in a very short amount of time!
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As you continue to think about your long-term nutrition plans, there are three additional
nutrition principles to consider that are less obvious than just what foods we eat or what
percentages of macronutrients we should include in our diet. Incorporating certain types of food
will also keep the systems of our body functioning correctly so we experience the best health
benefits possible.

The Acid / Alkaline Principle

Many of the diet principles and changes you have already made are vitally important at helping
your body maintain a proper alkaline condition. Most of the processed foods and sugars that
you have eliminated pull the body towards an acidic state. When your body is more acidic, it is
more susceptible to everything from viruses, parasites, and dysbiosis with yeast to increased risk
for the growth of cancer cells. It also increases the body’s state of inflammation, which has
negative consequences for diseases like arthritis, diabetes, and heart disease. Overall, people
with an acidic bodily environment tend to have more problems with things like allergies, brain
fog, and fatigue.

In order to keep the positive changes that you have made, we want to encourage you to continue
to focus on foods that help restore and maintain alkalinity. Here are some general categories of
foods that help maintain this alkalinity. Note that the optional cranberry drink suggested earlier
in the program serves as an alkalizing food, along with the dark leafy greens and liver-
supporting vegetables that we previously discussed:

Fresh fruits and vegetables. These include, but are not limited to: mushrooms, citrus,
avocado, spinach, kale, broccoli, cabbage, celery, beet, cucumber, garlic, ginger, and
green beans.
Raw foods. Ideally, try to consume a good portion of your produce raw. Uncooked fruits
and vegetables are said to be biogenic or “life-giving.” You can even try juicing, but be
sure to stick primarily to vegetables. Lightly steaming vegetables will also maintain their
alkalizing minerals.
Alkalizing drinks. While water is essential for life, using naturally occurring alkaline
sources is helpful if you can. Spring waters like Evian and Fiji are great. Purified water
and reverse osmosis water tends to be more acidic. Adding lemon or lime to your water
can help boost its alkalinity. In addition, juices made from dark green vegetables and
grasses provide chlorophyll, which can also help to alkalize the body.

The Stabilized Blood Sugar Principle

Regardless of whether you have a medical history of problems with blood sugar or not,
stabilizing your blood sugar is an important part of everyone’s health. Your blood sugar levels
affect many chemical processes in your body and play a significant factor in your overall energy.
During your program, we have had you eliminate sugar and encouraged you to eat three meals a
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day to help your body burn fat and stabilize blood sugar. However, if you revert back to eating
processed or sugary foods, your increased energy will be short-lived. You will soon feel depleted
and crave more and more sweets or energy fixes. Very quickly, energy highs and lows will
become a normal experience again and you will find yourself constantly reaching for pick-me-
ups like snacks or caffeine just to make it through the day. As a result, your body will lose the
ability to make lasting energy on its own and will stop naturally burning fat.

By contrast, if you continue to follow the guidelines we’ve given you, your body will continue to
burn fat as a long-burning energy source. Remember to stick with three meals a day so that your
body can maintain a healthy metabolism and continue its ability to stabilize your blood sugar
between meals. Doing so will leave you in a much more stable, less anxious or depressed state
that avoids fatigue and constant cravings for sugar. This will also help your quality of sleep at
night, which is your body’s longest fasting phase.

The Proper Food Combining Principle

One last principle that needs to be discussed is learning how to eat compatible foods. When we
choose foods that are more compatible, it’s easier for us to digest and absorb the nutrition.
When we eat foods that don’t combine as well, it can lead to difficulty digesting and eliminating.
For some, this can cause symptoms of gas, bloating, belching, and even constipation. In addition,
this process of difficult digestion opens your system up for dysbiosis, inflammation, and disease.

If you are experiencing any digestive symptoms, learning proper food combining principles will
be essential for you to eliminate these symptoms. For others, it can be done to further improve
digestion and help maximize the benefit of your diet. Here are the four basic principles to
consider when combining foods:

Avoid fruits with meals. Fruits don’t digest as well when you eat them with protein.
However, fruits can be mixed with salads without any concern, so if your meal is a salad,
this principle will not apply.
Try not to mix protein with starches. Many have been convinced that they need a
starch with every meal, but this slows digestion down. Examples of starches are grains,
potatoes, corn, peas, and other root vegetables. Avoid these when having proteins as
part of your meal.
Don’t mix protein types during the same meal. Try to avoid having beef and chicken, as
different proteins require different conditions for optimal digestion.
Veggies mix well with everything. You can enjoy vegetables with any meal, provided
that you are mindful of the starchy vegetables listed above.

The good news is that applying these three principles in your long-term nutrition plan is easy to
do if you are committed to staying away from processed sugar and artificial sweeteners, and
including vegetables in every meal. Keeping these principles in mind will not only help you
maintain a healthy lifestyle, they will encourage balanced organ functions and help you achieve
the level of health and vitality you were designed to have.
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As you’ve learned in your program, maintaining a healthy lifestyle should be a priority moving
forward. However, it does take effort and preparation to ensure you stay on the right track and
set yourself up for success. We’ve outlined a few tips to help you succeed as you move forward
with your nutrition plan.

Prepare Food Ahead of Time
Grocery shop in advance and stock your refrigerator with everything you need for the
week. Organic, frozen vegetables are also wonderful to keep stocked in your freezer.
Steam some sweet potatoes to have on hand for a quick fix meal. This especially comes
in handy to incorporate into breakfast.
Bake or grill chicken breasts or thighs in bulk to have on hand for the week. You can
season the chicken with pink Himalayan salt and pepper and when incorporating the
chicken into a quick fix meal, you can add additional seasonings. This makes the chicken
very versatile and helps cut down on cook time throughout the week.
Brown your ground beef ahead of time and have on hand to easily add to dishes
throughout the week.
Grill or cook steaks ahead of time and have on hand to add to salads or stir fry’s, etc.
throughout the week.
Make large portions of soups, salads, and roasted vegetables and save the leftovers to
have the next day or throughout the week.

For Those Who Don’t Have Time or Don’t Like to Cook
Don’t let food preparation stand in the way of you having a healthy diet. Prepared foods
are abundant at the deli in your local grocer. Many health food stores carry freshly-
made, healthy foods that you can grab and go.
Buy precut vegetables. While they are a bit more expensive than their uncut
counterparts, sometimes it is worth paying a little more to save you time in the kitchen.
Buy precooked whole, organic, pastured chickens or turkeys from your local grocery
store. Just be mindful to check the ingredient list to see what the meat was cooked in.
Specifically, you want to look for no added sugar as an ingredient.
Explore options like “Paleo on the Go,” “TrueFare,” or “Trifecta Nutrition” for preprepared
meals that can be sent directly to you. Check your Additional Resources for more
information.

How to Order at a Restaurant
Ideally, you will want to dine at a restaurant that uses organic produce and properly fed
meats. With consumers becoming more health conscious, more and more restaurants
are taking care to use proper ingredients. If it is not already listed on the restaurant’s
website or menu, you can call ahead and ask about the types of ingredients used, or
simply ask the waiter before you order.
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It is always a safe bet to order your animal protein with no sauces or breading and a side
of steamed vegetables.

Salads are a great way to get your vegetable intake in, just be aware of what else is in
the salad. For example, if the restaurant does not have raw cheese as an option, you can
substitute the cheese for avocado. If the dressing has added sugar and processed
ingredients in it, you can always substitute for olive oil and vinegar. Also, try adding a
little lemon, salt, and pepper.
Always look at the menu ahead of time before going to a restaurant and figure out what
you will order before you get there. This can alleviate a huge amount of stress and take
the guesswork out of ordering your meal.
If you are eating with friends or co-workers, do your best to order first. This will keep you
from hearing your co-worker’s order of fried chicken and following in their lead.
Don’t be afraid to politely ask for your meal to be prepared the way you want it. After all,
you are paying for it.

If Weight Loss is Your Goal, Practice Portion Control (per serving)
Healthy fats (coconut oil, grass-fed butter, olive oil, avocado oil) — 1 teaspoon to
tablespoon
Greens and non-starchy vegetables — unlimited
Chicken, turkey, fish, and beef — 4 ounces
Nuts and seeds — 1⁄4 cup or a handful
Avocados — 1⁄2 of a large avocado
Limit starchy vegetables — 1⁄2 of a large sweet potato, acorn squash, spaghetti squash,
etc.
Vegetables — choose vegetables with a lower amount of carbohydrates (9% and lower)

3% or less carbs:
Asparagus Chard Kohlrabi Sprouts

Bamboo Sprouts Chicory Lettuce String Beans

Beet Greens Collard Greens Mushrooms Summer Squash

Bok Choy Greens Cucumber Mustard Greens Turnip Greens

Broccoli Endives Parsley Watercress

Cabbage Escarole Salad Greens Yellow Squash

Cauliflower Garlic Sauerkraut Zucchini Squash

Celery Kale Spinach

6% or less carbs:
Bell Peppers Green Onions Rhubarb Yams

Chives Okra Sweet Potatoes

Eggplant Olives Tomatoes

Green Beans Pimento Water Chestnuts
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7-9% or less carbs:
Acorn Squash Brussels Sprouts Leeks Turnips

Artichokes Butternut Squash Onions Winter Squashes

Avocado Carrots Pumpkin

Beets Jicama Rutabagas

Accountability is Key
Check your fridge and pantry regularly to ensure you are continuing to make healthy
decisions at the grocery store. If you find yourself stocking up on boxed, processed
foods rather than fruits and veggies, reorient your mindset and get rid of the “junk”
before it becomes a habit.
Ask a friend who is supportive of your journey toward a healthy lifestyle to help keep
you accountable by reviewing your grocery receipts or asking how your eating habits
have been.
Share the positive changes you’ve experienced with others as a means of taking
ownership and embracing the new lifestyle.
Continue your exercises and abdominal breathing daily. This is a vital part of
maintaining health and wellness and will serve you well in the long term. Set reminders
for yourself so you don’t fall behind. Make it a priority. If you get off track, don’t beat
yourself up, just start right back up again.
Ask a friend to commit to exercising with you and motivating you to maintain healthy
habits as well as combat bad ones.

Review your Program Guide
Periodically review this guide to remind you of the benefits and helpful guidelines
you’ve received through your program. This will help you maintain a positive mindset
when it comes to your health.
Review your S.M.A.R.T. Goals and achievements as motivation to continue on your
journey toward optimal health.

Stay in Touch with Our Team
Talk with our team about long term support in maintaining your healthy lifestyle. We may have
additional supplements and nutraceutical recommendations for you as you continue healing
your gut ecology and work toward proper organ function.
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People have a love-hate relationship with food. We love to eat and hate to eat at the same time.
Many have grown up turning to food in times of stress and trouble. As a result, food has become
their best friend and sometimes, their greatest enemy.

While it is important to deal with emotional baggage that could potentially sabotage our health,
eating does have a soothing effect on us as humans and has become the most common social
experience that we take part in each day.

Having said that, enjoying your food isn’t really a problem as long as you’re not doing so at the
expense of your health. We do not advocate heading to the refrigerator every time you have a
tough day, yet we also realize you will not continue to eat a healthy diet if there is no excitement
about the foods you are eating.

The key is to learn how to make eating healthy food a pleasurable experience. This will ensure
that you enjoy foods that increase your vitality and provide the nutrition you need, instead of
being tempted to reach for empty calories and foods that undermine your health.

ARE YOU HUNGRY?
Before discussing ways to enjoy your food, it is important to consider whether you’re eating
because you’re really hungry or if there’s something else you need to deal with that could be
handled in a more productive way. That’s a simple question that should be answered every time
you eat outside of a scheduled meal time. For example, are you looking for food because you’re
stressed, because you’re bored, or because you’re maybe just thirsty? Did you not eat a quality
meal earlier in the day and you’re now dealing with the consequences of it? Answering those
kinds of questions will help you be mindful of why you are driven to food and make better
choices instead.

IS THERE ROOM FOR __________?
Part of enjoying your food is also realizing that a long-term healthy nutrition program has room
for exceptions. It’s okay to enjoy a slice of gluten-free chocolate cake every once in a while. The
key is to make it an exception that happens infrequently and be sure it doesn’t change your daily
habits. Often, people introduce concepts like “cheat days.” The problem comes when cheat days
become a day to throw all caution to the wind and eat anything and everything. Or when cheat
days become scheduled events on the calendar each week that you begin preparing for and
looking forward to, or when they begin becoming cheat weeks or cheat vacations or cheat
holidays, and so on. You get the point.

Food is enjoyable and there are certainly exceptions you may want to have moving forward.
Being undisciplined or relaxed in your approach to these exceptions is a slippery slope and one
that you should avoid. Keep exceptions as exceptions and you should navigate these issues
seamlessly.
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HOW TO DEAL WITH SUGAR CRAVINGS
It’s important to note that if you begin eating sugar, you will notice that your cravings for sugar
may return after indulging. Make sure the sugar buzz doesn’t change your daily routines.

It may be necessary to find alternatives that satisfy your cravings without negative
repercussions. Over time, your cravings for the old, processed junk foods should dwindle so that
you’re not having to battle them on a regular basis. That’s the only sustainable way you can
continue to be healthy.

You also need to be sure that you’re enjoying your new eating choices as opposed to just using
willpower every day to try to stick to a bland, boring diet with little flavor and no enjoyment.
That kind of eating will never work. Failure is inevitable because you will eventually fall off the
wagon and move to foods that you enjoy.

Don’t accept eating foods that are barely tolerable for the rest of your life in the name of
nutrition. Instead, be creative and use your imagination to create meals that are enjoyable AND
nutritious. This will keep you from feeling like your new diet is hard work. It’s similar to a person
who enjoys their job. When you love what you do for work, it comes a lot easier if you are doing a
job that makes them miserable.

TIPS FOR ENJOYING YOUR FOOD
Try New Recipes
By far, the best way to begin really enjoying your food is to tap into the enormous amount of
delicious recipes and cookbooks online. For those who are more adventurous, you can
experiment with old recipes by making sure to trade out the not-so-good ingredients with
healthier options. You may need to increase your level of nutritional knowledge and become
somewhat of an expert at recognizing what would make a good recipe, but engaging in the
process at this level will ensure your ongoing success.

Try New Spices
Continue to use nutrient-rich, high-quality foods but try new spices from around the world to
flavor your meals in ways that you may never have tried. Many of these spices not only have
incredible taste, but also offer significant health benefits and have been used in natural healing
for thousands of years. Even spices you are probably familiar with can provide unique flavor and
health benefits, including cinnamon, ginger, oregano, parsley, turmeric, and more.

Don’t Reinvent the Wheel
If you have discovered a recipe in your program or a new kind of vegetable that you really enjoy,
make it a regular staple in your diet. Sometimes people feel pressure, especially when doing a
program, to have really diverse food tastes. We want to make sure that you get the right
nutrients from your food, but if you can do that with a handful of choices that really work for
your taste buds, then go for it. Research shows that a majority of people eat the same 7-9 meals
every week. Find your favorites and stick with them. Then you can try a new one each week and
expand your menu if you want.
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A NEW NORMAL
Over time, your eating choices become habits, and healthy foods will become the flavors you
crave and enjoy most. For now, you must put your conscious attention on what you’re eating and
know that it will become your new normal.

At some point, your diet stops being about the rules and instead becomes routine. The only
difference between your previous routine and your new one is that your new routine is based on
information, knowledge, and maintaining a healthy diet. You’ll still have flexibility, but you will
think very differently about foods that are no longer part of your healthy lifestyle. When you
mess up, you will find yourself looking forward to getting back to your new routine. Keep it up –
healthy habits are just around the corner!
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There are three main macronutrients that compose the foods that we eat: carbohydrates,
proteins, and fats. While many people are familiar with these terms, the vast majority of
Americans have a poor understanding of exactly what these macronutrients are and what their
purpose is in our diet. This misunderstanding has only been amplified by fad diets that prioritize
eating less fat or less carbs as a staple of losing weight and getting healthy. As a result, people
mistakenly assume that they should do without one of these macronutrients, or at least
significantly reduce their intake, often at the expense of truly getting health, or shedding
pounds.

Understanding nutrition and creating a healthy lifestyle requires that we rewrite the script on
macronutrients and develop a better knowledge of what they do and how much we should
consume. This article, and the ones that follow, will help us to understand the best sources of
these macronutrients, how our bodies can best use and absorb them, and the ratios of
consumption that will allow us to stay healthy, get and remain trim, and do so with high levels of
energy. By doing so, we will benefit not only from the macronutrients themselves, but also from
the vital micronutrients packed with them. We’ll start by discussing carbohydrates.

CLEARING THE CARB CONFUSION
First off, as we begin to talk about carbohydrates, it's important to note that carbs have been
given a bad reputation when considering the obesity epidemic in America. While carbs certainly
contribute to the rampant obesity experienced in this country, they also serve as a great source
of micronutrients and perform a vital role in our health, since a diet with healthy carbs is
necessary for stimulating muscle growth and metabolism.

As a result of the misunderstanding about carbs, people have adopted extreme diets like the
Atkins diet, which eliminates almost all carbs and loads people up with nothing more than
excess proteins, bad fats, and artificial foods. All the while, diets like these often ignore the
source of proteins, fats, and carbs - which is why even though they may produce initial weight
loss, they can have negative effects on our short-term and long-term health because there is no
consideration made for the quality of the other macronutrients that comprise the diet.

Having said that, diets filled with certain types of carbohydrates do contribute heavily to the
obesity in this country. The biggest carb offenders are processed, grain-based carbohydrates
which make up a significant amount of the boxed foods found in the grocery store and items on
almost every restaurant menu in the neighborhood. Most processed carbohydrates have very
little nutritional value and are loaded with sugar or its substitutes, which have been proven to
produce leptin resistance, weight gain, and eventually insulin resistance, all the while
stimulating our appetites to consume more. Additionally, many processed grains contribute to
inflammation throughout the body, increased digestive issues, and autoimmune reactions.

Since most people associate carbs with bread, grains, and pasta, they often forget or ignore the
healthy sources of complex carbohydrates found in foods like high-fiber fruits and vegetables,
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which are nutrient-rich and very healthy. Perhaps instead of eliminating carbs, the focus should
be on replacing processed foods with healthier sources of carbs that can actually reduce health
problems and slow the aging process.

In addition, consuming carbs by eating more organic fruits and vegetables, legumes, and whole
grains will help to shed unwanted body fat instead of leading to more weight gain. Most of these
fruits and vegetables are low in calories and high in fiber, which allows you to feel full much
quicker and eliminates ongoing cravings. Processed carbs actually stimulate cravings and allow
for continued overeating.

Now, a question that may arise for some at this point is, how can I eat more organic fruits if I’m
supposed to be limiting my fruit consumption? Up to this point in your program, you have
eliminated fruit or limited its consumption in general. We have encouraged you to do this not
because it is bad for you, but simply to give your body a break from the cycle of cravings and
overconsumption of sugar that has become rampant in our society, including that which is found
in fruit.

However, because fruit can be a good source of carbohydrates and because we have worked on
repairing and restoring gut function, you can now include it in your diet moving forward,
provided that you have a good understanding about sugar and how it affects our health. Before
discussing the other types of healthy, complex carbs that we should include in our diet, including
vegetables, we will briefly discuss the issues surrounding sugar, specifically fructose.

UNHEALTHY AMOUNTS OF SUGAR
This discussion of sugar matters because carbohydrates are the body's main fuel source. This
fuel comes as carbohydrates are broken down in the body into glucose, or blood sugar, which
gives energy for all of our cellular functions. Unlike proteins and fats, which require much more
breakdown before your body can burn them for energy, carbohydrates are easily broken down
into energy the body can use immediately. Since carbs will raise our glucose levels quickly, we
have to be mindful of how much sugar is in our diet whenever we eat carbohydrates. This is
particularly true when eating fruit as a carbohydrate because fruit contains natural forms of
sugar in higher concentrations than other food sources.

With that said, fructose, found in its natural state in fruits and vegetables, does not normally
create the negative demands on your liver and pancreas that processed forms of sugar do. But
when fructose is processed, such as in high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), it creates significant
issues that include raising cholesterol and triglyceride levels while also increasing the risk for
diabetes and heart disease. And because processed fructose is not metabolized the same way as
other sugar, it doesn't trigger appetite suppression, but instead leaves those who consume it
feeling unsatisfied and craving more.

As a result, the dramatic increase in the amount of fructose consumed by Americans is actually
creating more insulin resistance, which is leading to more type 2 diabetes than ever. In addition,
HFCS converts to fat in the body more easily than any other type of sugar and also causes the
liver to pump fats into the bloodstream, which can damage arteries and increase the risk of high
blood pressure. Add these factors together and you have a recipe for disaster. Unfortunately,
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that disaster winds up in most of the foods Americans consider staples in their diets, including
breads, pastas, and most snack foods – or processed carbs. Just take a look at how many items in
your pantry and fridge include high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, or its derivatives. It's
important to point out that processed fructose is also found in other products as well. For
example, agave syrup is also a highly processed fructose product that is not natural and is not
good for us either.

Despite this caution, while sugar consumption and the fructose found in fruit is something that
we must be mindful of, most people do not need to monitor their intake of fructose if they are
getting it from eating whole fruits and vegetables and avoiding it from processed sources. For
the most part, fructose ingested in its whole-food form does not create problems. The important
note for us to consider here is that this does not include fruit juice, even if it's freshly squeezed.
Juice eliminates important fiber and causes people to increase their fructose intake by as much
as five times in a single serving!

The exception to this caution would be people who insist on eating whole fruits and vegetables
while also ignoring their consumption of processed fructose. In this instance, your body will re-
enter the broken cycle of excess sugar that creates so many health problems. You simply don’t
have the ability, knowing what you have learned in this program, to pretend that the added
sugars and artificial sweeteners in foods will not significantly affect your health. Opt to have
natural sugar in your diet because you are eating nutrient dense fruits and vegetables, not
because you are eating processed foods with added sugar.

COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES
When looking at carbohydrates, getting complex carbs that have long chains of sugars are more
important than simple carbs, such as isolated forms of sugar. Good, complex carbohydrates not
only provide energy to the body, but also serve as a main source of fiber. There are two types of
fiber that you get from choosing healthy carbohydrates - soluble and insoluble. Both have
important functions in regards to digestion and metabolism, so be sure you're getting plenty of
both types in the form of fruits, vegetables, and legumes.

In addition to whole fruit, other sources to get the complex carbs we need in our diet include
potatoes, whole grains, and legumes, as well as vegetables.

WHOLE GRAINS
One distinction is probably most important here: bread is a processed food. Even though
marketing teams have labeled today's bread as “whole wheat bread,” that is not an accurate
description of what you are actually buying. If manufacturers sprinkle a little bit of whole grain in
the bread, it can be labeled as “whole grain,” but it's still primarily a product made from flour.
This creates significant metabolic changes as compared to true whole grains.

The only bread that should be considered is a flourless bread made from sprouted whole grains
that offers essential nutrients and fiber. They are typically found in the freezer section of the
grocery store because they do not have the added preservatives and ingredients like high-
fructose corn syrup.
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Assuming that you do not have an issue with gluten, which has become a problem for many
people, these sprouted grain breads would not be a problem if you do not have insulin
resistance or leptin resistance. However, you should not consume them with every meal.

*Important Note: Those with any form of autoimmune disease will need to avoid gluten for life
even in the form of sprouted grains.
Other forms of healthy, whole grains that can be consumed in moderation include quinoa,
brown rice, buckwheat, and oats. Of course, you will want to make sure you buy organic, non-
GMO grain products without added sugars, preservatives, or other processed products.

POTATOES
Potatoes are a good source of complex carbohydrates, however another distinction that should
be made when discussing potatoes is that this does not include French fries or loaded baked
potatoes. We are strictly talking about plain potatoes. Grass-fed butter would be a great addition
with a little pink Himalayan salt, but adding much more than that could cause problems.

ORGANIC VEGETABLES
By far, the best source of complex carbohydrates comes from organic vegetables. You should be
filling your plate with as many of these as possible as they are high in micronutrients, improve
digestion, and offer low-calorie, yet filling, options for each meal. Your veggies and good fats list
provides options for great vegetables to include in your diet.

GETTING THE BALANCE OF CARBS CORRECT
So, with this information in mind, how much of your meals should be made up of carbohydrates?
The answer to that question is based upon your goals and activity levels. Your carbohydrate
need can range from 20% to as much as 55% total calories depending on whether you are
attempting to lose weight, maintain your weight, or build additional muscle.

In order to calculate calories, you need to understand that each gram of carbohydrate generates
about four calories. Here's a summary of the recommended carbohydrate percentages:

Lose weight: 20 - 40% of total calories
Maintain weight: 30 - 45% of total calories
Build muscle: 35 - 55% of total calories

It is typically recommended to first try the lower number in each category as this is the most
common need for the average adult. Some individuals will need an increase in the percentage of
calories from carbohydrates based on their metabolism and body type.

On a final note, if you are working out to increase muscle mass and burn fat and you're finding
that your energy levels are low, it's possible that you're not getting enough good carbohydrates.
Carbohydrates that aren't used for immediate energy, are stored as glycogen in the liver and
muscles. This form of stored energy is most important when utilizing your muscles during a
workout. Be sure that you are getting enough carbohydrates to replenish those each day from
quality carbohydrates and stay away from the processed junk.
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As we shift the discussion to protein, its importance cannot be overstated. Most Americans are
getting far too little protein and have been misinformed about the best sources for it.

If you want to succeed in changing your body composition, lose unwanted fat, and tone up your
muscles, you must eat enough protein. Protein provides your body with vital amino acids, which
are the building blocks required not only for building muscle but also for tissue repair.

Unfortunately, the average American diet is substantially lacking in quality protein. While most
Americans do consume meat, many have been scared into limiting their consumption of meat
because of slanted stories that ascribe meat consumption to increased risk of heart disease,
obesity, and other health problems. This is unfortunate, since meat is a complete protein that
delivers amino acids and important vitamins to the body.

The issue with meat contributing to increased risk of disease is only a factor when consuming
animal proteins from sources that have not been properly fed and raised organically, or whose
diets have included added antibiotics and hormones. Improperly fed animal products will
disrupt your hormones, create inflammation, and contribute to obesity and disease and should
be avoided.

COMPLETE & INCOMPLETE PROTEINS
Before discussing where to get good protein in your diet and what sources should be part of
your nutrition plan, we need to establish the difference between complete and incomplete
proteins. A complete protein is a protein source that contains sufficient amounts of the essential
amino acids needed by the body. By contrast, an incomplete protein is a protein source that
contains some, but not all, of the amino acids we need.

Most animal proteins like grass-fed beef, pastured chicken and eggs, wild-caught fish, and raw
milk from grass-fed cows or goats are complete proteins with all necessary amino acids. These
proteins require a longer digestion time for maximum absorption.

Most plant proteins, which primarily consist of legumes and nuts, are incomplete sources. Soy
protein, which is a complete protein that has become extremely popular, is the "go to" plant
protein for most vegetarians and vegans. However, it’s one that should be consumed with
extreme caution as an acceptable plant protein since most soy products today are genetically
modified. The exception to this would be organic, fermented soy products, which can be good
options if used in moderation.

Just because plant proteins are mostly incomplete doesn’t mean that they aren’t beneficial. It
just means that you need to make sure to get all of the amino acids your body needs through
varied plant sources.
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COMPLETE PROTEINS
RED MEAT
As we’ve already established, meat (and red meat specifically) has developed an undeserved
reputation as an unhealthy food. Red meat is an excellent source of amino acids and contains
important vitamins and minerals that are not found in other foods. Unfortunately, because of
the poor quality meats that most Americans eat, red meat has been associated more with
inflammation and heart disease.

However, grass-fed beef has less inflammatory omega-6 fatty acids with more anti-inflammatory
omega-3s. Overall, there have been no studies linking grass-fed beef with increased
inflammatory markers. In addition, grass-fed beef and other animal products offer great sources
of conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) and vitamin E, which are both very beneficial for our health.

Assuming that we purchase organic, grass-fed beef, the real culprit for inflammation that we
need to avoid is not red meat, but the processed carbs and sugar we’ve already discussed in your
curriculum. We just need to be sure that we confirm the “grass-fed” or “pastured” label on the
meat we purchase.

Often, people buy organic beef with the hopes that they are getting healthier meat. While it's
true they are avoiding added hormones and antibiotics, these animals are likely fed
inappropriate diets and still do not offer the health benefits that properly fed animal protein
would, which is what you get with grass-fed (and finished) or pastured meats.

One additional note: red meat is easier to digest if it is not overcooked. The beef packaging will
usually recommend medium-rare, which should also help the meat to maintain more flavor and
avoid being dry.

FISH
Wild-caught fish is a great source of protein and can be an excellent source of omega-3 fats,
particularly salmon, which has the perfect ratio of omega-3s to omega-6s. Other wild-caught fish
can include halibut, tuna, and mackerel. It is always best to avoid farm-raised fish like tilapia
because farm-raised fish are generally fed unhealthy and unnatural diets. Also, be sure to check
the mercury levels of each particular fish you consume. We’ve provided a chart of mercury levels
earlier in your program material.

DAIRY
While dairy is a complete protein, it also carries a host of issues that you need to be careful to
avoid. Unless dairy is specifically noted as “raw,” then it is processed dairy that has been
homogenized and pasteurized. This process changes the body’s ability to digest and absorb its
proteins and fats and renders it an unhealthy source for you to consume. Please note that just
because something says, “whole milk,” doesn't mean it is not processed.
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If you want dairy to be a part of your diet and a protein source that you consume, request more
information from our team about finding whole, raw milk. This is only recommended if
processed dairy was already a common staple in your household.

CHICKEN
Pastured chicken is a great source of protein and, especially when consuming dark meat, can
provide an abundant source of healthy fats and a more nutrient dense profile than white meat.
Both are great options for consumption, as they offer quality protein with all nine essential
amino acids. Chicken also tends to be easier to digest than red meat.

As mentioned people when discussing red meat, people also buy organic chicken with the hopes
that they are getting healthier meat. But the same issues exist with organic chicken, as they are
typically fed inappropriate diets as well. Even if you buy chicken without added hormones or
antibiotics, these animals do not offer the same health benefits and protein quality that
properly-fed, pastured chickens do.

EGGS
When choosing eggs as a source of protein, you should always try to find pastured eggs as this
means that the chicken was able to eat a natural diet without being confined to a cage or fed
only grains. When cooking eggs, it is always best to leave the yoke a bit runny and cook it slowly
so you will not denature the proteins as much. This makes the eggs easier for the body to break
down and digest.

Sometimes, people worry about the cholesterol in eggs, however, this is a myth that was
debunked long ago. No one develops high cholesterol by eating eggs. In fact, whole eggs contain
high levels of lecithin which actually reduce LDLs, or what is typically referred to as “bad”
cholesterol.

In actuality, eggs are nature's near-perfect food, as they contain protein that is used very
efficiently by the body. The amino acid ratios in eggs are nearly perfect for assimilation. The bad
rap given to eggs, specifically the egg yolk, is just not true.

One additional note: while egg yolks are high in cholesterol, that does not convert to high
cholesterol levels when digested. Your cholesterol levels are determined far more by processed
foods, sugar, and stress. In addition, eggs are actually heart-friendly because they contain very
high choline, which is used by your body to protect against plaque formation in the arteries and
to reduce homocysteine, which is a known risk factor for hardening of the arteries. Just
remember, soft-boiled or over-easy is the way to go with eggs.

SOY
As we previously discussed, it's important to avoid genetically modified soy, which is the most
abundant type of soy in America today. If you choose to consume soy products, be sure that they
are organic and not protein isolates. This would include items like whole soy bean edamame.
Other acceptable soy products are fermented soy, which is the best option. These include natto,
miso, tempeh, some fermented soy sauces, and fermented tofu. Be advised, however, that soy is
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extremely cheap and is used in most processed foods and is often disguised under an alias. Also,
remember that soy is a phytoestrogen so you will want to avoid or significantly limit if you have
hormonal imbalance with estrogen dominance as a female or low testosterone as a male.

QUINOA
This whole grain (seed) is rich in nutrients like copper and magnesium and also offers 8 grams of
protein per cup. In addition, it can be a great source of fiber. Most commonly substituted for rice
or pasta, quinoa has become very popular in specialty bowls that contain other superfoods. If
cooking at home, it's important to soak and rinse your quinoa prior to cooking. Quinoa can also
be used as a breakfast item.

BUCKWHEAT
Despite the name, buckwheat is not a type of wheat at all. The most common way buckwheat is
used is to eat the seeds as "groats," which is similar to oatmeal. Often, people will use buckwheat
flour to make substitutes for items that contain regular flour, such as gluten-free pancakes. In
addition, the Japanese have used buckwheat to create noodles that are referred to as "soba."

ANIMAL PROTEINS
Lastly, a final note when consuming animal protein: many have been led to believe that the
saturated fat they contain increases the risk for heart disease. While it's true that diets high in
bad saturated fats can increase the risk for heart disease, the saturated fats in properly fed
animal proteins are helpful for most people. We have mentioned this before, but we will also
revisit this topic some in the next section on fats.

INCOMPLETE PROTEINS
PLANT PROTEINS
As for plant proteins, they can be an excellent source of amino acids as well. It is somewhat
difficult to build muscle with plant proteins unless you are combining them to supply all the
essential amino acids necessary. Otherwise, these proteins will be used as fuel instead of muscle
building.

Most of us, being omnivores that eat meat and plant sources of protein, will have no trouble
getting the essential amino acids necessary for optimal muscle building and health. If you are
vegan or vegetarian, it is important for you to learn how to combine your plant-based proteins to
form complete amino acid profiles, as most plant proteins are low in lysine, methionine, or
cysteine. It will take a little homework, but it won't be difficult once you get the hang of it. The
key factor to remember with plant proteins is that you opt for sources from legumes or nuts and
that you avoid most soy.

The most popular types of plant proteins are:

Lentils
Chickpeas
Almonds
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Spirulina
Chia seeds
Hemp seeds
Beans
High-proteins veggies (broccoli, kale, mushrooms)
Peas

GETTING PROPER AMOUNTS OF PROTEIN
With these sources in mind, how much protein do you really need in a given day to have a
healthy nutrition plan? Like carbohydrates, proteins offer four calories per gram and the best
recommendation for most people is to consume 0.8 - 1.0 grams per pound of bodyweight, which
should equate to around 25-35% of total daily calories.

If you are less active or significantly overweight, less protein will be needed and can be
consumed at about 0.6 grams per pound of bodyweight. If you are a bodybuilder and truly
wanting to bulk up, you will need as much as 1.25 grams per pound of bodyweight. If looking to
build muscle, total calories will need to increase as well, but we'll discuss that in a later section.

An easy way to get additional protein, especially if trying to add muscle, is by choosing a healthy
protein supplement powder.

CHOOSING HEALTHY PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTATION
Most adults do not need protein supplementation if they have a healthy diet that includes
eating complete proteins regularly. But for those really focused on building muscle (for a lean
body, not bulking up like a bodybuilder), it may be helpful to have protein supplementation to
get to the required amount of protein needed.

If looking at protein supplements, it's important to choose wisely since there are many options
available, but most options are not truly helpful for your body. The best options to consider are
egg proteins, whey protein, brown rice protein, pea protein, or hemp protein, making sure that
the protein supplement does not contain any artificial sweeteners. Be sure it offers a complete
amino acid profile. In addition, many protein powders come in the form of isolates, which are
different than the whole food form of the protein. If you can find whole food products, those will
be the best.

One of the biggest reasons that protein supplements are popular is the fact that you can easily
mix them with cold water in a shaker bottle and immediately have additional protein when you
need it. It will likely be important to test different options to see which ones you respond the
best to.

One last note as we finish up discussing protein: while initial weight loss will be found with high
protein and low carb diets, in order to increase your metabolism and develop the fit and toned
body you really want, it will be important to utilize both protein and carbs to build muscle.
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Fats are misunderstood by most Americans and people typically fall in one of two categories as a
result: either they are convinced that fat is the enemy and so they avoid it at all costs, or they
pay little attention to how they eat and their diets are filled with bad fats and processed carbs.
Both errors have led to the significant health crisis we’re facing today.

More than two-thirds of the United States population is overweight and a third is considered
obese. Ironically, the issue here is not that people eat too much fat, but instead they do not have
balanced diets that contain the right proportions of nutrients, including fats. As with
carbohydrates and proteins, the main focus in developing a healthy understanding of nutrition
is learning to consume the right kinds of fats from the right sources.

FATS: THE BEST & WORST
We discussed fats in great detail earlier in the program because we wanted you to let 50% of
your daily calories come from good, healthy fats. So, while we won’t go into extensive detail here,
reminding you of some of the key truths about fats and helping you think about the long-term
role that fats play in your diet is important. Since our goal is to help you shift your lifestyle and
way of eating so that you can enjoy the foods you eat and get the best benefits from your
nutrition possible, some general guidelines to follow regarding good and bad fats are as follows:

Animal Fats
Ironically, the best and worst fats can come from the same types of sources. For example, fats
from properly fed animals are extremely good for you while the same fats from commercial
animals can be very harmful for your health. If you do not have convictions against eating meat,
then continuing to buy quality meats and including them in your regular diet will allow you to get
the best benefit of fats from your food. Remember to stay away from poorly sourced and fed
meats as they not only fail to deliver the best fats to your diet but also introduce additional
health risks.

Saturated Fats
Saturated fats have developed a bad reputation, which is undeserved because not all saturated
fats are bad. Unfortunately, we have grouped all saturated fats together and made them an
enemy, even if they come from the right sources. When you look at saturated fat, remember that
it is a vital building block of hormones and hormone-like substances used by our bodies. We
need saturated fats to build healthy cells and preserve the functionality of our organs. So, as
long as you get good, quality saturated fats from sources like coconut oil, grass-fed meat, and
grass-fed butter, you can still benefit from this needed nutrient.

Unsaturated & Trans Fats
Unsaturated fats are typically praised as being the healthier source of fats. While this can be
true for certain sources, like olive oil, nuts, fish, and avocado, the most common source of
unsaturated fats is found in the vegetable oils commonly used in America today. These oils,
which include canola oil, soybean oil, and corn oil, are not healthy choices at all. In addition,
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these oils are often either partially or completely hydrogenated and included as a part of
processed foods. As a result, these foods are typically high in trans fats, are the worst type of fat.
For optimal health, eat Monounsaturated fats found in olive oil and avocado and
Polyunsaturated Omega-3 fats found in fish, nuts and grass-fed meats. Avoid the
Polyunsaturated Omega-6 fats found in ‘vegetable oil,’ corn oil, soybean oil, canola oil, etc. Never
eat anything with ‘hydrogenated’ or ‘partially hydrogenated’ oil as these are trans fats.

THE BENEFITS OF GOOD FAT
Remember that fat plays an important role in supporting our health. Fats have a direct impact
on our skin, hair and nails, organs, the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins, hormones,
cardiovascular function, inflammatory balance, and even brain function.

Since the majority of Americans do not consume enough of the good fats, there has been a rise
in the number of disorders and diseases related to essential fatty acid (EFA) deficiencies. The
frequency with which we eat hydrogenated oils and fats that can alter the structure of our cells
only exacerbates these diseases. That alone should be one more reason to avoid the processed
foods that contain them.

In order to avoid fat deficiencies and the risks associated with them, we recommend that people
not only get good quality fats in their diet, but that they also supplement with flaxseed, chia
seed, or fish oil in order to increase the EFAs in their diet. In addition, you should be getting
plenty of vitamin E, which is an important fat-soluble vitamin. To make sure you get enough
good, quality fats in your diet, continue to refer to the foods listed in your “Good Fats” list from
earlier in the program.

THE RIGHT SOURCE OF CALORIES
With this in mind, our recommendation for long-term fat consumption is to get at least 30-50%
of your total calories from good, healthy fats, keeping in mind that each gram of fat yields about
9 calories. Despite the bad information that has been perpetuated for years about restricting
fat in order to lose weight, your percentage of total calories from fat will actually need to
increase if you decide to go on a calorie-restricted diet for weight loss. In fact, some people
actually benefit from a Ketogenic diet, consuming as much as 75% of calories from fat while
slightly reducing protein and nearly eliminating carbs. However, this should only be attempted
under the direction of a professional.

For most, it will be important to keep your protein intake of at least 25% as part of your healthy
lifestyle. So, significant limitation should be on carbohydrates if trying to restrict calories. Having
said that, most people are not eating enough total calories to maintain a healthy metabolism
and build more lean muscle, so calorie reduction should not be seen as the “go-to” solution for
maintaining health or weight loss without a few caveats.

It may seem strange, but for many, it will take eating more calories in order to increase your
metabolism through muscle building in order to lose the body fat you want. If you starve
yourself, your body will slow its metabolism in order to preserve energy, which is
counterproductive for overall fat burning and weight loss. The last thing you want to do is see
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your muscle mass wither away in an attempt to lose weight. This is a guarantee for failure and
regaining more weight and body fat. So, eating enough calories to provide your body with the
energy it needs while not sending it into deprivation mode is critical here. Remember that you’re
building new habits, so it may take some time to figure out the exact balance you need for your
body.

One final note on fats, especially as we consider how fats play a role in our diets. A common
danger that comes from trying to avoid fat is opting for low-fat foods. Unfortunately, most low-
fat foods are very high in sugar and are not good at satisfying hunger because they lack the fat
needed to reduce hunger cues. As a result, many people will actually overeat these low-fat foods
since fat is one of the most important ingredients for satiation. This results in empty calories
and additional challenges in trying to lose weight and have a healthy, balanced diet.

The best path forward is to shift out of the mindset that avoids fats and views them as a
negative part of one’s diet. Instead, view fats as a great source of fuel that can help you feel
satisfied and energetic. Remember, fats from good, quality sources are actually your friend in
weight loss, increasing metabolism, and developing a long-term nutrition plan.

To quickly summarize the information we’ve provided about carbohydrates, proteins, and fats,
we’ve provided the following charts to help you navigate the percentages of each that should be
included in your diet on a daily basis:

Carbohydrates (4 calories/gram)
To grow muscle 35-55% of total calories
To maintain weight 30-45% of total calories
To lose weight or fat 20-40% of total calories

Proteins (4 calories/gram)
For the inactive person 20-30% of total calories
For active persons 25-30% of total calories
For the person building muscle (this should be you) 25-35% of total calories

Fats (9 calories/gram)
All persons 30-50% of total calories

To establish the correct amount of total calories each day, additional factors must be
considered,such as activity level, amount of weight that needs to be lost, and what a proper
weight for your body size should be. In the next document of your guide, we will help you figure
out how to calculate your proper target weight, then you can determine how many calories to eat
using the chart above based on your target weight.
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With an understanding of the different macronutrients, the final step in determining how many
of these to include in our diet requires calculating how many calories our body needs based on
our weight, body frame, weight loss needs & goals, and activity level. The first step in arriving at
these numbers requires understanding what our proper target weight should be. This differs
from BMI, which is a common guide used to determine appropriate weight based on height.
Unfortunately, most BMI charts provide too wide of a range and allow individuals to carry more
weight than is truly healthy for them.

CALCULATING PROPER WEIGHT
To calculate your proper target weight, use the following guidelines:

Male Female
Height: 5’ 0” – 106 lbs. Height: 5’ 0” – 100 lbs.

For every additional inch of height, add 6 lbs. For every additional inch of height, add 5 lbs.
± 10% based on frame size ± 10% based on frame size

To calculate frame size, measure the circumference of your wrist:

Male Female
Small – 6.5 in. or less (-10%) Small – 6 in. or less (-10%)

Medium – 6.5-7.5 in. (normal) Medium – 6.0-6.5 in. (normal)
Large – 7.5 in. or more (+10%) Large – 6.5 in. or more (+10%)

We will use two examples, one man and one woman, to show what this looks like practically.
Given a man measuring 6’1” with a medium-sized wrist, and a woman measuring 5’4” with a
medium-sized wrist, the following calculations would apply:

MALE FEMALE
Start: 5’ 0” = 106 lbs. Start: 5’ 0” = 100 lbs.
Add: 13 in. at 6 lbs. per inch = 78 lbs. Add: 4 in. at 5 lbs. per inch = 20 lbs.
Variance: 0% variance based on wrist size Variance: 0% variance based on wrist size
Target Weight: 184 lbs. Target Weight: 120 lbs.

If that same man had a large frame, his target weight would be as high as 202 lbs. whereas if he
had a small frame, his target weight would be as low as 166 lbs. If the woman had a large frame,
her target weight would be as high as 132 lbs. and if she had a small frame, her target weight
would be as low as 108 lbs. Keep in mind that if a person is very muscular, their target weight
can be higher despite frame size.
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DETERMINING DAILY REQUIRED CALORIES
Now that you know what your target weight should be, you can begin calculating your daily
required calories using the guidelines below. As an example, if you weigh 20 pounds over your
target weight, then you would calculate your daily required calories from the 16-25 lbs.
overweight chart. If you are within 15 lbs. of your target weight, you may or may not need to lose
weight. Discussing this with our team will help you understand if you should attempt to lose
weight or maintain your current weight.

For the purposes of these charts, we have established the following parameters:

Inactive – these are persons who have minimal activity at work or home and do not
exercise regularly

Active – these are persons who may exert physical activity at work but are also regularly
involved in some degree of exercise, whether cardiovascular or weight resistance training

Highly Active – these are persons who consistently and frequently exercise, play sports, or
regularly participate in weight resistance training

Underweight (below target range) Men: Women:
Inactive persons 16 x bodyweight 15 x bodyweight
Active persons 17 x bodyweight 16 x bodyweight
Highly active persons 18 x bodyweight 17 x bodyweight

≤ 15 lbs. overweight To lose weight To maintain weight
Men: Women: Men: Women:

Inactive Persons 12 x bodyweight 11 x bodyweight 14 x bodyweight 13 x bodyweight
Active Persons 13 x bodyweight 12 x bodyweight 15 x bodyweight 14 x bodyweight
Highly Active Persons 14 x bodyweight 13 x bodyweight 16 x bodyweight 15 x bodyweight

16-25 lbs. overweight Men: Women:
Inactive Persons 11 x bodyweight 10 x bodyweight
Active Persons 12 x bodyweight 11 x bodyweight
Highly Active Persons 13 x bodyweight 12 x bodyweight

26-40 lbs. overweight Men: Women:
Inactive Persons 9 x bodyweight 8 x bodyweight
Active Persons 10 x bodyweight 9 x bodyweight
Highly Active Persons 11 x bodyweight 10 x bodyweight
NOTE: Maximum calorie intake not to exceed 2,400 calories
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For individuals weighing 41 lbs. or more overweight, follow these guidelines:

Calculate total number of calories using guidelines in the 26-40 lbs. chart
Subtract 15% from that amount of total calories
Once under 40 lbs. overweight, follow the 26-40 lbs. chart
Continue to apply the maximum of 2,400 calories rule until in the 16-25 lbs. chart

Continuing with our example of the two individuals, let’s apply a weight of 220 lbs. to the man,
assuming that he is not very muscular. With a target weight of 184 lbs., he would be 36 lbs.
overweight. If he is an active individual, then he would calculate his daily calorie needs as such:

26-40 lbs. overweight
Active persons – 10 x bodyweight (220 lbs.)
Total calories – 2,200 daily calories

Let’s do the same calculation for the female, assuming that she weighs 130 lbs. With a target
weight of 120 lbs., she is 10 lbs. overweight. After talking with her team, she decides she wants to
lose 10 pounds and hit her target weight. She is also an active individual. Here’s how we would
calculate her daily calorie needs:

15 lbs. or less overweight and wanting to lose weight
Active persons – 12 x bodyweight (130 lbs.)
Total calories – 1,560 daily calories

APPLYING MACRONUTRIENT CHARTS TO DAILY CALORIES
Now that we know how to calculate our daily calorie requirements, we can figure out the correct
amounts of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats using the percentages of calories discussed
previously:

Carbohydrates (4 calories/gram)
To grow muscle 35-55% of total calories
To maintain weight 30-45% of total calories
To lose weight or fat 20-40% of total calories

Proteins (4 calories/gram)
For the inactive person 20-30% of total calories
For active persons 25-30% of total calories
For the person building muscle (this should be you) 25-35% of total calories

Fats (9 calories/gram)
All persons 30-50% of total calories
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Applying optimal numbers for each of these macronutrients, we could get the following nutrition
goals for our example individuals.

For the man who needs 2,200 daily calories to lose weight as an active individual, we get the
following:

25% of calories from carbohydrates = 550 calories (2,200 x .25) = 138g of carbs (550Cal /
4g)
35% of calories from proteins = 770 calories (2,200 x .35) = 192g of proteins (770Cal / 4g)
40% of calories from fats = 880 calories (2,200 x .40) = 98g of fats (880Cal / 9g)
Total calories = 2,200

For the woman who needs 1,560 daily calories to lose weight as an active individual, we get the
following:

25% of calories from carbohydrates = 390 calories (1,560 x .25) = 98g of carbs (390Cal /
4g)
35% of calories from proteins = 546 calories (1,560 x .35) = 137g of proteins (546Cal / 4g)
40% of calories from fats = 624 calories (1,560 x .40) = 69g of fats (624Cal / 9g)
Total calories = 1,560

One final note on our example individuals: we calculated these numbers using “active persons”
numbers. If you are calculating your numbers based on “inactive persons” numbers, then you
need remember that the best way to lose weight and stay healthy is with regular exercise. Even if
you cannot build muscle through resistance weight training, you can use resistance bands and
the starter plan exercises to do some simple, at-home exercises. You can go to the pool and do
exercises there if joint pain or injury limits your mobility. There’s always an excuse to remain
inactive, but those excuses do not help you get and stay healthy. Choosing anything to get active
and begin exercise is better than doing nothing at all.

CALCULATING YOUR NUMBERS
There is a little bit of work required to land at these numbers, but it should show you that a one-
size-fits-all approach to saying how many calories or carbs, fats, and proteins needed for
individuals doesn’t help. That’s why so many individuals that ascribe to certain diet plans never
meet the goals they intend to reach or quickly put the weight back on whenever they stop their
plan.

Remember that your needs are highly variable based on your body size, activity level, weight-loss
goals, and more. Once you identify your numbers, begin building a nutrition plan based on these
percentages, knowing that you will need to make small adjustments along the way as you see
how your body reacts to the plan you’ve put together. As you lose weight, you will need to
account for new numbers based on adjusted weight loss goals, current weight, and current
activity level. These numbers do not need to be recalculated daily, but at least every other week
or as weight loss slows.

Of course, discussing your specific goals with our team can give clarity on how best to approach
your daily calorie intake and more. Before doing that, the best first step you can take is to make
these calculations yourself and begin working your plan. That way, if you aren’t achieving the
results you want or need further help, we can work with you based on what you’ve tried and give
more targeted advice.
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EXAMPLE MEAL PLANS
To help you see what a plan could look like, we’ve put together two days of sample meal plans
that consider the caloric needs of our two example individuals. See how their daily caloric needs
are being met with the appropriate percentages of macronutrients:

INDIVIDUAL #1
130 lb Female, 5’4”, active, wants to lose 10 lbs, 1,560 calorie a day intake

DAY 1
Breakfast: 3 over medium eggs, ¼ cup red peppers, ½ cup sweet potatoes
Total calories: 331, Carbohydrates: 29g, Protein: 20g, Fat: 15g

3 eggs - 219 calories, 3g carbs, 18g protein, 15g fat
¼ cup bell peppers - 8 calories, 2g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat 
½ cup sweet potatoes - 104 calories, 24g carbs, 2g protein, 0g fat

Lunch: Crockpot white chicken chili with a side of avocado
Total Calories: 623.5, Carbohydrates: 47g, Protein: 56g, Fat: 23.5g

6 ounces of chicken - 210 calories, 0g carbs, 39g protein, 6g fat
8 ounces cannellini beans - 175.5 calories, 30g carbs, 10.5g protein, 1.5g fat
6 cloves garlic - 6 calories, 1.5g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
2 medium onions - 20 calories, 5g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat 
¼ cup bell pepper - 8 calories, 2g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
½ cup chicken bone broth - 27 calories, 0g carbs, 4.5g protein, 1g fat
½ of avocado- 177 calories, 8.5g carbs, 2g protein, 15g fat

Dinner: 8-oz Grass-fed beef burger patty, ½ cup of grilled okra, 1 cup cauliflower rice with 1 tsp
butter
Total calories: 596, Carbohydrates: 11g, Protein: 52.5g, Fat: 38g

8-ounce grass-fed beef - 502 calories, 0g carbs, 49g protein, 34g fat
½ cup grilled okra - 30 calories, 6g carbs, 1.5g protein, 0g fat
1 cup cauliflower rice - 28 calories, 5g carbs, 2g protein, 0g fat
1 tsp butter - 36 calories, 0g carbs, 0g protein, 4g fat

TOTAL DAY 1
Calories: 1,550.5
Carbohydrates: 87g or 22.4%
Protein: 128.5g or 33.2%
Fat: 76.5g or 44.4%
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DAY 2
Breakfast: Steel cut oatmeal with almond butter and blueberries
Total calories: 540, Carbohydrates: 66g, Protein: 15g, Fat: 24g

½ cup steel cut oats - 301 calories, 54g carbs, 10g protein, 5g fat
2 tbsp raw almond butter - 219 calories, 7g carbs, 5g protein, 19g fat
¼ cup blueberries - 20 calories, 5g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat

Lunch: 6 ounces of grilled salmon with 1 cup of broccoli and ½ cup quinoa
Total calories: 493, Carbohydrates: 29.5g, Protein: 55.5g, Fat: 17g

6 ounces grilled salmon - 327 calories, 0g carbs, 48g protein, 15g fat
1 cup broccoli - 36 calories, 6g carbs, 3g protein, 0g fat
½ cup quinoa - 130 calories, 23.5g carbs, 4.5g protein, 2g fat

Dinner: 6 ounces of pork tenderloin with 12 spears grilled asparagus and a salad with oil &
vinegar dressing and ½ ounce of walnuts
Total calories: 560.5, Carbohydrates: 15g, Protein: 56.5g, Fat: 29.5g

6 ounces of pork tenderloin - 277.5 calories, 0g carbs, 48g protein, 7.5g fat 
12 spears grilled asparagus - 45 calories, 9g carbs, 3g protein, 0g fat 
3 cups mixed greens - 20 calories, 3g carbs, 2g protein, 0g fat
1 Tbsp olive oil - 126 calories, 0g carbs, 0g protein, 14g fat
½ Tbsp balsamic vinegar - 6 calories, 1.5g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat 
½ ounce walnuts - 86 calories, 1.5g carbs, 3.5g protein, 8g fat

TOTAL DAY 2
Calories: 1,578.5
Carbohydrates: 110.5g or 28%
Protein: 127g or 32%
Fat: 70.5g or 40%
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INDIVIDUAL #2
220 lb Male, 6’1”, active, wants to lose 36 lbs, 2,200 calorie a day intake

DAY 1
Breakfast: 2 pastured chicken thighs, ¼ cup red peppers, ½ cup sweet potatoes, 1 ounce of
walnuts
Total calories: 592, Carbohydrates: 29g, Protein: 47g, Fat: 32g

2 chicken thighs- 296 calories, 0g carbs, 38g protein, 16g fat
¼ cup bell peppers- 8 calories, 2g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
½ cup sweet potatoes- 104 calories, 24g carbs, 2g protein, 0g fat
1 ounce of walnuts- 184 calories, 3g carbs, 7g protein, 16g fat

Lunch: 8 ounces of grilled salmon with 1 cup of broccoli and 1 tsp grass-fed butter and ½ cup
quinoa
Total calories: 638, Carbohydrates: 29.5g, Protein: 71.5g, Fat: 26g

8 ounces grilled salmon- 506 calories, 0g carbs, 64g protein, 20g fat
1 cup broccoli- 36 calories, 6g carbs, 3g protein, 0g fat
½ cup quinoa- 130 calories, 23.5g carbs, 4.5g protein, 2g fat
1 tsp grass-fed butter- 36 calories, 0g carbs, 0g protein, 4g fat

Dinner: 8-ounce Grass-fed beef burger patty with ½ an avocado, ½ cup of grilled okra, 1 cup
brown rice with 1 tsp butter
Total calories: 963, Carbohydrates: 59.5g, Protein: 57.5g, Fat: 55g

8-ounce grass-fed beef- 502 calories, 0g carbs, 49g protein, 34g fat
½ cup grilled okra- 30 calories, 6g carbs, 1.5g protein, 0g fat
1 cup brown rice- 218 calories, 45g carbs, 5g protein, 2g fat
1 tsp butter- 36 calories, 0g carbs, 0g protein, 4g fat
½ of avocado- 177 calories, 8.5g carbs, 2g protein, 15g fat

TOTAL DAY 1
Calories: 2,193
Carbohydrates: 118g or 22%
Protein: 176g or 32%
Fat: 113g or 46%
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DAY 2
Breakfast: Steel cut oatmeal with almond butter and blueberries and 3 eggs over medium
Total calories: 759, Carbohydrates: 69g, Protein: 33g, Fat: 39g

½ cup steel cut oats- 301 calories, 54g carbs, 10g protein, 5g fat
2 tbsp raw almond butter- 219 calories, 7g carbs, 5g protein, 19g fat
¼ cup blueberries- 20 calories, 5g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
3 eggs- 219 calories, 3g carbs, 18g protein, 15 g fat

Lunch: Crockpot white chicken chili (1 ½ servings) with a side of avocado
Total Calories: 809, Carbohydrates: 65.5g, Protein: 76g, Fat: 27g

8 ounces of chicken- 320 calories, 0g carbs, 52g protein, 8g fat
12 ounces Cannellini beans- 262 calories, 45g carbs, 16g protein, 2g fat
6 cloves garlic- 8 calories, 2g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
2 medium onions- 28 calories, 7g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
½ cup bell pepper- 12 calories, 3g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat
¾ cup chicken bone broth- 42 calories, 0g carbs, 6g protein, 2g fat
½ of avocado- 177 calories, 8.5g carbs, 2g protein, 15g fat

Dinner: 8 ounces of pork tenderloin with 1 tsp grass-fed butter with 12 spears grilled
asparagus and a salad with oil & vinegar dressing
Total calories: 582, Carbohydrates: 13.5g, Protein: 69g, Fat: 28g

8 ounces of pork tenderloin- 346 calories, 0g carbs, 64g protein, 10g fat
1 tsp butter- 36 calories, 0g carbs, 0g protein, 4g fat
12 spears grilled asparagus- 48 calories, 9g carbs, 3g protein, 0g fat
3 cups mixed greens- 20 calories, 3g carbs, 2g protein, 0g fat
1 Tbsp olive oil- 126 calories, 0g carbs, 0g protein, 14g fat
½ Tbsp balsamic vinegar- 6 calories, 1.5g carbs, 0g protein, 0g fat

TOTAL DAY 2
Calories: 2,150
Carbohydrates: 148g or 28%
Protein: 178g or 33%
Fat: 94g or 39%

As you can see, the percentages each day don’t always perfectly align with the targets of 25%
carbs, 35% proteins, and 40% fats for these active individuals, but they are close. Don’t sweat a
few percentages here and there, especially if you are close on most days of your meal plans.
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Most people know that drinking an adequate amount of water is an essential part of being
healthy. This is true whether you are actively working out and losing water from perspiration or
sitting at a desk during the day. While one requires more water consumption than the other, the
basic need to replenish your body with water remains the same. Simply put, water is an essential
need for developing a healthy, toned body.

When we fail to drink enough water, our bodies become dehydrated. This can be true even for
people who regularly drink liquids throughout the day, as sodas, coffee, alcohol, tea, and other
drinks have a diuretic effect on the body and cause us to flush fluids out of our system rather
than retain healthy levels of hydration. While even mild dehydration may not be an issue that
many find concerning, persistent dehydration can have unintended consequences on the body,
including hampering the metabolism and creating problems in almost every functional system
of life.

While it is true that you will be getting water from your diet if you eat the proper amounts of
fruits and vegetables, your body requires more water than what you can get from your diet
alone. You must consume additional amounts of water if your body is going to be able to absorb
and use the vitamins and minerals present in a healthy diet, and assist itself in naturally
eliminating toxins and metabolites.

HOW MUCH WATER TO DRINK
So, how much water should we consume on a daily basis? While needs will vary slightly based on
activity level, a good rule of thumb is to drink about half your bodyweight in ounces per day.
Getting ample amounts of water will not only be helpful with unseen processes like digestion,
proper absorption, and elimination, but it will also make a difference in noticeable ways by
helping you get more youthful looking skin and a well-toned body.

Often, people are surprised at how much water they should be consuming on a daily basis. But
when you consider how many liquids people generally drink during the day, hitting your water
goals won’t be hard, especially if you eliminate other sources of fluids when you're thirsty and
opt for water instead. An exception to water would be drinking herbal tea, however water is your
best source of hydration and can always be flavored with lemon or lime to mix things up.

SAFE WATER SOURCES
With this established, the source of water is equally important as the amount of water you are
drinking, since how your water is sourced and what your water is stored in impacts the benefits
of the water you drink. When selecting a source for your water, spring water is definitely the best
option. Unfortunately, most spring water is stored in plastic bottles that can leach BPA and other
harmful chemicals into the water and introduce toxins to the body. If you can find spring water
in glass bottles or BPA-free containers, this is a great option. A home carbon-filtration system
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can also provide good, clean water without a lot of expense, as the filtration process removes
many of the chemicals introduced in the water supply.

Be careful about drinking reverse osmosis or purified drinking water, as these processes strip
the water of the normally occurring minerals and nutrients which allow it to be absorbed easily.
If you already have reverse osmosis installed in your home or office, consider adding a small
dash of pink Himalayan salt or Celtic Sea salt to each glass, since this will help restore the water’s
natural balance. This is also a good practice to follow regardless of whether you are trying to
balance your water. Adding pink salt to your water can help increase energy, absorption,
detoxification, and more.

SELECTING SUPPLEMENTS
Just as it is impossible to get all of the water your body needs from food alone, it is equally
challenging to get all of the nutrition our bodies need from food alone – even with a very healthy
diet. This is partly due to diminished soil quality in our growing environments from years of
abuse and also because our diets often lack the diversity required for all of our nutritional
needs. As a result, there are a few nutritional supplements that we recommend taking on an
ongoing basis as part of a healthy lifestyle.

These supplements should remain a part of your diet:

Essential fatty acids that come from flaxseed, chia seed, and most commonly fish oils
A vitamin and mineral supplement that supplies the nutrients missing from the foods in
your diet
Antioxidants which help your body deal with the ongoing stressors in daily life
Probiotics that support the healthy flora of your gut, which is under constant
bombardment
Vitamin D that is deficient even in residents of southern states.

Speaking with our office about which supplements to use and how these can be easily integrated
into your daily routines is a great place to start. While many supplements can be purchased off
the shelf, the purity, potency, and efficacy of supplements available through licensed providers
surpasses most of what you can buy from the store. If you are going to take supplements
regularly, you should purchase the best ones possible.

ANTIOXIDANTS & FREE RADICALS
While most people are familiar with the benefits of long-term supplements such as multi-
vitamins, probiotics, and Omega 3 fatty acids, the need for antioxidant supplementation may be
less clear. We need antioxidant support because we are exposed to three types of stress on an
ongoing basis: physical, chemical, and emotional. This stress produces “free radicals” in our
bodies that have very harmful effects on our overall health.

Free radicals are essentially just uncharged electrons released inside the body, but because they
lack a paired electron, they can react with healthy cells inside the body and take electrons from
them, causing increased aging as a result of the cellular damage that they produce. In addition,
they also lead to many of the common diseases seen in the elderly.
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Antioxidants are the nutrients our body uses in order to help minimize the negative effects of
these free radicals because they can quickly and easily bond with free radicals and help
eliminate them from the body. While these antioxidants are commonly found in fruits and
vegetables, these compounds can also be concentrated in the form of supplements. Some of the
most common examples are Alpha-lipoic acid, CoQ10, Glutathione, Vitamins C and E, and
Selenium. Even the healthiest of diets still benefits from additional antioxidant support.

DIET + SUPPLEMENTATION + RESISTANCE TRAINING
When you pair adequate hydration and dietary supplementation together with a balanced diet,
you have a powerful plan for long-term health & nutrition for your body. Yet even as important
as nutrition is, nutrition alone will never help you achieve the well-toned body so many seek.
Resistance training in order to build muscle is the final component required for this to take
place.

Similarly, it is also important to note that resistance training alone can also not help you achieve
a well-toned body. In order for you to maximize the benefits of this training, you must have
proper and adequate nutrition. The two go hand-in-hand. The key to understand is that health
comes from a complete lifestyle in which all factors are being addressed. By continuing to work
with our team, we can help you achieve this important balance and learn to master these vital
areas of your health.
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Hormones have become a popular topic in the world of medicine today. Hormones are the
chemistry of life and are essential to all of life’s function. These chemical messengers control
everything from having children to sleeping, managing stress, controlling weight, and
maintaining mood and energy. Hormones even control the amount of minerals and electrolytes
in our blood.

When thinking about hormones, the main focus needs to be balance. Most of the body’s
hormones have a relationship where if one hormone rises, another one falls. This balance is key
to proper hormone and body function. As we age, this hormone balance becomes even more
important. Unfortunately, the typical American lifestyle does little to keep our hormones in
balance. The longer we have lived with unbalanced diets, sedentary lifestyles, and broken cycles
of stress, the more likely we are to develop these imbalances. Recognizing the early signs and
symptoms of imbalance is necessary if we want to stop its progression and avoid a very difficult
uphill battle.

Common signs and symptoms include:

Fatigue not relieved by rest
Sleep disorders
Craving for salty or sugary foods
Decreased sex drive
Decreased ability to handle stress
Increased time to recover from illness or injury
Lightheadedness, dizziness, or nausea after periods of not eating
Depression
Lack of enjoyment or happiness
Weight gain/loss
Anxiety
Digestive disorders
Dry and thin skin
Hair loss
Unexplained headaches
Immune deficiencies
Inability to concentrate
Chronic infections
Liver disorders
Chronic pain
Inflammation
Blood pressure problems
Low body temperature
Hot flashes
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Night sweats
Mood swings
Poor memory
PMS

Odds are, many of the symptoms on that list describe your health before the program and some
may continue to do so even as you work on addressing the underlying causes of your health
problems. That should only confirm that having our hormones balanced is an important factor
in feeling well and getting healthy. In addition to the signs and symptoms, other issues to note
with hormone imbalance are several of the conditions that are the direct result of hormone
imbalance. In most cases, these conditions can be preventable.

Such conditions include:

Chronic viral infections (EBV, herpes, etc.)
Yeast overgrowth
Food sensitivities
Chronic fatigue syndrome
Migraines
Autoimmune disease
Cancer
Cardiovascular disease
Insomnia
Hypoglycemia
Type 2 diabetes
Osteoporosis
ADD/ADHD
Irritable bowel disease
Celiac disease

As you can see, hormones affect nearly every bodily function, and an imbalance is incredibly
detrimental to health. The longer the imbalance is present, the more symptoms can devastate
your life.

THE DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF HORMONE IMBALANCE
Hormone imbalance and their symptoms have become commonplace in the U.S. Even teenagers
are suffering from forms of hormone imbalance. Along with the lifestyle factors of poor diet,
inactivity, and chronic stress, these hormone imbalances age the population and create
significant societal problems. The worst part is, the longer people wait to correct these
imbalances, the more devastating they become and the harder they are to treat. Sadly, many
have accepted these symptoms as part of “normal” aging. People often wait years before
searching for answers since symptoms progress gradually. This vicious, downward decline in
health slowly robs people of their energy and vitality and robs your loved ones of the real you.
Unless properly evaluated, recovery is very difficult to achieve.
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PROPER HORMONE TESTING
The best way to uncover hormone imbalance and take steps toward resolution is with proper
testing. Proper testing allows for proper treatment of any imbalances you may have. It's very
important to make sure you're getting the proper testing of each individual hormone if you
explore testing as an option. Most traditional testing has shortcomings where important data
that the doctor needs in order to properly analyze the situation is left off, or even worse, they
are just not doing the correct testing at all. One example is with thyroid hormone, which will be
discussed at more length in a future lesson. It is impossible to have an accurate picture of
thyroid function if the only tests performed are TSH and T4. The same is true with sex hormones
and cortisol, which we will also cover later. Be sure to discuss with our team if you have questions
about any testing that you have or have not received.

HOW THE BODY PROCESSES HORMONES
Our first goal, outside of the advanced needs that testing may reveal, should be to work toward
balancing our hormones naturally. The first key to maintaining balance in your hormones is to
be sure that your body can process hormones correctly. This is exactly why your program has
included gut repair and detoxification. A healthy gut and liver are essential organs needed for
processing and using your hormones. Once you have proper function in these areas, you can
effectively test hormone levels and analyze their individual levels as well as their balance.

The second key is to continue to utilize all that you have learned in your program to wage war
against the typical downward decline of health experienced by many and instead enjoy the
quality of life that your body is capable of giving you. Remember, years of lifestyle choices create
these imbalances over time, and it takes time to allow the body to rebalance. Just think about
the years of chronic stress, sleep deprivation, medications, injuries, inflammation, pain,
toxicities, processed foods, and electromagnetic field interference that have accumulated for us.
It's no wonder we have a recipe for disaster. All of these issues lead to endocrine disruption and
hormone imbalances.

By continuing to make good nutrition choices, exercise, manage stress, and have proper
supplementation, you can work against the years of poor lifestyle choices and work on
rebalancing your hormones.
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Although we typically utilize the terms “female hormones” and “male hormones,” the truth is,
males and females alike have progesterone, estrogen, and testosterone. The difference is the
amounts.

One major factor to consider with these hormones is a condition called estrogen dominance.
This typically occurs when the level of estrogen increases while the level of progesterone or
testosterone decreases. This can begin to appear as early as the teen years, as young women
begin dealing with PMS and young men with severe acne. However, estrogen dominance can also
occur in menopause despite the fact that estrogen levels are low. This is because estrogen
dominance is related to the ratio between estrogen and progesterone. In the case of
menopause, progesterone actually drops in the years preceding estrogen as women approach
menopause, so despite low levels of estrogen, progesterone levels are even lower.

Balance between these hormones is essential for proper body function and primarily for the
female's menstrual cycle. When balance doesn’t exist and estrogen becomes dominant, it creates
many health problems for us. If you add excess cortisol from high-levels of stress to estrogen
dominance, then the hormone patterns and imbalance just continue to degrade. Remember,
men suffer from estrogen dominance as well. It can occur when estrogen levels are too high or
when testosterone levels fall too low to balance out estrogen. For many men, although it has
many symptoms, it usually ends up looking and feeling like low testosterone.

While estrogen dominance certainly is a concern, our goal with all hormones is balance. So, it’s
never good to have deficiencies or dominance in any of these hormones. If we do, the way that it
will present will follow according to these common signs and symptoms:

Estrogen Deficiency Symptoms

Fibrocystic breasts
Breast pain
Anxiety
Fluid retention
Easily stressed
Weight gain
Irritability
Bleeding
PMS
Low body temperature
Hair Loss
Headaches
Endometriosis
Poor sleep

Heavy periods
Cramps
Fibroids
Hypothyroidism
Bone loss
Spotting
Infertility
Overreacting/Easily alarmed
Mood swings
Depression
Nervous/jittery
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Progesterone Deficiency Symptoms Estrogen Dominance Symptoms

Hot flashes
UTIs
Incontinence
Fatigue
Night sweats
Headaches/migraines
Trouble Sleeping
Forgetfulness
Osteoporosis
Irregular bleeding
Depression
Poor concentration
Anxiety
Dry skin
Vaginal dryness
Miscarriage
Emotional instability

Breast pain
PMS
Blood sugar imbalance
Fluid retention
Low sex drive
Fibroids
Weight gain
Sugar cravings
Mood swings
Headaches
Irregular bleeding
Gallbladder problems
Irritability
Heavy menstruation
Bloating
Sleep disturbances
Endometriosis
Thyroid problems
Breast cancer
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)
Memory loss and “fuzzy thinking"

Keep in mind that these lists are not exhaustive despite their length. If you believe that your
symptoms are due to imbalanced hormones, you will want to talk with our team about how to
test for these imbalances to see if there are issues with a particular deficiency or dominance.
Also remember that while many of the symptoms are gender-specific to women, it does not
mean that they are problems that only women will face. If men see a number of symptoms that
match their current health state, it’s possible that an imbalance in one or more of these
hormones is to blame.

Causes for Excessive Estrogen in Women
Since we have focused specifically on estrogen dominance, it is worth taking a few moments to
discuss some of the issues behind its development for women. For women, estrogen dominance
can have a number of causes.

Several of the most common include:
Insufficient levels of the hormone progesterone
Exposure to xenoestrogens and phytoestrogens
Hormone replacement therapy or birth control pills

Estrogen dominance is also commonly associated with obesity, because estrogen is produced by
fat cells. Since estrogen levels are regulated by the liver, alcoholism or reduced liver function
limits the body’s ability to maintain proper hormone balance. In fact, even one glass of alcohol
per day can increase estrogen levels.

Additional Symptoms of Excessive Estrogen in Men
Although estrogen dominance is more common in women, it affects men as well.
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Common symptoms include:
Symptoms of low T
Prostate problems
Breast development or gynecomastia
Impotency
Weight gain
Low sex drive

Estrogen dominance in men is usually caused by xenoestrogens and/or poor liver function, which
leads to excess conversion of testosterone into estrogen. As with women, it is also a common
side effect of obesity and liver dysfunction, including alcoholism.

TESTOSTERONE IMBALANCE
The final hormone that we have not discussed in great detail is testosterone. Primarily discussed
when considering aging men, testosterone plays a big role in our health since it comes from the
same precursor as estrogen. Sadly, when we are under excessive amounts of stress, testosterone
is not made available to the body, but instead converts into estrogen, leading to estrogen
dominance. Low T symptoms can affect men and women, although it is far more common in
men. These include low sex drive, impaired sexual function, loss of muscle tone, hot flashes,
depression, and a lack of drive, confidence, and motivation.

When low testosterone is coupled with excess estrogen, symptoms like weight gain and
increased breast tissue growth are also present. Maintaining healthy testosterone levels is
extremely important to the cardiovascular system, brain function, and musculoskeletal system. It
also promotes younger-looking skin. It's important to note that both menopause and
andropause are normal processes of aging. Hormone levels will decrease as we age, but the
symptoms and issues many face are due to imbalances rather than normal hormonal decline. It
is also possible that levels have dropped too low and need to be adjusted, which is another
reason that proper testing is vital.

PROPER HORMONE TESTING
Proper testing for these hormones can be done by blood, urine or saliva. Important factors must
be examined if blood tests are performed. These include sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG)
and/ or free testosterone. Precursors like DHEA can also be helpful, as well as looking at
additional hormones like thyroid, cortisol, and other important lab values.

Digging Deeper into Hormones
While this module has given us some initial insights into the necessity of balanced hormones
and specifically how the male and female hormones affect our health, there are three other
critical types of hormones that need to be explored if we want to understand the importance of
hormones and why imbalance creates so many problems for us. So, we will need to examine the
stress hormones, thyroid hormones, and insulin as well. Learning about these hormones and
how they factor in our health will not only help us make smarter decisions to live a balanced
lifestyle but will give us unique insights into some of the common diseases that affect many
Americans today.
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Insulin is a hormone whose primary function revolves around the body's usage and storage of
glucose and fat. Insulin's most important role is helping the cells of the body use glucose as
energy. It acts as the key to open the cell membrane allowing glucose to be used.

When our cells are exposed to high amounts of sugar and insulin, they can become resistant
over time and stop allowing the key to open the door. Initially, your body just produces more
insulin to get the job of lowering your blood sugar done. This is accomplished by storing the
excess sugar as fat. But eventually, it just can’t keep up and even the fat cells start to become
resistant.

This leads to elevated blood sugar levels because the sugar can no longer get inside the cell to
create energy and it even has trouble being stored as fat. When the blood sugar numbers get
high enough, this can lead to a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes. Along with higher levels of blood
sugar and increased insulin resistance, which creates inflammation, it also causes all kinds of
metabolic havoc. This shock to the metabolism makes it very difficult to lose weight and also
raises cholesterol and triglyceride levels.

If you don’t have diabetes or even pre-diabetes yet, you’re not off the hook. Insulin resistance
can go unnoticed for years without symptoms but it is still posing underlying risks to your health.
Based on recent findings, this hidden problem of resistance is happening to more than 60% of
Americans.

One of the main reasons we have encouraged you to avoid sugar, high fructose corn syrup,
processed carbs, and grains is due to the spikes in sugar that all these foods cause. The body's
reaction to these sugar spikes is to make more insulin. As already mentioned, increased and
excess insulin can lead to insulin resistance over time. However, this resistance can also be
affected and worsened when we experience chronic stress, inflammation, and other hormone
imbalances.

For diabetics, the problem of insulin resistance typically only gets worse over time, leading to
more and more medications. Sadly, these medications do not reverse the disease, but instead
simply lower the blood sugar by other mechanisms while never addressing the insulin resistance
that has led to the elevated blood sugar issues in the first place.

As insulin resistance continues to get worse, most diabetics will end up increasing their
medication dosages and also be forced to add second and third drugs for the same condition.
On top of this, the worsening of the disease leads to more diabetic complications. These include
increased risk for heart attack and stroke, obesity, neuropathy, chronic kidney disease,
amputation, and more.

It's very important to address the underlying cause of diabetes rather than just lowering the
body’s blood sugar levels with medications. It's particularly important for those with insulin
resistance so they can avoid a future diagnosis and its damaging effects. Addressing the
underlying cause has multiple factors in order to be successful.
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First, it's important to eat a healthy diet and avoid glucose-spiking foods. In addition, we must be
sure to manage our stress by using tools like the ones discussed in the program, as this will help
regulate our cortisol levels. Getting regular exercise will also help to keep our cells sensitive to
our insulin. Finally, keeping inflammation under control as well as maintaining a balance of
other hormones like thyroid, progesterone, estrogen, and testosterone will not only help with
insulin resistance but will keep us from gaining weight or suffering with fatigue caused by our
cells’ inability to generate energy.

For diabetics, speaking with our team about your medications and continuing many of the
supplement recommendations and dietary transitions made in this program will help naturally
reduce insulin resistance and normalize blood sugar levels.

By now, we hope that you have experienced positive changes in both of these areas. What is
most important is not settling into the belief that nothing can be done about your diabetes. With
help from our team, we can help you continue approaching diabetes differently and offering you
hope and strategies for battling the cause of your type 2 diabetes naturally.
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Thyroid symptoms have become rampant in the female population in recent years, though their
prevalence in men is beginning to exhibit alarming numbers as well. Despite the increasing
frequency with which people experience thyroid symptoms, it's important to note that thyroid
imbalance can exist for years without symptoms and create other hormone imbalances in the
body before a person ever notices the problems.

Since the thyroid gland plays such a vital role in our health and can affect so many of the
functions in our body, we are going to spend some time discussing the function of the thyroid
gland and its hormones, as well as its effects on your body. Odds are high that you or someone
you know is dealing with issues related to thyroid imbalance without even knowing it.

When discussing the thyroid gland, the biggest concern for most people is with the hormones
that it produces and what they mean for our bodies. Many people consider TSH, or thyroid
stimulating hormone, as the primary thyroid hormone, however TSH is actually the hormone
produced by the pituitary gland in order to stimulate your body to produce more of the primary
thyroid hormones T4 and T3.

This is an important distinction because, as a result, TSH levels actually have an inverse
relationship when analyzing thyroid numbers in lab reports and tests. In other words, if things
are working correctly, as TSH goes up, it typically indicates low thyroid hormone or hypothyroid,
because the body is producing more TSH to try to bring up low thyroid numbers.

The opposite is true as TSH goes down, which indicates a hyperthyroid situation. Unfortunately,
traditional lab ranges are too broad and the standard tests of TSH and T4 are not useful in
optimizing function when it comes to thyroid hormones. Functional lab ranges are much tighter
and these thyroid panels are much more comprehensive. As a result, these additional tests can
be used to find subclinical issues that are responsible for declining health when thyroid
imbalances exist.

One example of an important test that may have been omitted on previous thyroid panels is a
test for T3. T4 is converted to T3 by a healthy liver and gut because T3 is the active form of the
hormone that does a majority of the work. So, over 90% of the hormone produced by your
thyroid is the T4 hormone, which the gland does so that body can easily regulate its level of T3
as needed.

Failing to test for T3 means that the active form of the hormone is not being considered when
labs are run. Having balance between these two hormones is important because these
hormones are responsible for regulating your cellular metabolism and affect nearly every
function and vital system of your body. Nearly every cell in the body has receptors for thyroid
hormones and is affected by thyroid imbalances.

As a result, the list of symptoms when thyroid hormones are not balanced cover a broad
spectrum. When there is a hypothyroid situation present, these symptoms include weight gain,
fatigue, constipation, brain fog, dry skin, brittle hair and nails, and low sex drive. Hyperthyroid
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symptoms, which are much less common, typically include anxiety, heart palpitations, and rapid
weight loss. In situations with severe hyperthyroidism, it can also cause protrusion of the eyes.

As with most hormones, proper testing is essential to correctly identify the underlying issues
and causes when exploring the impact of thyroid hormone on one's health. For most in the U.S.,
thyroid symptoms are caused by an autoimmune disease that attacks the thyroid gland and
causes imbalance.

Many have heard the term “Hashimoto’s,” which is the name given to the autoimmune disease of
the thyroid. Also known as chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis, the immune system’s attack of the
thyroid gland leads to an underactive thyroid gland or hypothyroidism, and yet mainstream
treatment revolves around giving thyroid hormone to resolve the symptoms instead of
addressing this autoimmune condition and its effects on the thyroid. This leads to a continued
decline in thyroid function and a very frustrating return of symptoms for the person.

In order to avoid this rollercoaster, the underlying autoimmunity must be found with proper
testing so a proper treatment plan can be utilized to address the cause. Along with testing for
this autoimmune disease, it is essential to test the multitude of thyroid factors that can
influence the hormone’s function and its effect on the body in order to arrive at a clear
understanding of thyroid balance.

Examples include testing free T3, reverse T3, and antibodies like TPO and anti-thyroglobulin. It is
also important to consider other factors when testing due to the close relationship between
thyroid, cortisol, sex hormones, and insulin resistance. Only then can a comprehensive approach
lead to resolution of these imbalances and symptoms.

If you suspect that thyroid imbalance may be a part of your health problems either due to the
symptoms you experience or known endocrine issues, it's very important to identify the actual
cause of any imbalance so that it can be addressed. Not only is this going to give you better
results, but if there's an autoimmune disease involved, it will be necessary to take steps to stop
or reduce the continuous damage that the disease causes as it attacks your thyroid gland.

The good news is that many of the procedures and lifestyle changes that you've already made
will reduce inflammation and balance the immune system. Some of the dietary eliminations,
specifically with gluten and soy, will help as well. If testing reveals further problems, our team
can discuss with you how to make the appropriate changes in your protocols and ongoing
lifestyle decisions.
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We mentioned cortisol and the adrenals earlier in the program, but let’s revisit them because of
their importance in our long-term health. Notably named the “stress hormone,” cortisol is the
primary hormone that allows the body to manage stress in the short-term. There are three types
of stress that we experience on a day-to-day basis.

These include:

Physical Stress: which includes falls, trauma, accidents, lack of sleep, lack of movement or
exercise
Chemical Stress: which includes sugar, excess caffeine, processed foods, artificial
ingredients, and genetically modified foods
Emotional Stress: which includes experiencing traffic, financial trouble, problems with
relationships, overworking, and any other day-to-day trouble that we may face

When we face these stresses, whether real or imagined, it initiates the fight or flight reaction of
the body and an increase in cortisol. This includes an increased heart rate, increase in blood
pressure, and a diversion of focus away from healing and regulating toward survival.

This matters because if our bodies are prepared to fight or run away, they are not going to be
focused on digesting, adapting, or healing, even if that is needed. Your body cannot differentiate
between the sources of stress that it experiences and as a result, it diverts resources and
hormones accordingly. It reacts the same whether it's being chased by a wild animal or facing a
deadline at work. And it reacts the same whether it's having to digest fast food or experiencing
an injury.

With that in mind, it is easier to understand why the chronic stress of our culture leads to excess
production of cortisol, which causes extra work for the adrenal glands responsible for making it.
This eventually leads to adrenal fatigue and possibly even exhaustion. All the while, the rest of
the body is being neglected for the healing, regulating, and adapting necessary to maintain
optimal health.

Consider the impact of the adrenal glands on our health: two of the main hormones created by
the adrenals are cortisol and DHEA. These hormones play a crucial role in managing many of the
important functions of the body and interact substantially with a majority of the other
hormones. In addition, these and other adrenal hormones also act as precursors for your sex
hormones. As a result, your sleep cycle, blood sugar regulation, fat burning, and even sex drive
are all influenced by the adrenal hormones. Excess stress and cortisol will also interfere with
thyroid hormone, insulin, and the sex hormones: progesterone, estrogen, and testosterone.

As a result, many vital functions are ultimately affected by your adrenal glands:
Musculoskeletal health
Muscle integrity and function
Bone production and turnover (osteoporosis)
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Connective tissue turnover and function
Neural tissue health
Memory and learning
Nerve function
Sleep and mood functions
Endocrine function
Pancreas/insulin function
Thyroid function
Female and male hormone levels and function
Fat and protein metabolism
Mucosal surface lining integrity (first line of immune defense)
Protein turnover
Weight and fat distribution and body make-up
Detoxification capacity
Heavy metals and other toxins
Liver function
Eicosanoid modulation
Inflammation function
Immune system regulation
Metabolism
Cell energetics
Glucose homeostasis

When the adrenals become overwhelmed due to ongoing stress in any of its three forms, it
leadsto adrenal dysfunction. This leads to fatigue and eventually exhaustion unless something is
done tofully evaluate and correct the problem. When this happens, it’s important to evaluate the
adrenal hormones and cortisol correctly.

Since cortisol levels fluctuate throughout the course of the day, a typical single blood draw in the
morning won't give you an accurate picture of how well things are working. A simple saliva test,
however, will give you the results you're looking for and can easily be completed four times over
the course of the day to ensure a complete picture of the adrenals. The doctor can then use
these results to create a plan to help your adrenals recover.

If excess stress and adrenal fatigue mark your daily rhythms, you owe it to yourself to take action
to understand how to regulate and manage stress. Abdominal breathing exercises, meditation,
adequate sleep, and exercise can certainly help with stress levels. However, sometimes the body
needs additional support for the adrenal glands. With proper testing, supplementation, and a
thorough understanding from our team, you can tackle stress in all of its forms and better
position your body to have balanced hormones and normalized function.
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Our discussion on hormones has centered on the need for balance, which is often achievable
through lifestyle and dietary changes such as those you’ve taken in this program. However, there
are times when hormone-related symptoms persist or biological changes make hormone
balance difficult to achieve despite making the right steps to get one’s health in order. This can
be a frustrating experience, but fortunately, there are a variety of available treatments that can
help counter the effects of hormone imbalance.

HRT AS A TREATMENT OPTION
One of the more popular options explored by those seeking additional hormone treatment is
“hormone replacement therapy,” or HRT. Hormone replacement therapy has become an
increasingly sought-after treatment for hormone imbalance over the last few decades because
of the impact it has on reducing the symptoms of menopause or andropause, such as fatigue,
irritability, hot flashes, digestive discomfort, or low sex drive. If you have known hormone
deficiencies and imbalances, and if you are experiencing these symptoms, then additional
therapies such as HRT may be something to consider.

However, it’s important to remember that all of these symptoms can also be related to hormone
deficiencies and imbalances caused by the same lifestyle factors you are continuing to change.
This is why we have focused so much attention on improving your diet, exercising, and
improving the function of the systems of your body. Often, with continued lifestyle changes, you
can naturally balance your hormones without additional treatments. Having said that, when
these lifestyle changes still have not relieved your menopause or age-related symptoms,
hormone replacement therapy can have a dramatic impact.

Now, it is important to make a distinction at this point, since not all HRT is the same. When
exploring HRT, ensuring that you get bioidentical hormone replacement therapy (bHRT) as
opposed to other options is critical. Other options for HRT, such as the use of synthetic
hormones, can be detrimental to your health and, as a result, have received a lot of very
negative press since 2002. Almost all of the harmful side effects of HRT are linked to the use of
these synthetic hormones.

Bioidentical hormones are different because they are recognized as "normal" by your body,
which makes them far safer than the synthetic versions. The term “bioidentical” is used because
these hormones are chemically identical to those produced by your own body. These hormones
can be derived from plant sources as well as from the glands of specific animals. The most
common hormones used are those associated with reproduction and youthfulness, such as
estrogen, progesterone, testosterone, DHEA, thyroid hormone and even cortisol.

WHEN SHOULD I CONSIDER bHRT?
If you are at this point in your program and still suffering from symptoms like lowered sex drive,
vaginal dryness, plateaued weight loss, low energy or chronic fatigue, trouble sleeping, brain fog,
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or even symptoms of moodiness and anxiety, it's likely that imbalanced hormones are at the
root of these symptoms. Be sure that you have addressed any nutrient deficiencies, lack of sleep,
high amounts of stress, and inflammation, as these can all disturb hormone balance and create
many of the symptoms we listed. If the root causes of hormone imbalance are properly
addressed, many of the unwanted symptoms should resolve prior to the use of hormone
therapy. In addition, functional medicine employs the use of several adaptogenic herbs and
homeopathics that are known to help the body create healthier levels and balance of multiple
hormones, while reducing and even resolving many of the related symptoms along the way.

Assuming these things have been done, bHRT can be explored in connection with proper testing
for your hormones through saliva, blood, or urine, which will help us determine your unique
hormonal needs so that your bioidentical hormone treatments are specifically designed to help
raise your hormone levels back to a more youthful state. This can be done using creams, gels,
injections, oil blends, or even pellets. Your specific needs can be discussed with one of our team
members. Once therapy begins, most people report significant reduction in symptoms, and
studies have shown that using bioidentical hormone replacement therapy can help in the
following areas:

Preventing bone loss and reducing hip fractures
Increasing energy with more mental clarity, motivation, better sleep, and alertness
Decreasing hot flashes and night sweats with improved sleep quality
Improving sex drive for men and women as well as reducing vaginal dryness
For women who have had a hysterectomy prior to menopause, the use of bioidentical
hormones has been shown to be an important consideration for maintaining health

CONTINUING LIFESTYLE CHANGES FOR GREATEST IMPACT
If bioidentical hormone therapy is determined to be appropriate for you, during use, please
continue to address the lifestyle factors that you have learned throughout this program. For
some, the symptoms of hormone imbalance can also be related to autoimmune disorders or
other underlying issues like leaky gut. These require time to resolve and should not be
overlooked as potential causes. By resolving them, the need for bHRT could diminish or vanish
over time. By continuing to address and maintain the following lifestyle changes, you can
maximize the benefit of balancing your hormones while addressing any additional underlying
concerns that complicate the imbalance:

1. Continue to minimize intake of inflammatory foods, primarily sugar, refined grains, and
processed oils. Focus on eating for maximum nutrition, with fresh veggies and fruit and
properly fed meats.

2. Regularly practice your stress management techniques, including abdominal breathing,
meditation, and even exercise. Stress will create hormone imbalances and deficiencies.

3. Keep exercising regularly, as this will reduce inflammation, improve energy, and reduce
unwanted fat. Exercise is an important aspect of maintaining hormone production and
balance.
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4. Avoid artificial chemicals in your food and surroundings to minimize endocrine disruption.

5. As with all areas of health, maintain a holistic approach and focus on balance, as this will
always promote the best possible outcome.

Don’t forget, our body’s hormones are typically highest in production during our 20s and 30s, but
then begin to decline when nearing our 40s. This drop in hormones is natural and unavoidable
in many ways, but we can still help control and influence how rapidly or smoothly this change
happens and how well our body is able to adapt to its effects. When we’ve done the work of
addressing the lifestyle changes needed to reduce the impact of this hormone decrease, bHRT is
a tool that can be used to make this transition easier.
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We are in a constant state of change. Although not all circumstances are under our control, we
do have the power to bring about positive change and enhancement when we work toward that
end. The problem is, the average American lifestyle perpetuates a downward spiral of decline,
breakdown, and destruction of the body. In fact, recent studies attribute 85% of all the diseases
and illnesses we face today to stress-related factors, many of which could have been changed or
prevented if caught early enough. It’s important to recognize that stress is a real, daily struggle
that can come from many angles.

Just consider how many stressors people deal with on a regular basis:

Poor quality and unhealthy diet
Dependence on stimulants such as caffeine and sugar
Using excess alcohol
Lack of sleep
Long hours of work
Inadequate exercise and movement
Financial problems
Bad relationships
Bad work environment
Hormone imbalance
Exposure to toxins
Prescription drugs
Chronic pain

THE NEED TO CHANGE
If you want to move toward a life where these negative stressors are not a factor, you need to
identify the stresses in your life and follow appropriate lifestyle changes to reduce and eliminate
them.

If not, you will suffer the negative effects of stress. There’s no way around it. When our body is
under stress, it stimulates our sympathetic nervous system, leading to muscle tension,
cardiovascular stress, and many other intensified functions. If stress is prolonged, it can also
lead to multiple hormones and glands becoming overworked. The only way to counter this is to
allow the parasympathetic nervous system to calm things down to normal levels. When this
process works correctly, there is balance and your systems will remain in order.

However, most of us stay in a constant state of stress that leaves our nervous system in the “fight
or flight” mode. Long work hours, lack of sleep, lack of exercise, fast foods or processed foods, or
financial strain cause the balance to fail. This chronic stress results in a slow, ongoing
breakdown of your nervous system, leading to fatigue, mental fog, hormone imbalance,
inflammation, pain, decreased range of motion, weight gain, and a loss of joy in life. This is not
okay, and it affects our bodies and our health in more ways than people care to admit.
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Most people don’t realize the connection between stress and how the body functions. For
instance, something like chronic pain and inflammation can be the underlying cause of
constipation and hormone imbalance. People in this instance may try all types of remedies from
laxatives to fiber, often to no avail. They may even conduct a colonoscopy that shows no
problems. That’s because if the nervous system is imbalanced, the related functions governed by
the nervous system are not going to work. You must address the underlying cause and stressor
in order to resolve the problem.

UNDERSTANDING THE MECHANICS AND EFFECTS OF STRESS
True wellness is an ongoing, day-by-day series of choices that requires taking the responsibility
for your health and making decisions that allow the body’s innate healing intelligence to repair
and prevent disease in the best possible way. Our bodies are made to heal, regulate, and adapt.
This incredible ability comes from the innate intelligence that you are born with. It allows the
body to adapt to ever-changing environments and need for different functions. This includes its
ability to digest your food without thinking about it, how to heal a cut on your finger, keep your
heart beating, and kick your immune system into high gear when you’ve been exposed to a virus
or bacteria.

This innate intelligence is everywhere in your body, but it is mediated primarily by your nervous
system, which communicates with every muscle, gland, organ, and cell in your body. Because of
this, your nervous system is often called the “master computer” that’s regulating all functions of
life. When this system’s balance is lost, your body is out of sync all over the place.

Whenever we experience stress or danger, our body reacts with the sympathetic nervous system
in what is called the “fight or flight” response. This puts our nervous system, or master computer,
into a mode where it triggers the following responses:

Increased secretion of adrenaline
Accelerated heartbeat
Elevated blood pressure
Release of fats and sugar from body stores
Increased muscle tension
Slowed or halted digestion
Release of cortisol

Over time, continual stress and engagement of the sympathetic nervous system has the
following long-term effects:

Elevated cholesterol
Increased storage of fats
Suppressed immune response
Increased inflammation

Whenever the stress—real or imagined—is eliminated, our body should respond with the
parasympathetic nervous system, which is commonly called the relaxation response or “rest and
digest.”
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This includes:

Slowing of the heart rate
Increased intestinal activity
Increased gland activity and hormone production
Increased sexual arousal
Increased bowel activity
Relaxed muscles
Reduced healing time

Both systems are necessary for adapting to daily life and surviving normal short-term stresses or
other healthy stresses, such as those from working out. The problem is many of us stay in “fight
or flight” mode due to the onslaught of daily stress, poor stress management, and poor lifestyle
choices. As a result, our bodies never fully benefit from going into the parasympathetic
response. We are never able to “rest and digest,” and our bodies experience the consequences as
a result. Since this stress is tied to the nervous system, symptoms and issues can present in
various places throughout the body as well.

In order to reach optimal health, you must constantly be able to recognize the early symptoms of
stress build-up in your body. If we begin to recognize what creates negative stress, we can learn
how to avoid, or at least reduce, many of the challenges that lead to stress build-up. In addition,
it’s important to help the body maintain balance through specific activities like abdominal
breathing, meditation, and yoga.

To help you with this process, here is a list of signs and symptoms that may indicate when stress
is building up and creating imbalance:

You’re beginning to gain belly fat and lose muscle tone despite a high activity level
You’re developing aches, pains, tension, and irritability, and have difficulty concentrating
You experience dry mouth, a rapid heart rate, shallow breathing at times, and grind your
teeth
You’ve developed chronic headaches
You experience poor sleep quality and feel exhausted every day
You have regular upset stomach or other digestive symptoms
Your sex drive is in the tank and so is your drive for life
Your last blood test numbers or hormone tests have the doctor concerned about the
direction you’re heading

In order to avoid stress build-up, constant action is required to keep you moving in the right
direction. Some people think they can coast, but sadly, that always leads to decline. Instead, be
aware of how you’re doing and always be learning, growing, and taking action toward optimal
wellness. By regularly practicing stress management techniques, evaluating stressors in your life,
and making the necessary lifestyle changes to reduce or eliminate stress, you can win the battle
with stress and let your body experience the balance it was designed to have.
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One of the key truths you have discovered in this program is that creating and maintaining our
health is a multi-faceted endeavor. It’s not enough just to eat well or exercise harder. We have to
understand how our bodies are designed to work and what interferes with optimal function. This
can be anything from hormone disruptors or toxins and chemicals, to allergens in our foods or
even stress. While there are a vast number of things that can rob us of our health, being aware
of them should not make us afraid or paranoid, but should encourage our resolve to learn about
health and how we can be proactive about living the best, most fulfilling life possible.

Prioritizing your health and learning to take care of yourself is a choice that will never
disappoint. By incorporating the nutrition and exercise principles you’ve learned so far, you are
well on your way toward achieving your goals for your health.

Part of this self-care involves knowing how the systems of your body work together and making
decisions to keep it functioning well. One of the biggest factors in your overall health is the
health of your nervous system, since this network is responsible for every function, move,
involuntary action, and process in your body, all the way down to the cellular level. By learning
the four principles of self care and the modalities needed to help govern our nervous system
health, we can continue building a healthy lifestyle that will allow us to experience wellness in all
areas of life.

THE FOUR PRINCIPLES OF SELF-CARE
1. Your body is a self-healing, self-regulating organism. This means your body was designed to

heal, regulate, and adapt on an ongoing basis. For instance, over the period of one month, the
majority of your liver cells die and are replaced by new ones. Every four months, most of your
red blood cells are replaced. Over the course of a year, up to 98% of your cells can be
replaced. This process continues year after year and is what allows your body to be in a
constant mode of change and repair. Two factors play a big role in this process and whether
you are headed toward better health or on a crash course for declining health. The first factor
is the nutrition or toxins that you expose yourself to, since these serve as the building blocks
for your cells to be remade. The second is the state of your nervous system, since this
determines how much and how well this process of rebuilding goes from day to day.

2. Your nervous system is the body’s master computer. Your nervous system orchestrates
point-to-point communication in the body and is made up of the brain, spinal cord, and the
spinal and peripheral nerves. This communication allows your body to be self-healing and
self-regulating, with your brain serving as the control center for literally every function in your
body. The state of your nervous system and its ability to communicate to every organ, tissue,
and cell of the body are important aspects in maintaining your health and should be
considered some of the most important areas to manage.
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3. Interference in the nervous system creates health problems. Your brain and body are in
constant communication to maintain optimal functionality. Your brain is dependent on the
input it gets from your body and in turn, the muscles, glands, organs, and cells of your body
are fully dependent on messages from your brain. As long as you have balance and no signal
interference between your brain and your body exists, you will have optimal opportunity to
function at your best. The biggest interference with the normal state of your nervous system
is stress. When this happens, your body is not able to heal, regulate, and adapt. Instead, it can
get stuck in patterns that eventually lead to decline and disease. When chronic stress or
extreme amounts of stress are present, the body can lose its ability to balance itself.

4. You can correct nervous system interferences if you use modalities available today. In
addition to the abdominal breathing and meditation that have already been discussed, there
are other modalities that can help a nervous system regain balance. Movement/exercise,
chiropractic, neurofeedback, acupuncture, and tapping are just a few of the modalities
available that help to rebalance and improve communication within the nervous system. Let's
examine each of them briefly.

SELF-CARE MODALITIES
Chiropractic
According to the latest research, movement of the spinal joints generates up to 90% of the
stimulation and nutrition to the brain. If you reduce spinal movement through restrictions
and/or misalignment, the brain can no longer be fully powered or function as it was intended.
When you hinder the way the spine moves, it actually alters the form, function, and structure of
the brain, which ultimately interferes with balance of the nervous system and its communication
to the body. These spinal misalignments can occur with injuries, poor posture, and even the
stresses of life. Chiropractors call these vertebral misalignments “subluxation” and correct them
with simple adjustments to the spine. These corrections can allow the body to function at
maximum capability. Talk to our team to see if adjustments may be helpful in your healing
journey.

Neurofeedback Therapy (NFBT)
NFBT is an umbrella term used for many different modalities of training and treatment, all with
the commonality of using technology to monitor an individual’s brain waves and dictate
feedback to their senses. This could happen with visual feedback, sound feedback, tactile
feedback or directly through stimulation.

Traditional neurofeedback (active NFBT) is a process of feedback through reward-based
learning. By placing one or more electrodes, up to 19 on specific areas of the scalp, an amplifier
is able to read the power of brainwaves and send them to a computer. The computer is set to
elicit feedback and help train the brain function toward a desired direction. All the individual
has to do is focus on a set stimulus such as a video or a game. If visual feedback is used, this
could be a movie playing loud and clear when the brain is in the desired state, and quiet or
faded out when the brain is drifting. You are trying to build a new pattern or strengthen an old
pattern. It’s just like learning a new language. Once new patterns have been trained, the pattern
has become permanent. This type of neurofeedback is effective with ADHD, depression, anxiety,
learning disorders, seizures, and more.
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Direct neurofeedback is a process of feedback through direct stimulation, using a small signal to
directly change patterns in the brain. It is still considered neurofeedback because you are
reading information from the brain (power) and feeding back a signal based upon the
information you have gained. This signal usually disrupts the patterns in the brain and causes a
shift away from a stuck pattern. Stuck patterns are common in anxiety and depression
(rumination), head injury, or PTSD. Usually, direct techniques are used in conjunction with active
techniques to achieve a permanent result. The client does not have to do anything during the
session other than notice when they feel some type of change.

Acupuncture
Acupuncture is a technique in which a practitioner stimulates specific points of the body. This is
accomplished primarily by inserting very thin needles into the points on the body along specific
energy pathways that traditional Chinese medicine calls “meridians.” The needle placement is
used to reestablish balance by resetting and redirecting the flow of energy. Many people have
found acupuncture to be effective in their journey to better health.

Tapping
Tapping, also known as Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT), is another self-care modality that
can be explored to help eliminate negative thinking patterns that can hold you back in your
pursuit of optimal wellness. The basic technique requires you to focus on a negative emotion or
thought that your are currently struggling with while using your fingers to gently tap 5-7 times
on each of the body’s 9 meridian points. This is intended to help resolve the negative emotion
and help restore the body’s energy and emotions to a more balanced state. It’s been described
like getting a massage during a psychotherapy session, with the goal of allowing you to change
patterns of thinking.

Movement/Exercise
The most obvious tool you have to reboot your nervous system when it's out of sync is through
movement and exercise. This will keep you functioning at your highest level. Dr. Rodger Sperry, a
Nobel prize winner for brain research, discovered that the brain and nervous system need a
source of continuous stimulation in order to stay at maximum function. He discovered that tiny
receptors within our joints are the largest stimulation that keep our brain active and healthy. As
referenced earlier, the largest concentration of these receptors are in the spine and used to
keep the brain powered on a regular basis. It could be compared to a motion-powered watch
that reacts to the movements of your arm and wrist. As long as you're wearing the watch and it's
moving, it will continue to store power that runs the watch. Without the continuous movement,
the watch will slowly lose time and eventually stop. In a similar way, your movement powers your
nervous system. Therefore, you must maintain movement and exercise if you want to enjoy the
benefits of a healthy nervous system. If not, you will slowly begin to lose your health as well.

So, whether you have had distinct moments of major stress or just the daily stress of life, we all
have accumulated stress damage to one degree or another that can cause a lack of balance in
the nervous system. Although your innate intelligence will do the best it can, it doesn't always
handle the amount of stress put on it. It will most likely need help from these additional
modalities in order to stay functioning at an optimal level.
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CHOOSING EXERCISE AS A MODALITY
Perhaps one of the easiest of these modalities is exercise. It takes very little effort to begin
simple home exercise, yet most Americans continue to live with a significant level of inactivity.
When you move, walk, run, stretch, or even place resistance into your movements, you are
allowing your body to reboot and change the stuck patterns of your nervous system. This will
improve the balance and function of your brain and nervous system. Don't just consider exercise
as something you do for cardiovascular fitness to get stronger or to burn fat. It also keeps the
most important system in your body, your nervous system, alive and functioning at its highest
level. A lack of exercise and movement is one of the main reasons the elderly deteriorate so
quickly after an injury forces them into inactivity. Lack of activity and movement leads to
generally low energy levels, as well as brain fog, slow metabolism, weight gain, a storing of body
fat, diminished digestion, and a diminished ability to heal and adapt.

The important thing to remember with exercise is that you’re making an investment whether you
do it or not. You can either invest the time each week into being physically active so that you can
have a fulfilling, abundant life, or you can pay the price of wasting time and money trying to buy
back your health later. Many people live as though they can get away without exercise or they
continually plan to start an exercise routine but never actually do. The saddest part is, they will
never get to enjoy life the way they were destined to unless they embrace the simple habit of
exercise.

Never forget, whether exercise or some other modality, you are in control. You manage 95% of
what your body needs to maintain its health. Start by developing awareness of the stress in your
life, then learn how to maximize your body's ability to handle stress and increase your general
adaptive potential. Lastly, learn how to manage the stress that's within your control by reducing
and eliminating as much as you can. In addition, adopt a positive outlook on life and be
proactive so that you can always be working toward the self-care that adds the most value to
your life.

WHEN TO SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP
Occasionally, self-care isn't enough. If you have any of the following problems, you should seek
professional help for healing.

Persistent or intense depression
Excessive sleeping or eating
Excessive drinking or drug use
Outbursts of violence
Memory loss
Persistent or sudden and extreme headache
Loss of feeling or tingling
Weakness or loss of muscle strength

Sudden loss of sight or double vision
Lack of coordination
Muscle rigidity
Tremors or seizures
Muscle atrophy
Slurred speech
Pain that radiates down the arms or down   
 the legs

You can typically avoid these kinds of major problems if you identify symptoms of stress early
and take action to begin moving the other direction. You can’t avoid all of life's challenges but
the amount you can avoid are much more than you think. Start taking personal responsibility for
the challenges that are under your control.
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Many of life's events, traumas, and challenges are not our fault, but it is our responsibility to do
something about how they affect our life. Become aware of these challenges and take steps
toward eliminating them and dealing with them so you don't allow stress to build up. If you are
aware of stress symptoms, be sure to use stress management strategies to allow your body to
have a greater adaptive potential.

It's been said by many experts that life is only 10% the circumstances around you and 90% how
you deal with them. Don't consider yourself a victim of life's events. Instead, work toward
eliminating the stress you can, enjoying the positive stress in your life, and managing all the rest
the best you can. Strive toward excellence in all you do. Many people can turn stress into a
positive experience by using it as an opportunity to improve themselves and stimulate growth.
Just like working out your muscles will create stronger muscles, working out the stresses of life
creates a stronger you.

Embrace the challenge of change and find joy in the ride. We have the power to choose joy in
spite of our circumstances just like we can find contentment wherever we are in life. This is
found by always being grateful for what we have. When we focus on how grateful we are,
happiness is a side effect. There is always something to be thankful for!
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Over the course of these next few modules, we will provide you with information on additional
changes you can make to your lifestyle outside of those you’ve already made regarding diet and
exercise. Topics will include cookware do’s and don’ts, toxins to avoid in personal hygiene
products and cleaning products, plus additional insights that give you knowledge of how to
extend your healthy choices further.

With all that you have learned about the importance of what we put into our bodies, it should be
apparent that there are decisions to make in every area of life to limit exposure to toxins and
maintain a healthy, balanced lifestyle. While our hope is that this information is both
enlightening and helpful, we also understand that it can be hard to navigate through the
hundreds of options that exist for products like cookware, sunscreen, cleaning supplies,
toothpaste, and personal hygiene products and know exactly which options are healthiest to
choose - especially if you cannot find the products that we recommended. For those who are
searching for options and curious where to start, we have a great resource for you to use: the
Environmental Working Group website, EWG.org.

We will be referring to the EWG website several times throughout these next few modules and
the best ways for you to utilize this asset moving forward. Before we start introducing you to the
different additional changes topics, we want to provide you with a brief overview about the
EWG’s website and their app.

WHAT IS THE ENVIRONMENTAL WORKING GROUP?
The Environmental Working Group is an American environmental organization that specializes in
research and advocacy in the areas of toxic chemicals, agricultural subsidies, public lands, and
corporate accountability. Their groundbreaking research has changed the debate over
environmental health in countless areas.

From households to Capitol Hill, EWG’s team of scientists, policy experts, lawyers, communication
experts, and programmers have worked tirelessly to make sure someone is standing up for
public health when government and industry won’t. Through their reports, online databases,
mobile app, and communications campaigns, EWG is educating and empowering consumers to
make safer and more informed decisions about the products they buy and the companies they
support. In response to consumer pressure, companies are giving up potentially dangerous
chemical ingredients in their products and improving their practices.

HOW TO USE EWG.ORG
Fortunately, much of the information that EWG produces is available for consumers to read,
meaning that those who want to live clean, healthy lifestyles don’t have to search far to find
relevant data about the products they use. The Consumer Guides section of EWG.org is where
you will find their most popular resources, including the “Skin Deep Guide to Cosmetics,” the
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“Guide to Healthy Cleaning,” the “Guide to Sunscreen,” and many other useful tools. These
resources rate the top cleaning products, beauty products, sunscreens, and more. Each guide
also lists the EWG-verified products, which are free and clear from the top toxins and chemicals
we should avoid in order to stay healthy. Other products are given scores based on 1-10 or A-F,
with 1 and A being the best. You can also search for the products you currently use to see where
they line up score-wise. We encourage you to take a look at the consumer guides and begin
making the switch to a cleaner, safer household through the products you use.

HEALTHY LIVING APP
EWG also has a convenient app for your smartphone: the Healthy Living app. It is free to
download and can really help you save time when it comes to purchasing toxin- and chemical-
free items for your home and hygiene. Within the app, you can search and view the ratings of
more than 120,000 food and personal care products in a simple, searchable online format that
empowers people to shop smarter and eat healthier. Each food item in the database is scored
based on three factors: nutrition, ingredient concerns, and degree of processing. Personal care
products are rated for hazard and data availability. The lower the hazard and the higher the
data availability, the better.

If you are at the store and want to purchase new laundry detergent but are unsure which one is
the best toxin-free option, you can simply open the Healthy Living app and scan the detergent
barcode. Within a few seconds, the product’s EWG score will show up and you can see both the
good and bad ingredients in that specific product. Check it out and see how your favorite foods
and personal care products score.

MAKING SMALL DECISIONS FOR BIG IMPACT
Hopefully, one of the things you’ve picked up from this program is the need to make small
changes over time. New habits are not hard to form when you make steps one day at a time, one
week at a time, and so on. This principle holds true for shifting the way you buy household
goods, cleaning products, personal hygiene products, and more. While the best thing you can do
for your health is make choices to remove unnecessary and dangerous toxins and chemicals, you
can also make these changes in your buying habits gradually. You don’t have to throw all of the
items in your home away overnight. Pick an area that you want to focus on and start making
changes there. You might start with your household products as we introduce those topics first,
then move to your cosmetics or hygiene products once we introduce those concepts. Find an
area that is most important to you and start there.

Keep in mind that the advent of online shopping also opens up options for getting products and
goods that are not readily available in your local stores. Just because you can’t find something in
your store doesn’t mean that you have to settle for an unhealthy product. A quick search online
can give you many options for products that enable you to make these additional changes at
home. If you’re not sure where to start, you can also reach out to our team, as we can offer
personal recommendations for products and give you ideas of good places to find items that are
of particular interest to you.
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The majority of people use cookware every day, whether to scramble eggs, bake muffins, or
roast vegetables. If you are a professional chef or just cook once a year for a special occasion, it
is important to know about the types of cookware that are available. Some can be very
dangerous to our health while others pose no risk. Here are some do's and don’ts for cookware
and a few of our favorite pots and pans to safely cook with.

DANGEROUS CHEMICALS IN COOKWARE
You may be wondering, “Isn’t all cookware safe?” or “Why do I need to be worried about it in the
first place?” Unfortunately, certain types of cookware can be poisonous to our health. We go the
extra mile to buy organic produce to make sure our food is chemical-free for ourselves and our
family, so why don’t we do the same for our cookware? The following chemicals are some of the
biggest offenders in cookware:

Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA)
There are several types of cookware to avoid for chemical-free cooking. Non-stick cookware is
the most commonly used, and while it may be convenient and easy to clean after cooking, the
non-stick lining of the pan is one of the most dangerous for our health. The non-stick coating is
typically made of fluoropolymers, which have been shown to give off perfluorooctanoic acid,
also known as PFOA, when heated. The PFOA can leach into your food, potentially causing harm
to your body. The biggest problem with PFOA is that it can stay in the environment and your
body for long periods of time, so while short-term exposure may seem like no big deal, when you
cook with non-stick pans on a regular basis, the PFOA can build up in your body over time.

Limited studies have been done on humans to show the effect of too much PFOA in the body,
but the results that exist are astonishing. According to the American Cancer Society, these
studies suggest an increased risk of testicular cancer, kidney cancer, and thyroid cancer.
According to a 2007 study by the Environmental Working Group, the chemical PFOA is a pollutant
found in over 95% of Americans' blood, including all of the newborns surveyed in a study group.
The same studies also found PFOA in the blood of marine organisms and Arctic polar bears.
What’s worse is that PFOAs never break down in the environment, so every molecule of it
produced since the 1950s or earlier will forever be in our air, water and bodies. Studies by
Environmental Health Prospectives have shown links from high levels of PFOA to higher rates of
thyroid disease. While the EPA has not officially classified PFOA as carcinogenic, we say “Why
take the risk?”

Teflon/Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
Another chemical that can be lurking in your non-stick pans is Teflon, which is the household
name for PTFE. Teflon turns into a harmful substance once it reaches “too high” of heat. The
problem is that most people do not know what “too high” heat is. In 2003, an EWG-commissioned
test showed that in just two to five minutes on a conventional stove top, cookware coated with
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Teflon and other non-stick surfaces could exceed temperatures at which the coating breaks
apart and emits toxic particles and gases. The toxic fumes released from heated Teflon-coated
pans can cause air pollution. When people breathe in these fumes, they can develop flu-like
symptoms called “Teflon flu.” Even more dangerous, if you ever scratch the surface of your non-
stick pan, which everyone does at some point in time, the toxic fumes are released even further
into your food and the air.

MICROWAVE USAGE
While many people don’t consider their microwave as cookware, the fact that microwaves are
used to prepare food means that we must consider their effect on the foods we eat. While this
can be a controversial topic, we want to address one key factor when it comes to using a
microwave to cook or reheat your food.

The handful of studies that have been done generally agree that microwaving food damages its
nutritional value. According to the American Society of Horticultural Science, three recent studies
of historical food composition have shown up to 40% declines in some of the minerals in fresh
produce when microwaved. Another study found a similar decline in our protein sources when
microwaved. In other words, your microwave turns the beautiful, organic veggies that you’ve paid
such a premium for into “dead” food. If you take the time to shop for your food, pre-chop your
veggies, and prepare your meals, why not take the extra 5-10 minutes to reheat food in the oven
or the stovetop?

It may take a few weeks to get used to the idea of not using a microwave, but the more you do it,
the easier it will become. While there are a lot of other studies about microwaves and the
dangers of using them, our focus is only on the nutritional damage they do to our foods, as it has
the most research behind it.

SAFE COOKWARE
While we are not asking you to clean out your kitchen now and get rid of all of your non-stick
pans, we would like for you to consider replacing your non-stick cookware for safer chemical-free
options when the time comes. If you already have non-stick pans where the coating is beginning
to peel or wear, it is vital that you replace those right away. You will also want to avoid any
cookware that has a synthetic non-stick surface that is not labeled as Teflon or even says Teflon-
free. This can be deceiving because often Teflon-free, non-stick pans still contain PFOAs that are
not under the Teflon brand name but are still just as dangerous.

When looking for pots and pans, look for cast iron, stainless steel, ceramic, or glass, or even
those with a copper lining. All of these options are considered safe and will not expose you or
your family to dangerous chemicals and toxic fumes. Cast iron is great for those who want to be
able to take their pan from the stove to the oven. Stainless steel and ceramic are great for stir-
fry, sautéing vegetables and making soups. Glass baking dishes are great for easy cleanup, as
they are normally dishwasher safe. Lastly, when it comes to safe food storage, opt for BPA-free
storage containers to make sure you avoid any possible chemical contamination. BPA is normally
found in plastic storage containers, so the best option is to go with glass containers.
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We all know that most household cleaning products can be detrimental to our health when
ingested, but did you know that getting them on our skin or even being around the fumes can be
dangerous, especially for young children? In addition to basic household cleaning products, air
fresheners, candles, and laundry detergents can also have a negative impact on your health. In
this article, we will examine the top hazardous chemicals to avoid, why you should avoid them,
and the alternatives that are safe, effective, and better for your health.

TOP CHEMICALS TO AVOID
While most manufacturers say their products are safe in small amounts, what happens when you
begin to use lots of products that are only safe in small amounts? Think about how many times
you use or are exposed to cleaning products or air freshener sprays in a month or even in a
week. This is where chemical buildup can become a problem over time, not just for one cleaner,
but for all of the chemicals in all of your cleaners, detergents, and candles. These accumulated
chemicals can put a great amount of stress on your body and trigger a multitude of health
problems. Below are the top chemicals to avoid when purchasing household cleaners, air
fresheners, and candles to minimize or eliminate the chemical stress your body experiences
from toxins:

1. Sodium Hydroxide
This chemical is very corrosive and can cause severe burns should you come in contact with it.
Even while wearing gloves, if you inhale too much of this chemical, it has been known to cause
throat irritation that lasts for days. Sodium hydroxide is most commonly found in drain
openers/cleaners and oven cleaners. A safer alternative to clean your oven or help with drain
clogs is to mix one cup of baking soda with one cup of vinegar.

2. Phthalates
The biggest issue with this chemical is that it can be hidden on an ingredient list under the
term“fragrance” or “parfum.” This means that even if every other ingredient on a label looks
safe, if either of the terms "fragrance" or "parfum" is listed, you could be using a product with
one of thousands of unnamed chemicals. Phthalates are a chemical known to be a hormone
disruptor, which can lead to thyroid issues, reproductive trouble, and neurological and
immune effects. According to the CDC, studies show that men with high levels of phthalates in
their blood had lower sperm counts. Phthalates are most commonly found in air fresheners,
lotions, dish soap, laundry detergent, fabric softeners, toilet paper, and basically anything
that is scented. In order to avoid this harmful chemical, look for products that are fragrance
free or which use natural essential oils as the scent.

3. Chlorine
This chemical is a chief source of thyroid dysfunction and can cause irritation when inhaled.
Chlorine is commonly found in diapers, laundry whitening agents, mildew removers, toilet
cleaners, and even tap water. Not only can chlorine be absorbed through the skin, but you can
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also inhale the fumes when cleaning. Instead, look for an oxygen-based laundry whitening
agent and avoid diapers and cleansers that contain chlorine as an ingredient.

4. Ammonia
Ammonia is most commonly found in polishing products, glass cleaners, and jewelry cleaners.
It’s a powerful irritant that is especially dangerous for those with lung problems, asthma,
breathing problems, or the elderly. Overexposure can lead to the development of asthma or
chronic bronchitis. For streak-free and ammonia-free window cleaning, go for Greenshield
organic glass cleaner. Interestingly enough, vodka is an excellent ammonia-free polish for
anything metal.

5. Triclosan
This chemical is an antibacterial agent found most commonly in hand soap, but is also known
to be in anything marked “antibacterial,” including dish soap, body wash, and shampoo. In
2016, the FDA issued a rule stating that over-the-counter consumer antiseptic wash products
containing many potentially harmful antibacterial active ingredients, including triclosan and
triclocarban, can no longer be marketed to consumers. These products include liquid, foam,
and gel hand soaps, bar soaps, and body washes.

While this is a big win for consumers as far as keeping us safe from harmful chemicals,
triclosan is still used in other commonly found items around your house, including furniture
and cookware. Triclosan is a very dangerous hormone disruptor, especially for women, and
the EPA is actively investigating if triclosan is a possible carcinogen. Even scarier, triclosan
might contribute to the development of antibiotic-resistant germs or superbugs.

6. 2-Butoxyethanol
This chemical is an antibacterial agent found most commonly in hand soap, but is also known
to be in anything marked “antibacterial,” including dish soap, body wash, and shampoo. In
2016, the FDA issued a rule stating that over-the-counter consumer antiseptic wash products
containing many potentially harmful antibacterial active ingredients, including triclosan and
triclocarban, can no longer be marketed to consumers. These products include liquid, foam,
and gel hand soaps, bar soaps, and body washes.

7. Sulfates
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS) and Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLES) are chemicals you also want to
avoid when it comes to cleaning agents. They are known skin irritants, so if you have
dandruff, dermatitis, canker sores, or other irritated tissues or skin, it could be due to
sulfates. Used as a foaming agent, these chemicals are commonly found in dish soaps and
detergents, as well as shampoos and body wash. One of the most disturbing things about
sulfates is that they are commonly used to kill plants and insects, meaning that you are
essentially being exposed to pesticides and herbicides. It is an eye irritant, and according to a
study from the University of Georgia Medicine, SLS was shown to have the power to permeate
the eyes, brain, heart, and liver. 7th Generation makes much safer dish soaps and Biokleen
makes our preferred laundry detergent.
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RECOMMENDED BRANDS
It is important to read labels when purchasing cleaning products, air fresheners, and candles so
that you can avoid these unsafe chemicals. Remember, just because a product label says “all
natural,” “green,” or “biodegradable,” doesn’t mean it is non-toxic.

Besides the products recommended before, here are some of our favorite trusted brands for
cleaning products:

Better Life
Dr. Bronner’s
7th Generation
AspenClean
Four Monks
Biokleen

When purchasing candles, it is best to look for cotton-wicked vegetable (often soy-based) or
beeswax candles. Here are a few of our favorite candles and room fresheners:

Burt’s Bees vanilla honey soy candle
Mrs. Meyer’s soy candles
Pure Plant Home coconut candles
Thistle Farms soy candles
Mrs. Meyer’s room freshener
Or you can diffuse your favorite essential oils with a diffuser
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WHAT IS FLUORIDE?
Fluoride is the thirteenth most abundant element on the earth's crust and is found naturally in
soil, water, foods, and several minerals such as fluorapatite and fluorite. In addition to being
naturally occurring, fluoride is also synthesized in labs.

Most people are aware of fluoride because it is added to common products or sources that we
use on a daily basis. Toothpaste or mouthwash are usually the first things that come to mind,
but it can also be found in drinking water, processed foods and beverages, fluoride pesticides,
tea, non-stick pans, and some fluorinated medicines. For most people, a healthy diet will provide
plenty of fluoride without needing additional sources.

Why fluoride is added to products – and why that matters
That raises the question: if most of us don’t need additional fluoride, then why is it added to so
many things that we use on a regular basis? Fluoride – and its addition to products – has actually
been a point of controversy for some time now. Many argue that it is necessary to prevent tooth
decay and promote healthy dental hygiene, while others say it is not necessary for our health
and actually causes health problems. Fluoride can actually affect many tissues in the body
besides those which matter for our dental health. According to a scientific review by the Fluoride
Action Network, fluoride is an endocrine disruptor that can affect your bones, brain, thyroid
gland, pineal gland, and blood sugar levels. It can lead to muscle disorders, arthritis, dementia,
bone fractures, and even contributes to increased tumor and cancer rates.

What’s scary is that according to the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) data brief,
about 40% of American teens show visible signs of fluoride overexposure in the form of dental
fluorosis, a condition that refers to changes in the appearance of tooth enamel caused by long-
term ingestion of fluoride during the time teeth are forming.

For infants, the risk of taking in too much fluoride is even more cause for concern. Babies that
are given fluoridated water in their formula may also have reduced IQ scores when they grow up.
According to a Harvard University meta-analysis, children who live in areas with highly
fluoridated water have significantly lower IQ scores than those who live in low fluoride areas.

Proving this point even more, several dental researchers now advise that parents should not add
fluoridated water to baby formula, but opt for purified drinking water instead. Infants are not
the only ones taking in too much fluoridated water; adults are too. More people in the U.S. drink
fluoridated water than the rest of the world combined, yet Americans don't have any less tooth
decay than folks in non-fluoridated countries.

How to protect your dental health without the use of fluoride
So, if you understand that fluoride can be harmful to your health, how do you go about
protecting your dental health without using it? The CDC acknowledges that fluoride’s only
justifiable benefit
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comes from topical contact with teeth, so by swallowing fluoride in our water supply, we receive
no health benefits. According to Medical News Today, fluoride is useful in preventing cavities
and making teeth stronger; however, it is much less effective if a cavity has already formed. That
means fluoride is more of a preventative measure versus a cure-all. Fluoridated toothpaste only
slightly reduces tooth decay at the cost of absorbing massive amounts of fluoride through the
tissues of your mouth in addition to what you swallow while brushing. 

The best option is to find preventative measures that do not involve the use of fluoride. The first
means is by watching what you eat. If you eat a diet that consists of poor food choices like sugar
and processed foods, then you are at a higher risk of developing cavities and tooth decay. Also, if
you have poor dental hygiene from not brushing your teeth and flossing frequently, then you
are also at greater risk for tooth decay. Keep in mind that it is the toothbrush, floss, or Waterpic,
that removes food and plaque, not the toothpaste. 

While we are on the subject of dental hygiene, if you have amalgam fillings, also known as silver
fillings, be sure to talk with our team about potentially getting them removed. Amalgam fillings
contain mercury that can leach into your body and pose a threat to your health. If you decide
that removing your amalgam fillings is an appropriate step for you, be sure to find a holistic
dentist who has been trained to safely remove the mercury. It may be necessary for you to
consider using a supplement that enhances removing heavy metals. Chelation therapy may also
be an option for you as well.

TOOTHPASTE BRANDS WE RECOMMEND
Even with the steps above, there is benefit to reducing bad bacteria in your mouth through
natural toothpastes. There are many excellent fluoride-free brands of toothpaste, such as Tom’s
of Maine SLS-free, Fluoride-free, Botanically Bright toothpaste, which is one of our favorite go-to
brands.

Tom’s also makes a fluoride-free toddler-training toothpaste that is great for kids. Jason
Powersmile whitening toothpaste and Desert Essence Natural Tea Tree Oil are also trusted
fluoride-free options. If you do not want to use toothpaste at all, simply brushing with baking
soda is a great choice and will kill off any harmful bacteria in your mouth that can cause tooth
decay.

WATER FILTERS WE RECOMMEND
After reading this article, we also hope that you will stop drinking fluoridated water and switch
to purified water or spring water instead. When considering your water source, it is also very
important to avoid drinking water that contains chlorine. For bottled water, Crystal Geyser is a
great choice and comes in BPA-free containers. If you would like to use a water filter, the
ZeroWater filter pitcher helps to eliminate any chlorine and fluoride that could be in your water
supply. In addition to drinking water without chlorine, it is also important to shower and bathe
in unchlorinated water, as chlorine is readily absorbed through your skin. If you are looking to
filter fluoride and chlorine from your whole house, including your sink, bath, and shower, then
the Pelican Water fluoride filter system or the Pure-Master V700 by Vitasalus may be for you.
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Deodorant, shampoo, conditioner, hair products, soap, lotion, and makeup are all meant to
assist in our personal hygiene and keep us clean. But do they really? On the surface, the answer
is yes. You may smell better, look cleaner, and have gorgeous locks and hydrated skin, but is that
all these products are providing?

What you may not realize is that there can be dangerous chemicals lurking in these hygiene
products that wreak havoc on our well-being and make our internal health anything other than
clean. U.S. researchers report that 1 in 8 of the 82,000 ingredients used in personal care
products are industrial chemicals, including carcinogens, pesticides, reproductive toxins, and
hormone disruptors. Many products even include plasticizers, which are the chemicals that keep
concrete soft, and degreasers, which are used to get grime off auto parts.

Part of building a new healthy lifestyle involves opting for personal hygiene products that still
get the job done but without the added issues that come from unsafe chemicals. We want you to
know what ingredients to avoid in personal hygiene products, why it is important to steer clear
of them, and what products we recommend instead for safe and effective personal hygiene.

CHEMICALS TO AVOID
While this list is not exhaustive, these are the top chemicals we encourage you to avoid when it
comes to personal hygiene products and makeup. For a more exhaustive list, check out the “Dirty
Dozen Cosmetic Chemicals to Avoid” list on EWG.com.

Aluminum
Aluminum salts, used to control sweat, are most commonly found in antiperspirants, while
aluminum-containing raw elements are used in cosmetics as pigment and thickening agents.

When referring to antiperspirants, this does not include all deodorants, just the ones that
actually contain aluminum salts. These compounds reduce wetness by blocking your underarm
sweat ducts and also diminish body odor by preventing the bacteria that feed on sweat and
cause the smell. The foremost concern when it comes to aluminum in antiperspirants and
makeup is that aluminum is neurotoxic and has been linked to breast cancer and Alzheimer’s
disease. A case study by Keele University in the UK clearly showed high levels of aluminum in the
brain of a man exposed to aluminum at work, who then later died from Alzheimer’s disease.

Sadly, this is just one of many cases where high levels of aluminum were found in the tissues of
those that died of Alzheimer’s. Besides Alzheimer’s disease, according to the Global Healing
Center, several studies show elevated aluminum levels in living individuals that display
neurological symptoms like speech impairments, depression, muscle weakness, motor
disturbances, and memory loss. Regarding the breast cancer link, the U.S. National Library of
Medicine has conducted several studies that show that the majority of breast cancers develop in
the upper outer quadrant of the breast, which is the closest section to the underarms.
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Theoretically, the aluminum in your antiperspirant would then be absorbed in the underarm, get
into the lymph nodes, and travel to the breast. Along with these concerns, aluminum also keeps
the body from sweating out toxins that need to be released and limits the body's ability to
regulate body temperature.

Parabens
Parabens are the most widely used preservative to prevent the growth of bacteria and mold in
cosmetic products. They can be found in makeup, body wash, shampoo, conditioner, face wash,
and deodorants. While this may sound like a good thing, parabens do more than keep bacteria
out. Unfortunately, they can mimic the hormone estrogen and are associated with an increased
risk of breast cancer. According to the Huffington Post, these chemicals are absorbed through
the skin and have been identified in biopsy samples from breast tumors. The best way to avoid
parabens is to look for labels on products that say “paraben free.”

Sulfates
While we addressed sulfates in the household cleaning products article, it is equally important
to address sulfates in personal hygiene products and makeup. As a reminder, Sodium Lauryl
Sulfate (SLS) and Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLES) are known skin irritants, so if you have dandruff,
dermatitis, canker sores, or other irritated tissues or skin, it could be due to sulfates. One of the
most disturbing things about sulfates is that they are commonly used to kill plants and insects,
making it a pesticide and herbicide. It is an eye irritant, and according to a study from the
University of Georgia Medicine, SLS was shown to have the power to permeate the eyes, brain,
heart, and liver. In order to completely avoid sulfates, look for personal hygiene products and
makeup that say “sulfate free” on the label.

Synthetic Colors
You will know that a product has synthetic colors in its ingredients if you see the letters FD&C or
D&C (Ex: FD&C blue 1 or D&C red 27). In this coding, F signifies food and D&C represents drug
and cosmetics. The hazardous risk associated with synthetic colors is that they are suspected
human carcinogens, skin irritants, and have been linked to ADHD in children.

Fragrance
Sadly, the term “fragrance” is a blanket word that can apply to thousands of different chemicals,
synthetic fragrances, and additives. The term was created to protect consumer product
company’s secret formulas, but it is really the consumer that gets hurt in the long run. According
to the Environmental Working Group (EWG) Skin Deep Database, fragrance mixes have been
associated with allergies, dermatitis, respiratory distress, and potential effects on the
reproductive system. They can be found in many products such as perfume, cologne,
conditioner, shampoo, body wash and moisturizers. While the “fragrance” could be something
harmful, it could also be something natural like an essential oil, so unless a product actually lists
what the fragrance is, it is best to avoid it so you are not exposed to unwanted chemicals.

Formaldehyde
Formaldehyde and formaldehyde-releasing preservatives are used in many personal hygiene
products to help prevent bacterial growth. The International Agency for Research on
Carcinogens deemed formaldehyde as a human carcinogen, and it is known to cause allergic
skin reactions and may be harmful to the immune system. Formaldehyde is most commonly
found in nail polish, body wash, shampoo, conditioner, and eye shadow.
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PRODUCTS WE RECOMMEND
With people becoming aware of the harmful chemicals that can be lurking in our personal
hygiene products, more and more companies are coming out with natural and better-for-you
alternatives for personal hygiene products. Below are a few of our favorite and most trusted
brands; however, these are not the only brands that will be free from the chemicals listed above.
As long as you check the ingredient list and avoid these chemicals, you will be doing your body
good!

Deodorant: Rooted Athlete, Primal Pit Paste, Lafe’s roll on, Alba Botanica Clear, Kiss My
Face Active Life Aluminum Free
Shampoo & Conditioner: Acure, Avalon Organics, Biolage Color Care, Desert Essence,
Babyganics
Makeup: Beauty Counter, Burt’s Bees, W3LL People
Bar Soap: Makes 3 Organics, Dr. Bronner’s, Soap for Goodness Sake, Aveeno Moisturizing
Bar
Face Moisturizer & Anti-Aging: Tata Harper, Juice Beauty
Face Wash: Biossance Squalane + Antioxidant Cleansing Oil, Acure Brightening Face Scrub,
Goddess Garden Organics Erase the Day Mineral-Removing Cleanser, Neutrogena Ultra
Gentle Hydrating Cleanser
Nail Polish: Sophi nail polish, Piggy Paint
Shaving Cream: Badger Shave Soap, Jack Black Beard Lube
Aftershave: Badger Aftershave Moisturizing Oil and Aftershave Tonic, Every Man Jack

WHERE TO GET THESE PRODUCTS
Remember that while some of these products may not be available in local stores, many of them
can be purchased online. While it may take some testing to find the product that best suits your
needs, the benefit of using these products is that you won’t be harming your body or introducing
unnecessary chemicals in the process. If you want some specific recommendations, reach out to
our team and we can share with you some ideas about which products we like to use and where
you can find them easily.
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As we begin to discuss sunscreen, we first need to address a misconception about the sun. While
most people have been led to believe that sun exposure causes skin cancer and are afraid of
being out in the sun too long as a result, we’d like to debunk that myth and note that burning
your skin, or sunburn, is what can lead to cancer—not the sun itself.

In fact, getting sun on your skin for a short time of 10-20 minutes per day can actually increase
your body’s natural protection against cancer by increasing your body’s natural Vitamin D and
melanin. Melanin is a natural substance that gives color to your hair, skin, and eyes. The amount
of melanin in your skin determines your body's capacity to produce vitamin D from ultraviolet
light exposure. Melanin actually acts as a natural sunscreen in the skin, as it absorbs ultraviolet-
B, or UVB, light. As a result, when you get sun exposure and begin to tan because of the melanin
in your skin, you can increase your length of exposure to the sun before you begin burning.

While overexposure to the UVB rays of the sun is bad for our health, these rays are also one of
the best ways for our bodies to obtain vitamin D. While caution is warranted, we don’t want to
make UVB rays the enemy either. Getting healthy sun exposure from high noon until 2 p.m.,
when the UVB rays are the strongest, will help your body obtain the highest level of Vitamin D in
the shortest amount of time. To avoid skin cancer due to UVB overexposure, it is important to
only stay in the sun for 10-20 minutes to obtain your vitamin D without burning and as always,
consult your dermatologist if you experience any sun spots or changes in the skin.

Now, if you will be out in the sun for longer than 20 minutes, this is when sunscreen is helpful at
combating overexposure to UVB rays. Sunscreen is still one of the best tools we have to help with
sun exposure. With that being said, not all sunscreens are created equal. Some contain harmful
chemicals that may do damage to our bodies. Here, we will shed light on these chemicals and
how to avoid them. In addition, we will recommend some of our favorite chemical-free
sunscreens that you can feel good about using.

Chemical-based sunscreens typically use one or more chemicals, including octinoxate,
oxybenzone, avobenzome, octocrylene, octisalate, and homosalate. While a common
misconception is that sunscreen just sits on top of the skin, this is not the case. Our skin is the
largest organ in the body and any products we use on it, including sunscreen and all of its
ingredients, actually soak into your body through the skin and can travel to other organs.

This can be extremely dangerous because many of these chemicals in sunscreen are endocrine
disruptors and can interfere with thyroid function. According to a recent study by the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, the most common chemical, oxybenzone, was found in 96% of
the population. This is particularly startling as oxybenzone is an endocrine disruptor, can reduce
sperm count in men, and may contribute to endometriosis in women.

Even more alarming, the Environmental Working Group concluded that over 40% of the
sunscreens they tested can potentially contribute to skin cancer, the very thing that sunscreen is
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supposed to help protect against! This is possible because retinyl palmitate, a vitamin A
derivative that is often used in sunscreens, has been shown to speed up the growth of cancerous
cells by 21%.

A safer option to the chemical-based sunscreens are mineral-based ones. One caveat: you want
to make sure to use a mineral-based sunscreen that is non-nano zinc oxide-based for safe and
natural protection. A few of our favorites for adult use are Alba Botanica Sport Sunscreen
fragrance free, Sunology Mineral Sunscreen, and Burt’s Bees Sunscreen Stick.

For children, we like Goddess Garden Baby, Honest Co. Mineral Sunscreen, and Babyganics
sunscreen. Most of these recommended sunscreens can be found at your local grocery store in
the health and hygiene aisle or ordered online. As always, make sure to check the expiration
date on your sunscreen that you used from last season to make sure it is still able to offer sun
protection. Also, consult your dermatologist with any questions you have about sun spots,
freckles, and moles.
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Congratulations! You’ve completed your program and are well into your new healthy lifestyle! We
are so proud of the work you’ve done this far and we know you will do great as you continue on
this journey toward greater health.

Even though you’ve completed your program, we want to remind you of the importance of
maintaining the healthy lifestyle that you’ve worked so hard to achieve up until this point. The
last thing we want you to do is go back to your old habits just because you are finished with the
program. This program is only the foundation to help you begin building better habits and
better choices from here on out.

On the next page is a checklist for you to use on a weekly, monthly and quarterly basis to help
you stay committed to the progress you’ve made. You can print it out and put it on your fridge to
remind you to do these things regularly. You can even set a reminder in your phone to go off at
the end of every month reminding you to do the checklist.

We’ve provided you with the tools to continue the journey of lasting health, however, you have to
do your part in utilizing those tools as you move forward. We know you can do it, and we are so
excited for the life and health you will enjoy!
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Monthly/Quarterly Checklist:
 Check your fridge and pantry to make sure your eating habits and grocery purchases are still
consistent with a healthy lifestyle. Things to be aware of include excess boxed and processed
foods. If you’re maintaining a healthy lifestyle, you should have plenty of colorful fruits and
veggies stocked up.

 Add a reminder in your phone or calendar to help you remember
 Date Scheduled: _________________________
 Have a friend or family member help you evaluate and keep you accountable

 Review the material provided in this program. Revisit your “Why’s” for starting the program
and your accomplishments along the way to help you remember the positive benefits you saw
from a changed lifestyle. Perhaps even write yourself a letter to remember why you don’t want to
go back.

 Evaluate your sugar intake. Sugar has a tendency to sneak into our diets and can quickly
increase cravings. Exceptions are different than moderation. People often use the word
“moderation” to justify having “cheats” much more often than is healthy. We can always find an
excuse to have sweets but we should practice saying “no” most of the time if we want long-term
success. Old habits can come back quickly.

 Have you switched out any of these products?:

 Sunscreen
 Cleaning Products
 Personal Hygiene / Toothpaste
 Water Filters
 Cookware

Remember, you don’t have to make the switch all at once, just take one thing at a time. However,
if you continue purchasing the same old harmful products over and over without considering
switching to a safer product, you’re likely going to reverse all of the hard work you did in
detoxifying your body of the harmful chemicals and toxins by allowing them to creep back in to
your system.

Daily/Weekly Checklist:
 Do your de-stressing techniques (abdominal breathing or meditations)

 Set a reminder in your phone or calendar to do these exercises daily/weekly
 Time Scheduled: ____________________________

 Continue your HIIT exercise. Put your at-home weights or equipment somewhere you’ll see
them every day to remind you to do them.

 Set a reminder in your phone or calendar to do these exercises daily/weekly
 Time Scheduled: ____________________________


